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PREFACE 

In attempting a study of the novels written about the 

Southwest,·! have had at my disposal about twenty.books which seemed 

to be representative of the treatment so £a.r afforded of the region. 

Thia number constitutes only a small portion of. the books :falling in 

this class, and there waa some material which I should have greaw 

liked· to have included., but was unable to procure. Nevert.1ie1ess the 

twenty books used offer what I believe to be representative ·treat-

ments,- so that I doubt whether the use of added material would have 

materially changed the account. Several of the books £rom v1hich ma-
terial was dram-the two by Walter Noble Burns and J. Frank Dobie1 s 

Coronado's Children-are not strictly speaking novels, yet in temper 

and method they are so closely allied to fioticn that the use of them 

is justified. 

I wish to acknowledge my deep indebtedness to Dr. J'. H. 

Nelson, who has with great patience and helpfulness aided me in the 

writing of tb:is thesis. Also., I wish to thank Professor R. D~ 0 1Leary 

and Miss·Nellie Barnes for their va1uable assistance in helping me 

find material for my study. 



mTRODUCTION 

Like so many terms used by crities and ll terary histor-

ians, •the Southwest" lacks definiteness of meaning; hence an explana-

tion· is called· £or on the part of anyone employing it. In this study 

the term has been used to indicate the territory included in th·e states 

of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.1 These states, it seems to the

present writer~ form a logica1 and distinct unit. Together they make 

a region having a character all its own, set apart from the country to 

the east; to the north, and to the west, al though in some ways like 

that of the country to the south. This region may be said to have a 

soul of its om and to linger among tho preponderantl:y Teutonic brother-

hood of the United Stutes as an exotic cousin. 

Naturally this difference in fundamental tempor and 

character has appealed to the writer of fiction, who has seen in the 

Southwest material of extraordinary varicrty and interest.. Throughout 

most of the nineteenth century this interest made an appeal., as for 

example, to the popular G. P. R. Jrunes; yet it has been only within 

the last forty years that the full attractiveness of the Southwest 

has been fe1t. lfovels, short stories, plays, frequent~ mel.odramatic, 

and poetry, have all utilized the subject-matter• and in all these 

e!lsentially the same appreciation of the romantic and the glamorous 

shine through. The novels in particu1ai .. are in general agreement in 

l. In one nove1 considered in this study, ·~ ~"Ialls, the state of 
Arkansas is the setting •. 
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their presentation of the country and its people, ao that it is pos-

sible to generalize without misrepresenting .. 

Possibly the various aspects of· nature form the theme:·· 

on tvbich there is most general. agreement. The n~velists· have been 

quick to realize that in the wild beauty o:r the deserts, the.sudden 

. and tempestuous temper ·of the storms, the great stretches of plains, 

the.intervening ridges of mountains, there is literary material of 

a ra.rEJ'Value. ·· They have seen, too~ that the effect of physical nature 

on' th€! inhabitants of the region' is, as elsewhere in the world, marked

and peculiar. The lives of those who ll ve here are molded and in-

fluenced by their strange and exotic environment.. The Indians have 

always felt its power, and even the white man has never gained com-

plete control over the natural forces .found here. 

No .. less appealing is the procession of human typec af-

forded by .the region, some of these foreig11' to the large American.· 

audience to whom the novelists present them. To begin with tliere are 

the aborigines, unlike any race in the world. With their savagery, 
• I • - • • 

and_their colorful customs and ceremonies, they have proved to be the 

moat fascinating subject to the novelists. The Spaniards mid Mexicans~ 

with their love of pleasure and their'court]¥ manners from the old 

country, have furnished romantic material for the authors. The Ameri-

cans., with their vigorous manner e.nd spirit of adventure, with their 

wish to change everything to their ow desires, present a. striking 

contrast to the primitive Indian and the gay, unconcerned Mexicans. 

When dealing tVith the American material, the Wl"iters have been inter...: 
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ested mainly in showing the relationship between the tt·white man" and

the earlier inhabitants~ No type of' American has been more striking 

than the reckless outlaw,. who lived a turbulent and exciting life in 

the frontier towns. 

For the American reader, also, the historical material 

· furnished by the country is appealing, although on the whole the· use 

of it is slight. Just as France and Great Britain struggled for a 

v-ast dominion in upper North America, so here in the south warriors 

of Spanish descent and warriors of Americru.1 desce."lt battled· for a new 

empire •. There were wars with the Indians, that make thrilling and 

exciting materia1 for the novelists. There was the battle of the 

Alamo bet11ee.n the Mexicans and the Americans to gain suprema.cy of 

Texas. There ,ms a struggle between the lawless and law abiding fac-

tions of the Americans. The outlaws had to be conqu~red as well as 

the Indians to make the country safe for settlers. 

The novels which afforded material for this study_have 

been ·w1'"i tten by a number of authors and range i,n set ting f'rom. the 

days of the aborigines to the t~ventieth century. For the sake or in-

dicating· convenien~ all the material used, the dates of its publi-

ca.tion1 and the periods of time with which the stories deal, the fol-

lo:i'1ing list is of.fered here. 

Author

Mr. Adolph Bandelier 

Miss Willa Cather

Time and Theme 
~ of Sto;cy; 

The Delight Makers (1890) Pre-historic 

tb.a..Song. a!. the.. La:ck. (1915) Ruins left by 
primitive Indians 
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AuthoI' 
Time and Theme 

of Story 

Miss Willa.. Cather · The Professor' a House (1925) Ruins left by 
primitive Indians 

Mr. W. 0 •.. Stoddard · The Lost~ .Q!. :t,he ?tfonte- 1855--t,he fall of
zumas (1897) · . the Alamo 

Misff'·Willa· Cather 

.Mr •. ~ane.Coolidga 

Miss Alida Malkus

Mr. Stanley Vestal 

Mr. Harvey ·Fergusson 

!Ir. Dane Coolidge 

Remember the.• Alamo (1909) 

Death Comes for.the Arch-
: bishop (1928) ,--

Under the Sun (1926} 

Conquest (1950) . 

Caravans j£ Santa'h (J.928) 

t Doba )\tall.a (1929) .. 

1!!. T~se Days (l.929) 

Lorenzo ·the-Magnificent 
· (1924) -

fir~ Walter Moble Burns Tombstone (1929) 

.Mr. ·walter· Noble ·Burns The~ ·,gt Billy: ~-li!s. 
(1925) 

. Miss. Dorothy Scar- The ~ (1925) 
borough - · 

Mr. Harvey Fergusson B1ood .Qi the ·conouerors -
(1921) 

'Miss Frances Gillmor Windsinger (1950) 

Miss Alida Malkus . Drarron~ ..Q! Zuni (1928)

Mr. Oliver La Farge Laughing ~ (1927) 

. 1835-the fall ot 
the Alamo 

1as1 · .. to time of 
railroads 

During the 1160~sn
to 1875

During.late BSO's" 
and early nso•s• 
During late n501 s• 

The "v1agon days"
to thengas ageff

Before the days of 
the railroad and 
after 

During the tt3Qts

Pioneer days of 
Texas and early 
days of th9 rail-
road 

During the "90's" 

Present day 

Present day 

Present day 
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The various interests presented by these books on the 

Southwest are like]¥ to increase in their appeal as time goes on. The 

novels themselves make it c1ear that the country is changing., and that 

much- that has been, .vill never be again. The Spanish Southwest., rapidly 

.becomes an Americanized _Southwest._ Tho account "the old days" will 

more and more become to have the value like that in Scott*s novels of 

the Midd1e Ages--the value, namely, which comes from interest in the 

remots., the distant. It is safe to predict, therefore, that in the· 

future the treatment or the Southwest dll be of wider interest and 

will perhaps _be more frequent and enthusiastic than at present.. The 

chapters that i"ollo1v, however$ should make clear an active· and many-

sided concer-n among novelists over the history, the beauty, and the

spirit of the Southwest. 



CHAPTER .I 

In re,r.i.e1-dng the novels of, the Southwest, one is im-

. pre$sed by the extensive use of na:ture, •. In almost all of. the novels 

nature is an ever present and determining factor in the story. At 

times it may be said to 'constitute an actor, or it may influence a 

particular action in the progress of the story.. -In these . novels pie-· 

ture after picture appears of the varied· nature of the Southwest. It 

is a land of mountains arid plains, of mesas. and canyons, of deserts 

and sand hills, a. land of sudden_, violent storms, end of high winds-

all told, a_reg!on of impressive ·sights. The.relation or nature in 

the Southwest to human beings ~s ~culiar and constitutes an attrac-

tive minor theme £or the urlter.s of fiction. 
. : . '. '

In the introduction or Coronad~'§ Children, Mr. J. 

Frank Dobie writes that the history or' the Southwest is different 

from that of any region in the world. nThe !lew i7orldin he writes, 

"has been a world of men exploring unknown continents, subduing wilder-

ness and savage tribes, fell:tn:g forests J butchor-l.ng buffaloes-, trail-

ing millions of longhorn~d cattle, wilder then buffaloes, diggs.pg 

. gold out or mountains, and pumping oil out of hot earth bc.,neath plains. 

It has been a world in which :men expected, fought for, imd took riches 

beyond computation-a. world, indeed; it ?_10t of men without women, 'tt11en 
'or men into whc>se imaglnings woman has hardly entered." Perhaps we 

• '.. • :a.

may say that nature has taken .. ~1e pµtc~ of ·110man and has shaped the 

destiny of the Southwest. 



Mr. Dane. Coolidge• s Lorenzo ~ M:agnificen t reveela how 

nature is a determining factor in the lives or the Texans when they 

set.filed in Mew Mexico •

A year and a half before they had led the 
van or a mighty army, pouring into the promised land; 
and now, broken and thwarted by the hosti1e forces of 
Nature, they were retreating with the remnant or their 
herds. But the range which they had taken they held 
against a11 comers, maintaining a dead-line against 
Montemayor and his sheep; and though they shipped out 
thousands of steers they left their breeding stock be-
hind, .for summer merged into fall, the storm-clouds . 
blew in from the east. Sho~ers fell on the high plains, 
there was rain on the peaks~ but with the cold it van-
ished like a mist. Only the rrl.nd ble.,, day and night, 
singing a dirge to all _their hopes, and when winter eame 
it brought no snow .1 · 

Finally the Texans are all driven out but Monk, an old 

Texan cowboy., and his young friend, Jason. Monk admits he .is defeated 

and sells his property to Jason. 

n.And some day (declares Jason) those cows 
will be valuable." 

n1f it rains--yes," rumbled Monk. 
"Well, it's going tot 0 ·maintained Jason. 

"Liable to cut loose anytime. I know it\ I can feel 
it in my bones." 

ttAlJ. right, son," agreed Monk with a fatherly 
smile. "I sure hope it does for your sake. But I'm 
going back to Texas, where a frog can learn to swim. 
I'm burnt out on this country-it's too dry.tt2 

There is not a book written about the Southwest which 

does not reveal the influence of nature., even though nature is some-

times a minor ·feature of the book. The desert, the mountains, can-

l. Coolidge, Dane, Lorenzo~ Magnificent, pp. 222-225. 
2. Ibid., pp. 254-255. 
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yous, the hot sun· mid dr:, air ere always t~re .to pl8" at .le:1st an 

intdda,t-..u part in the iiction. 

Ta.e nudden ter.rif1o: sto:rffla 0£ tho· South;.1ast are· import-

unt in fH._as Cstber's accounts of too &utb'f1~!st. In tho atoey De~t<h

Comes .f.2t the .~.rchbishon, J'ae1n~ ~nd Fothr.:::r L:atol.l."f' ar-e::r Ct!'...tgh·t 1n Il. 

vlolent S120\Y-Sttirm.. · 1he Indi~1n lesda_ the Bishop to a bidden · C$VO for 

Htr! found l'd.iiself in a lofty e1;1ven'l, shaped
aomelYha. t like a Go·th1e chi1r}el., of vrigue outline1-the . 
only light -rd .. thin w:t s toot. wbich ·oom,l through the 
narro1i' ap€rtm·~ bott1et1n the stone lips.. G:ront tt3 {1~S 
hin ne,11l of sheJ .. t,~l'"., thf: Blshop, on his ~'SY dorm the 
l dd ~-... );.. 1,.... i t · ..._ · a· :r .·· ~..l1', wan s·u.1.~u;c:i u/ n roi:~ 1tc .!;m~o- !:-n ezv.4·r-tie 1;.1-

·tr:fJ~ for th!.' -pli1ce. The }:11~ L, tho cav.e ·,i!iS glricifit.l, 
pcnotr,.'lttid to t..llo vsry bont-:1, antl .he de-h~~::d ~t onee
e :fnMd odOUl"', not veey strong but highly disagreeable .. 
S0m9 tf:enty .feet or so above his head the rn lf1¢Uth.
let i.~ gr.·ey <.1t1ylight l11te e. high tr.::n ;3:on1~ (> 

Fathar Latour l,sy ~i'th. hin O'.i.r t,,c this crnck
f)or tt long Y:hile, &spit~ trvt cold that riro~1 from it,.
He ;told bimsrs.1f ho t1FJ.a listoning to one o~ thm olddst
voicerl of tho e~rth.. Who.t he horrrd ffi:!E the &OU-lld of· a 
gi~o,:;.t underground river; flo::ring throufth a .resounding 
C.(J.Vem.. The i1.rrt,~ ~r,~ far, far belOIJ,t · perl1,;:"lps ao deep
t1s th:-; f';oot of th.~ mouritsi...,i, a .f1oocl moving in uttt::r 
darkness ·under tlw r1b5 of ~nU;diluviun rock. It wae 
not ia ruzhing noise, but tw~ ·sound· of' ~ greiit flood 
r.i~oving nth ~21Jastq and }:1011er"4 ·

5. De.nth Con1-ez .!eI, .!am. Archbishop, p. 129. 
4. Ibid.? P• l.52. 



come v.rlth their long-ho1-ned cattle, but in a few years are defeated 

by the drouth and driven out or the country because they do not)mow, 

the rhythm of' the seasons, as Lorenzo De Vega explains. 

They had swarmed in ~illy-nilly, these rough, 
bearded Texanos, taking away streams which had served to 
water a few b::.mds of sheep and turning them to the use or 
their cattle; but now the summer rains had failed already 
:and the autumn. was coming on dry. They h'1d not believe~ 
him when he had told them about the drouths, which some-
times lasted t;;o or three years ; but no\1 even the clouds 
had ceased to form and a d:cy wind whipped the dust across 
the plains. From the passes in the mountains huge rrind-
devils srvept down., whirling the dust high in the air as 
they advanced in orderly.procession until they died in 
the immensity of the plain.. The Texans did not know the 
rhythm of the seasons--tho long, dry winters, the brief 
period of moisture in the early spring, and th':! month or 
six weeks of' su.111:mr rains. They did not realize that, 
with the passing of Jul.y and August, all hopes for a wet 
season . ·t:ere gone. 5 ·

Mr. Oliver La Farge uses natural elements very little in 

his Lau5hing Boy. However, Laughing Boy anti. his wife,· Slim Girl, 

are overtaken by a snowstorm and are forced to stay a few dnys with 

a poor Mav:1jo family. His wile is again tested in adjusting herself 

to the crude Nnvsjo life. 

It began to snow on th~ morning of the third 
day of their trip home, not far from Kintiel. The ground, 
;;rhcre it had imy dampness in it, had been frozen since the 
night bef"o:re, and they had hurried under a threating skyJ 
having still a good day's ride before them. The storm came 
like timber-riolves, rushing. A Mountain-top wind sent the 
dry flakes whirling past., stinging their ears ~md the 
sides of their faces; there was no sun, they could see 
only a few yards ahead of the1a. Pulling their blankets 
up over their heads, they guided.themselves by the wind 
at their backs •••• They .continued, he fully occupied., 
she miserable with nothing to do save follo·w. . Sometimes 

S. Coolidge, Dane, Lorenzo~ Magnificent, pp. 152-135~ 



the snow whirled up at them, sometimes a fla;; would sting 
their faces with fine, white dust. Their6heavy:',blankets
felt thin as cotton over their shoulders.. , . . · 

In tbs stories dealing with the Indians, the elements of 

nature are mingled closely in their lives~ In all of the novels al)out 

the Navajo Indians, Tsayee or Canyon de Chelly, theh' ·home, is des-

cribed in detail. A descript~on o£ Tsa-tJee or Canyon de Chelly and its 

pnrt in the lives of the Navajo is given in Coolidget s Under ~ Sun: 

And while the others dispersed Meny Horses 
and bis men entered the yawning mouth of Tsayee.. At its 
entrance it wns so wide that no bowman could shoot across 
it; a level riverbed of sand held in place by thick grass 
and the low, matted carrietos, or cane. Mow in spring 
the creek was lo~? and over the ledge that barred its en..:. 
trance only a singll:!, gurgling wa.trrr-fall. poured; but in 
times of flood a torrent rushed across it, covering the 
dyLe from end to end. Logs of cedar ancl mountain spruce, 
brought do~-m. on its crest, were stranded along the shore; 
nnd a trail, broad at"l.d meandering, marked the passag'E! of 
the-people who still made Tsayee their home •••• 

Often nt Taos and Santa Fe he had heard of the 
Canyon~ Chelly as Tsayee was spelled by the Spanish, 
the great cleft in the rocks, impregnable to all assault, 
{;here the Navajos took shelter from their enemies. Three 
times, when their country had been invaded by the soldiers, 
they had fled into its all-enfolding depths; and so stu-
pendous ltere the walls that the troops hod turned back, 
well-content with a treaty of peace •••• 

The trail passed through l:>road savannahs, ·;;here 
herds of goats and sheep browsed peacefully by summer ho-
gans; up side-canyons they caught vistas.o.f peach-orchards; 
but at each zigzag turn the black stained walls beca1ne 
higher until they overhung the canyon floor. In horizontal 
fissures where the stratum had given way appeared the ruins 
of ancient cliff-dwellings, looking like mud-dauber's 
nests stuffed into the cracks; and the long rows of holes 
which had served the cliff-dwellers as paths looked li..'tce 
the tracks of climbing ants. 

· Gilpin forgot even his wounds snd tho hope1ess-
ness of his plight in the presence of such an awe-inspiring 
sight and as they approached·a. precipice i"ully a thousand 

6. La Farge., Oliver, Laughing Boy, PP• 190-191. 
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6 ..

feet high the Navajos struck up a. chnnt. It wns a wall 
_of red sandstone, split sheer £rom tho floor to the edge 
of the overh3nging rim, and., set high-above the wash in 
a block and shador;y cavern, was a crmellated castle 0£ 
purest ~1hi te. Not for eight hundred year:3 hnd a human · 
being scaled the heights and set foot in this most ancient 

· of dwellings, yet its w~lls were still complete, for the 
overhanging cliff had kept out the storms and rain. It 
stood out white and perfect, like o. jewel set in black in 
the heart of the mighty rock; a.nd the1"e once had d·welt the
Holy Ones of the Navajos,. the gods .vho had founded their 
religion. 

As they approached Kin !!!. Neigai, the White 
liouse7 old Nahtahlish rode out in front, and the chanting 
of the other men ceased; then, raising h-ts hands to the 
house in the c.li.f f; he in·toned the p.ozhoni, or benedic-
tion. But a.s he sang he paused after every t,10 .,70rds and 
an echo flung them back. To tho Uav~jos it w.ss magical, 
the voice of their Talking God, pronouncing. a blessing 
on his people; and when the last ,:iords were spoken and 
echoed buck from the rock they rode on in reverent si-
lence.7 

In Death Comes For~ Archbishop, Miss Cather, who shows

how tho very life of_this tribe seemed to depend on this old canyon, 

writes thus of the Canyon de Chelly: 

It was his o~n misguided friend, Kit Carson, 
~,ho finally subdued the lao t unconquered remnant of that 
people; who followed them into the depths of the Canyon de 
Chelly, whi thar they had fled frora their grazing plai11a 
and pine forests to make their last stand •••• 

Carson followed them down into the hidden 
world bet.~reen those towering walls of red sandstone, spoiled 
their stores, destroyed their deep-sheltered ,corn-fields, 
cut dmm the terraced psnch orchards so dear to them .. 
When they saw all that was sacred to them laid waste, the 
Navnjos lost heart. They did not surrender; they simply 
ceased to fight, and were taken.8 

Manuelito, a brave Navajo chief, is not captured and goes 

to Bishop Latcur, asking him to plead ,vith the Government for them. 

7. Under ~ Sun, pp. 28-31. 
8. Death Comes !Q!.~ Archbishop, pp. 296-7.



-They asked -nothing of' the -Government, he told 
Father La.tour, but their religion, and their own land where 
they had lived front immemorial. times. Their country, he 
explained, was a. part of their religion; the two were in-
separabl~. The Canyon de Che.Uy the Padre knew; in that 
canyon· his people had lived when they were a small weak 
tribe; .it had nourl.shad and protected them; it \n1a their 
mother. Moreover, their gods dwelt there-in those inac-
cessible white houses set in caverns up in the face of the 
cliffs, which no living man had ever _entered. Their gods 
_ were there, just as . the Padre's God was in his church.

· And north of the Canyon de Chelly was the Ship-
rock, a slender crag rising to a dizzy height, all alone 
out on a flat desert. Seen at a distance or fi.fty miles 
or so, that crag presents the figure of a one-masted fish-
ing boat under full sail, and the wbi te man named 1 t ac-
cordingly. But the Indian. has anoth1.:'r name; he believes 
the· rock was once a ship of the air. • • • That, canyon 
snd the· Sh.iprock were like kind parents. to his peopl.e, 
places,more.sacred.to them than churehos, more _sacred than 
any place is to the white man. How, then, could they go 
three hundred mi1es away and.live in a strange_land? 

In 1875 tha Bishop took his French architect 
on . a pack trip .. into Arizona . to . sho-v-1 him .something of · the 
country bef.ore he retumed to France,- and he had the 
p1easure of seeing the Navajo horsemen riding free over their 
great plains again. The two Frenchmen went as far as the 
Canyon de Chelly to behold the strange cliff ruins; once 
more crops were growing doitn at · the bo·ttom of the world 
bet\Yeen tho towering sandstone walls; sheep were grazing 
under the magnificent cottonwoods and drinking at the 
streams or sweet water!: it was like an Indian Gardon or 

9 7 •

F..den. .

This material ia used in a sm~l way by Miss Cather in her 

novel .The Song .Q! ~ ~, and by Miss Gillmor in hf~ book )1indsinger. 

The forms of vegetation typical. of this region-the pinon 

trees, the cactus., mesquite, sage-brush, and yucca-are frequently 

mentioned by the novelists. To Father Joseph in Death Comes 1:.2I. the 

Archbishop.the tamariak tree is a symbol of the Southwest: 

9. Death Comes E the A:rchbisho12, PP• 298-501. 



'

Father Joseph had come to love the tamarisk 
above · all trees. · It had been the companion of his wan-
derings. All along his way through the deserts of New 
Me:,r..ico and Arizona, ·wherever he had come upon a Mexican
homestead, out of the sun-baked earth, against the sun-
baked adobe walls~ the ta.marisk waved its feathery 
plumes of bluish green. The family burro was tied to 
its trunk, the chickens scratched wder it:, the·dogs 
slept in its shade, the washing was hung on its branches. 
F,1t.,.tier .Latour had often remarked that this tree seemed 
especially designed in shape and color for the adobe 

i, village. The sprays of bloom which adorn it are merel.¥ 
another shade of the red earth walls, and its i'ibrous 

· trunk is full of gold and lavender tints. Father Joseph 
respected the Bishopts eye for such things, but himself 
he loved it merely because it was the tree of the peop1e1 
and was like one of the famiJ.¥ in every Mexican house-
hold .. lO · · . 

The following quotations illustrate ·the novelists' use 

of nature to create action in their stories. Father Latour· is prompted 

to per£orm ·his devotions before a juniper tree .. 

When he opened his eyes again, his glance 
immediately fell upon one juniper which differed in shape 
from the others. It was not a thick.;...growing cone., but
a naked, twisted trunk, perhaps ten feet high, and at 
the top it parted into two lateral, flat-4'ing branches, 
with a little crest of green in the center~ just above 
the cleavage. Living vegetation could not present more 
faithfull:y the form of the cross. The traveller dis-
mounted., drew from his pocket a much worn book, and~ 
ing his "head~ knelt at the foot of the cruciform ·tree.· 

Jard Pendleton, the hero of Mr. 0' Connor1 s Conquest, is 

lost in the desert near Tucson with very little wat9r and food. The. 

cactus helps to sustain him until ha reaches his destination •. "He 

found a great saguaro cactus, cut out chunks of pulp, squeezed the 

green water into his mouth. He drank unti1 he could hold no more ond 

the hole in the cactus was like a jagged wound.n12 

10. ·Death Comes !Q;:~ Archbishop, p. 201 
ll. Ibid., pp. 15:-16. . _ . 
12. o•~onnor, Jack, Conquest, p. 4. 

8. 



The flat, rugged mesa is a. charaetaristic formation .of 

the Southwest. Miss Cather is especially fond of describing it .. 

. _Ac_o~a, one of .the oldest pueb1os, is l~cated on an almost inaeces- . 

sible mesa. One or her most interesting descriptions i-s of this 

unusual spot. The Indi{ms who live on this roclt have had to adjust 

their life to it. Miss Cather describes the mesa between Lag,ma and 
I

Acoma in Death Comes !9£. 8 A~chbishop: 

In a1l his travels the Bishop had seen no 
country like this. From the flat red sea of sand rose 
great rock mesas, generally Gothic in outline, resem-
bling vast cathedrals •. They were not crowded together 
in disorder, but placed in wide spaces, long vistas 
between. This plain might once have been an enormous 
city, all the smaller quarters destroyed by time, ~ 
the public buildings left,-plles of architecture that 
were like mountains. The sandy soil of the plain had 
a. light sprinkling of junipers, and was splotched with 
masses of blooming rabbit brush,-that olive-eoloured 
plant that grows in high waves like a tossing sea, ~t 
this season covered with a thatch of bloom., yellow as 
a gorse, or orange like marigolds. 

This mesa plain had an appearance of great 
antiquity, and of incompleteness; asif, with all the 
materials for world-making assembled• the Creator had 
desisted, gone away and lef~ everything on the point 
of.being brought togethex-, on the1ive of being arranged 
into mountain, plan, end plateau. 

As a general thing, the natural background serves-as a 

picturesque environment., coming to the foreground in a few instances 

to p1ay a part in the action of the story. In Book II of Miss 

Cather's novel, ~ Professor• s House, for ex.ample, Blue Mesa is al-

most a character in Tom Outland"s story, and the conquering of it 

is the basis of this part 0£ the novel: 

13. Death Comes For the Archbishop, P• 95. 
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The mesa was our only neighbor, and the 
c1oser we got to it, the more tantalizing it was. It 
was no longer a blue, .featureless lump., as it had been 
from a distance. Its sky-:-llne was like the profile of 
a big beast lying down; the head to the north,. higher 
than the flanks aro-1.md which the river curved.. The 
north t?.nd we could easily believe impassable-sheer 
cliffs that fell from the summit to the plain• more than 
a thousand feet. But the south flank, . just across the 

- river from us, looked accessible by way of the deep can-
yon .that split the bulk.in two, from the top rim to the 
river, then wound back into the solid curve so that it 
was invisible at a distance •• -• • Some mornings it 
would loom up above the dark t'iver like a blazing vol-
canic mountain. It shortened our days,. too, consider-
ably. The sun got behind it early in the afternoon, and 
then our camp would lie in its. shadow., . • • • No · wonder 
the thing bothered us .and tempted us; it was always be-
fore us, and was always changing. Black_:thunder-storms 
used to ,roll up from behind it.and pounce on uslike a. 
panther without warning. The lightning v1ould play 
round it and jab it so that we vvere always expecting it 
would fire the brush. I've never heard thunder so loud 
as it was there •. The cliffs threw it back at us., and 
we thought the mesa itself, though it seemed so solid, 
must be full of deep canyons and caverns, to account 
for the prolonged growl and rumble that followed every 
crash of thunder. .After the burst in the sky was over, 

·the mesa went on sounding like·a. drum, and seemed it-· 
self to be muttering and making noises.14 

Miss Dorothy Scarborough' a ~ .lli:!l,g, depicts the strength 

and relentlessness of the wind in western Texas. Letty's life is 

one of misery and unhappiness because of the sand and wind which·in 

the end gain complete control over her, ruining her beauty, and, 

£in.ally, her mind. The author writes thus of the barren country: 

Outside, nothing but vast, desolate stretches 
of sand and dead grass, with a few stalks of bear grass 
with its spears frayed by the winda stunted mesquite 
bushes, cactus, and prickly peartl.:> 

14. ~ Prof es sorts House, pp. 191-195. 
15. ~ Wind, P• 105. 
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wind: 

longer. 

n .. 

The following quotation shows the constant work of the 

And still the wind blew. The wind had robbed 
her of her beauty~ her youth, _her hope, she muttered to 
hersel.f. . Would it some . time take. away her reason or her 
life? It shrilled round the house by.night as::b".Y" day-

. or was it tbe wind that she heard as she lay awake to 
listen to the shrill, incessant, relentless sound-the 
wind or the ken~ing coyotes?l6: · 

In the end Letty is ,mable to withstand the \Vind any 

Why struggle against a force tha:t was a devil, 
and all-powerf'ul? She . had known all along that the wind 
v,ould get hart • • • No use to fight any morel . She 
would give up. The wind had risen almost to cyclonic· 
fury now. Again the curtains of sand were rolled up 
i"rom the plains to the sky, wavering, shifting., their 
gigantic folds ~i thing with hideous suggestion. \'Th.at 
horrors did those curtains hide? \Vi th a laugh that· 
strangled on a scream, the woman spe,d to the door, flung 
it open and rushed ou·t:. She fled across the prairies 
like a lea.£ blown in a gale, borne along in theforee 
of the wind that was at last to have its way with ber.17 

Miss Alide Malkus desCl."ibes the c:ruel.ty of the deserts 

encountered by the traders in her book Caravans to Santa £ll• .The 

desert, with its intense 3+eat and lack ·or water, is a povmrful force 

that has to be conquered: 

Then Steven J.earned what the desert was. 
The heat of ten thousand burning ovens rose from the 
scorched sands at his feet; for with the heavier load 
on his wagon he had to walk. Singing cicadas and locusts 
fJ.e\'l up and struck stingingly on the race.· •• ~ .. lie 

.,. sang as he walked, bumming gay little French airs, and
St. Va.rain himse1f. came running back and spoke to bim, 
harshly; gen~, soothing:cy, marching with him.from 
time to time, while Steven sho·wed him every now and 
again where he saw water. 

·16. Ibid.-,, p. ,272.- .._., ~ ..... ,._.._ . ..,. ./.. ~ ..... 

17'~ Ioid., PP• 556-557. 



At high whit€ noon there came a cessation 
of the slow moving, the mules slunk with drooping heads!/ 
the oxen lay in the shade of the wagons, and the· men 1ay 
beneath~ • • • · · 

Stupor·followed, a merciful stupor that 
descended upon man and beast alike, and that ended onl:y 
with the reviving or sundmm and the awakened torments
of thirst and thickened tongues •••• 

A fine . alkaline dust hung over the desert, 
settling upon men, mules, and wagons, and sifted in 
upon the .face of the sleeping girl. Far away .spirals 
of whirling dust appeared, and· died down. · Th<a horizon 
was lost in a vague haze and the uni verse seemed to be
all one feverish, infernal plain. 18 

· Perhaps nature is never regarded as more significant 

than when it is shown as affecting. the lives of the Indians. Some of 

the Indian gods were suggested by the curious formations of rock. Mr. 

Dobie gives this description of a formation in the shape of an In-

dian's head in his book Coronado's Children. 
•

Upon one of the peaks of Mount Franklin
there stands out against the perennially clear sky the 
distinct outline of. an Indian's head. . ttThe spinster 
·and the knitters in the sun n and the mantiUa-mu£fled 
old women who squat in the plaza with palm out-stretched 
and a mumbled 11pido nor Dios" to every passerby lmow 
how that head came there and what it means. , 

It is the head of the Cheeteah, chief of' 
an ancient tribe of Indians. For two hundred years be
held the mountain land of his people secure against all 
invaders .19 · . . 

In Mr. Coolidge I s Under ~ .§3m. we find the weird rock 

formations having an effect on the minds of the Indians. The follow-

ing example illustrates the religious beliefs of the Indians·built 

around the formation called The Spider: 

18 .. Caravans !Q. Santa Fe, pp. 80-85. 
19. Page 1a.1. - '". 
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They halted at the .fork, beneath the high 
rock call-ed The Spider" and smoked a parting cigarette. 
Here ·the gods who carved out Tsayee with the horns of a 
mountain ram had left fantastic records of their handi-
work, for besides the lofty Spider there was a monument 
still more exalted__.the Face-:on-rock~ across the can-
yon. Surely the Holy Ones had meant that men should 
mark this pla.ce well, £or on. the tip of a buttressed
spire they had put a monster's head, pointing straight 
at Many Horses!' home. Like the profile ot a great 
eagle or th~ grim-shut .. jaws of a lizard, . it stared 
across at The Spider, and to Nah"t<lhllsh its medicine 
;;as good.20 . _ .· . . 

A simil~.r illustration has been quoted on page six from 

lS., 

Death Cmnes For.~ Archbishop.·

Mr. Fergusson _in bis novel Blood .Q! the Conauerors notes 

how the natural elements peculiar to the Southwest prevent many 

changes in the trees, and in the people and their institutions. 

In the dry clean air of' the Southwest·all 
things change aloV1ly. Growth is slow and decay is ·even 
slo·~er. The body of a dead ,horse in the desert does 
riot rot but dessicates, the hide remaining intact for 
months, the bones perhaps tor yea.rs.. Men and. beasts 
often live to great age.· The pinon trees on the .rad 
hills were there ~1hen the conquerors came, and they are 
not much larger.:..:....Only gnarled and .t~isted~ 

This strange inertia seems to possess insti-
tutions and customs as well as life itself. In the 
valley towns, it is true1 thf~ railronds have bought and 
thrown domi all the conveniences and incongruities of 
civilization. But ride away .from the railro,:tds into 
the mountains or among the lava mesas and you are rid-
ing into the past. You rrlll sea little earthen toims, 
bro'l'm or golden or red in the sunlight, according to the 
soil that bore them, irhich have not changed in a cen-
tury. You will · see grain threshed by herds of goats 
and ponies driven around and around the threshing tloors,-
as men threshed grain bf'.£ore the Bible 't,as written. 
You will see Indian pueblos which have not changed 
materially since the brave days when Coronado e~me to 
Taos and the Spanish soldiers stormed the heights of 
Acoma. You will hear of strange Gods and the devils 
ond of evil. eye. It is ,almost as though this crystal-

20. Ooolldge, Dane, Under the SUn,. p. 35. 



line air·were indeed a:groat clear crystal, impervious 
to time,: in which the past -is forever encysted.21 

As the rock formations have a speciaJ. significance to 

the Indians, so corn.,·· the main agricultural. · crop mentioned in the

novels, has a particular importance to them. Besides its :rood value., 

the,corn ent~rs into the religious manifestations of the Indians, and 

is the basis f'or some of their dances and ceremonials. Its meaning 

to the Indian is given in Laughing l!Qx. and Under~~.. Mr. Ls

Farge writes of Laughing Boy and the growing corn: 

It had always been· a pleasure to him to 
work in the corn, to help make the green shafts shoot 
up, to. watch them dance, and contrast their deep, full. 
green vdth the harsh, faded desert. Among bis:peopla 
corn wa.s a living thing; to make a field beautiful 
was not so far from making a £~e bracelet, and far 
more useful. He drev1 th~ precious water into his 
field thrif'til.v. At its corners he planted the :four 
sacred plants."22 . .·. · 

Mr. Coolidge writes of the custom observed when the 

Navajos planted their corn: 

The warm days of spring came when the Nava- · 
jos, digging deep, planted their corn sun-wise in the 
form 0£ a helix.- This was a prayer to Johano-a.i, the 
Bearer of the Sun, who in his ride·acrosa the skies 
would 1ook down into their canyon and behold the symbo1 
of hia power. Every field mu.st be blessed by the song 
of the medicine-man or the pumpkins and beans would 
not prosper and Nahtahlish rode far to perform the 
ceremonials and receive.his accustomed reward~25 

Accounts of the treasure found in the Southwest-mines 

of silver, jewels of turquoise-are found in Coronado's Childr§n and 

in Tombstone. By far the most interesting descriptions of the In-

n. Pages 152-~S. 
22. Laughing~ p. llS. 
25. Under~ Sun, PP• 106-107 .. 
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dianst work with silver and turquoise are found in Laughing Boy .. 

Mr. La Farge tells the process that the Indian follows: 

You make your dies out of iron £ilea, you 
get some small piece of iron f'rom a trader for your 
anvil. In a hard. wooden board you cut depressions 
for hammering out bosses and conehoa and hemispheres 
for beads. lihen you have bought or made your tools1 
and have your skill, you go ahead. You make many 
bridles, buttons, hatbands. No tv10 a.re alike, but
they aro all of the silver, or of silver and tur-· 
quoise.24 . · . 

Mias Cather wr1 tel3 of' a turquoise in ~ Song . .Qt ~ 

In a moment a stone,. soft and blue as a 
robin1 a egg, lay in the hard palm of his hand .. · It was 
a turquoise, rubbed smooth in the Indian finish, which 
is much more beautiful than the incongruous high polish 
the white. man gives that tender stone. nI got this 
from her necklace. See the hole where ·the string went 
through? You £.now how the Indians drill them? Work 
the drill with their teeth.ff 25 · 

Mr. Dobie has collected the stories of hidden treasures 

of the Southwest nnd included them in his book Oo:ronndo
1 s Children. 

He tells the reader 0£ the Secret of the Guadalupe l~ountains: 

Since the advent of English-speaking pros-
pectors it has been the Apaches who knew the where-
abouts 0£ gold in the Guadal.upes. • • ... Their most-
famous leader, hard., untamable old Geronimo, used to 
say that the richest gold min~g in the western world 

. lay hidden in the Guadalupes. 

In glancing over these pages, the reader will notice 

15. 

the illustrations have been selected for the most part from Miss 

Cather. She in particular has left a strong impression of the beauty, 

the grandeur, and the significance in human life or nature in the 

24. Laughing Boy, p. 125. 
, ~ 25. Pages 117-llS 

26. Dobie, J. Frank, Coronado's Children, pp. 256-257. 



in the Sou.th.vest. What she has written of' with great artistry, 

numerous others have treated with varying degrees or· success, depend-

ing upon their ability. All of these authors, however, seem aware 

of a'··certain ·peculiar relationship with nature of men in the region. 

Men realize the terror of the storms, the r-elenUessness of the 

desert, and feel themselves in the presence 0£ a great spirit. 

This :feeling is ~ry admirably suggested in the following excerpt 

:from Miss Cather• s De!ith Comes~ ~ Archbishon:

nA .fine sun.set, Father. See how red the 
mountains are growing; Sangre de Christ." 

Yes, Sangre de Christ; but no matter how 
scarlet the stmset, those red hills never became ver-
.millon, but more nnd more intense rose-carnelian; not 
the colour of living blood, the Bishop had often re-
flected, but the colour of- the dried b1ood of saints 
and martyrs preserved in old churches in Rome, which 
liquefies upon occasion. 27 

'

27. Page 27S. 
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Chapter II 

THE INDIANS 

The Indians, Spaniards, Mexicans, and Am~ricans are the 

races found in the novel dealing with the Southwest. The Indian 

has received far more attention from the novelists than any of the 

other races. Even though they are less progressive, theypresent 

17. 

more colorful material. in their manner of living and in their customs .. 

There is a. certain exotic attraction to the white author in their 

chants., and 1n their religious, slow-moving dances. True to their 

characteristics, the.Apaches, for instance, are always pictured as 

fierce and war-llke, and the Navajos as beauty-loving., .~ th high 

moraJ.s. 

The Pueblos, however~ are the most interesting or all 

Indian tribes, and one of the most frequently described. There are 

many, many small tribes belonging to this group. Their homes, or 

pueblos, are interesting and unusual. habitations, and made for per-

nument living. Mr. A. F. Bandelier, an eminent archaeologist., wrote 

· -?'his conception or- the primitive Tehua of San Juan and the Queres of 

Coeh:fo on the canon o.f the Tyuonyi. Re describes a primitive house 

in the pueblo in his book The Delight Makers. 

About forty cells I separated from each other 
by walls or earth, carried up from the ground to a. few 
inches above the terraced roof,- constituted a ground-
noor on which rested a group 0£ not more than a doz.en 
similar cells. The walls of ·this structure were or 

. atones, irregularly broken and clumsily piled., but they
were covered by a thick coating of clay so that nothing 
of the rough core remained visible. Instead of doors 



or.entrances, air-holes, round or oval, perforated 
these walls. 

North of this bui1ding1 a circular struc-
ture thirty feet in diameter rose a. fe:n feet onl.y above 
the soil, like the upper part of a sunken cylinder. 
Its top waa,flat,.and large flags. of stone formed a 
rough staircase leading to i ta roof. In. · the center, 
a square opening appeared, but of which a tall beam, 
notched at regular intervals like a primitive ladder,· 
protruded, and down which also the beam disappeared 
as if extended into the bowels of the earth. This 
edifice,- half under ground, half above the soil, waa 
.vhat to-day is called in New Mexico an estufa.. 

The estufa was school, club-house, nay, 
armory to a certain extent. • • • Many of the prom-
inent religious exercises took place in it. The es-
tufa on speod:a.l occasions became transformed into a 
temple for the clan who had reared it.l 

The following quotation from The DraE?on Fly ~ Zuni, 

a romantic story of ,the. Zunia.ns, pictures to us the pueblo~£ Z~ 

in modern times. The Americans visiting the pueblo notice the simi-

larity between this old form of architecture ~nd of that .found in 

New York.

nmiat does this primeval apartment house 
remind·you or, eh? See ho.v it's set back? Terraced\ 
Just a fe11 centuries ahead of He~, York architecture, 
isn't it?" • • • 

Leaning forward, she {Lolo'itsi) touched 
Esther o~ the shoulder and motioned up to the· little 
nest perched on the summit of the community dwelling • 
• • • Against the deep enamel of the sky the pink 
plaster of Lolo•itsi•s w~lls glowed like a peach from 
the valley orchard. On the parapet stood Lolo' i tsi' s 
bowls, rose and ocher and black.2 · 

Al though the Pecos pueblo today is small , and unimport-

ant, it once was a flourisMng village. Mr. Dobie and Miss Cather

describe the Pecos pueblo,, situated in the interesting and beauti.ful 

l. Bandeller, A. F. , pp. 18-19. 
2. Malkua, A. S., lb§. DraQ'.on Fly: 91_ Zuni, pp. 36-57. 
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country around the Pecos River, and give a brief history of it. 

Miss Cather writes: 

It mm late in the a£ternoon when he reached 
the pueblo~ lying low on its red rock ledges. half-
surrounded by a crown.or· fir-clad mountains, and facing 
a sea of. junipers and cedars .. 

Jaciltto1 s house was at one end of the liv-
ing pueblo; behind it were long rock ridges of dead 
pueblos,-empty houses ruined by the weather a.nd now 
scarcely more than piles of earth and stone. The pupu-
lation of the living streets was less than one hundred 
adults. This was all. that waa left of; the rich and 
populous cicuye of Coronado's expedition. Then, by 

· his report, there were six thousand souls in the In.;. 
dian town. They had rich fields irrigated·from the 
Pecos River. The streams were full 0£ fish, and the 
mountain was full. of game •. The pueblo,-.indeed, seamed 

19. 

to lie upon the verdant mountains., like a favoured child. 
Out yonder, on the juniper-spotted plateau. in. front of 
the village• the Spaniards had camped, exacting. a heavy 
tribute of corn and f'urs and cotton ga1"monts £rom their 
hapless host.5 . 

In Coronado's Children, we find this account of the 

Pecos pueblo, which gives us a more complete impression of its past 

and of·its great age. 

Pecos village, seven thousand feet up in 
the mountains of Nen Mexico and thirty miles southeast 
of antique Santa Fe, was a. puebl.o of Indians centuries 
before Columbus dreamed or a sail. On his long march 
in search of the Gran Quivira, Coronado camped at the 
village, then called Cicuye; it was at that time the 
largest and the · strongest of the pueblos. By 1620 the 
Spaniards had erected a church at the place, and in the 
great Pueblo revolt of. 1680 the priest or this church 
was assassinated while fleeing the village. The Pecos 
Mexicans point to the red earth along the high mesa 
southwest of the.Arroyo Pecos and say that the Priest's 
blood stained it. The Santa Fe Trail from Missouri 
twisted by Pecos village. In the quadrangle against 
the Pecos church the fated Texans of the Santa Fe .ex-
pedition were, in 1841, herded as prisoners before the 
setting out on their two-thousand Journey of Death to 
the prisons of' Mexico City. Meanwhile the Pecos In-

3. Cather, Willa, Death Comes m ~ Archbishop, PP• 120, 124-125. 



dians had declined tmtil the remnant, only seventeen 
souls, "abnndoned the crumbling ruins of the dwelling 
that had housed their ancestors for so many centuries" 
and went to Jemez eighty miles· away, .leaving the 
relics for legend to mystify and·archaeology to exca-
vate. The modern Pecos villafe is dorvn under the. 
·hill from the ancient pueblo. 

In Dea.th Com.es fQJ: ~ Archbishop the priests, Father 

Vaillant and Father Latour, travel to various pueblos on their I:Uis-

sions. Father Vaillant visits the Indian pueblo· of Santo Domingo--

Ba large and prosperous pueblo., set a~ong clean sand-hills, with 

its rich irrigated farm·lands lying just below, in the valley of the 

Rio Grande. 115

Father Latour journeys to the "white pueblo of Isleta 

and learns the cause of its whiteness for which it had long been 

·famous. 

'rllien he approached this pueblo of Isleta, 
gleaming white across a low plain of grey sand, 
Fathe.r Latour' s spirits rose.. It was beautiful1 that 
warm, rich whiteness of the church and the clustered 
to·rm, shaded by a few bright acacia trees, with their 
intense blue-green like the colour:of old paper window-
blinds. 

The priest's house was_white within end 
without, like all the Isleta. houses., and was almost as 
bare as an Indian dwelling •••• When the Bishop re-
marked that everything in this pueblo, even the streets, 
seemed clean, the Padre told him that near Isleta there 
was a hill of some ~,hi te mi11eral, which the Indians 
ground up and used as whitewash. They had done this 
from time immemorial,. and the village had always been 
note~ for its whiteness.6 

The Bishop goes to the pueblo of Acoma high on an in-

accessible rock. He finds., on this barren mesa, the isolated village 

living its own life independent o:r the outside world. 

4. Dobie, J. F., P• .222 
S .. Cather, \Villa, Death Comes !2,t the Archbishon_. pp. 52-55. 
6. Ibid., p. 84-85~ 
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The top of the mesa was about ten acres in 
extent, the Bishop judged, and there was not a tree: ·or 
a lilade·or green upon it; not a.handful of soil, ex~ 
cept the churchyard, held in by an adobe wall, where 
the earth for burial had been carried up in baskets 
from the plain belo11. The white dwellings, two and 
tln-ee storeyed, were not scattered, but huddled together 
in a close cl.uster,_with no protecting slope of_ ground 
or shoulder of roek, ·lying flat·against the flat, 
bright against the bright,-· both the rock and the plas-
tered houses threw o~f the sun glare blindingly.7 

The Padre at Taos takes Father Latour to the pueblo 

of Taos which is again different from the others previously described. 

More picturesque and more advanced than t11eir brother Indians, they

I 
present a. striking contrast to the meager life of the Acoma pueblo. 

They stopped just west 0£ the pueblo a 
little be£ore sunset,-a pueblo very different from all 
the others the Bishop had visited; two large communal. 
houses, sh.aped like pyramids, gold-coloured in the 
afternoon light, with the purple mountain l;ying just 
behind them. Gold-coloured men in white burnouaes 
came out on the steirlike flights of roofs, and stood 
still as statues, apparently watching the changing 
light on the mountain. There was a relic<rj.ous silence 
over the plaoe; no sound at all but the bleating of 
goata coming home through clouds of goldBn dust.. . 

These two houses, the P..adre told him, had 
been continuously .occupi~d by this tribe.for more than 
a thous.9nd years. Coronado* s men found them there, 
and described them as a superior kind o:f Indian, hand-
some and dignified in bearing, dressed in deer-skin 
coa-t,s and trousers_ like those of Europeans.a

Father Latour•s.visit to the pueblo of Laguna causes 
I 

· him to view another colo1"f'ul. spot· near Isle ta and .A.coma. The blue 

of the lake~ the yellow adobe walls, and the white church present 

an interesting contrast in.colors .. 

7. Cather, Willa, Death Comes .!2.I.~ Archbishop, pp. 100-101. 
8. Ibid., pp 151-152. 
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,lbout the middle of.the afternoon Jacinto 
pointed out Laguna in the distance. lying, apparent~, 
in the mids-t of bright yellow waves of high sand dunes-
yellow as ochre. As .they approached, Father Latour 
found these were petrified sand dunes; 1ong waves of 
sort; gritty yellow rock, shining and bare except for 
a few lines 0£. dark juniper that grew out of the 
weather cracks,-little trees, and very, very o1d. At 
the foot of this sweep of rock waves \Yas the blue lake, 
a stone basin full of water, from which the pueblo 
took its name. · 

The church was clean and the doors were 
open; a small tVhi te church, painted above and about the 
altar with gods of wind and rain and thunder, sl.lll and 
moon, linked together in a geometrical design of crim-
son and blue and dark green, so that the end of the 
church seemed to be hung riith tapestry ..... 

As the sun dropped low, the light brought 
the ·flhite church and the yellow adobe houses up into 
relief from the flat ledges.9 

Miss Cather has written in her books Song srf. ~ Lark_ 

and ~ Professor's House ~ account of the ruins found in. ancient 

pueblos. 

A~tistic feeling found expression in making pottery in 

most or the pueblo tribes. The pueblo of Zuni is the largest of 

Pueblo Indian vilJ.ages, and like the other pu~blos, the Ztiniana have 

clung with great ten~city to their ancient culture. The rarity and 

beauty of the pink clay makes Lolo'itsi and her daughter take un-

usua1 care in their mol~g. The Drap;on Fly of Zuni gives the most 

detailed.account of the art of fashioning pottery which has been 

handed dmm to present-day Zunians. 

Lolo1itsi and Squash Blossom had broken 
up _the chosen pieces which had been sorted from the 

9. Cath8r, Wllln, Denth Comes.For the Archbishop, pp. 89-90. 
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best of the pink clay, crushing it as fine as.possib1e 
with a grinding-stone,.· and now they were tossing it 
that the .fine dust might settle down on the b1anket 
and they could pick out all the pebbles, no matter 
how infinitesimal. 

It ,vas finally sifted to their satisfac-
tion,. mixed v,ith pulverized shards of old pottery, and 
then came the \tettlng of the clay dust. \'men the pink 
paste had been ·worked smooth and p~rfect and-even Lolo• 
itsi' s strong and capable fingers ,1ere tired, Squash 
Blossom thrust her shapely hands into the mass. Pres-
ently Lolo ti tsi tasted a bit critically., \Yhen it was 
so smooth that even she could not detect a grain of 

25. 

sand or grit in its texture, she took a great 1ump a.~d 
rolled it between her pal.ms into a long snake-like piece, 
nicely calculated to 1~ach about the base of the old , 
pot on which she was to build up a new jar. Round the 
edge she had laid it, pinching the ends neatly together, 
and then she rolled another length of clay. The . sides 0£
the jar gre~,, swe1ling outwarcli with no guide other than 
Lolo'itsi1 s practiced eye, till the half of the bowl 
was there. 

How a skilful shaping and smoothing, till. 
the surface was like satin, and not a. sign of the sepa-
rate pieces remained. Then, with infinite care, came 
the upper half. Thia was to be a water jar, an olla, and 
two mouths and tvm handles must balance it,. ona on 
either side. For these Lolo ti tsi rolled her coil of 
clay smaller and finer. The handles she shaped in 
her hands before attacking them. With an hour o£ patting 
and smoothing the pot's shape reached a state which the 
maker judged perfection, and Lolo'~tsi set it out on 
the roof . to dry in .the sun. 10 ·. · 

Miss Malkus gives us a complete descr~ption o.f the pro-
. "\. '

cess used by the Zunians in decorating their pottery. 

-

She chose a. good brush of yucoa fiber and 
chewed it with extra care, that it might be as fine as 
camel's hair. She dipped it into a stone mortar filled 
with smooth paste made from a bit or precious colored 

·rock, ground fine and mixed with yucca juice, that the 
color might ne1 tht.?r run nor spread. Beside her stood 
several such stone palettes, filled with mineral 
paints. With infinite care and skill she laid the colora 
on. The rose bowl wns finished. She set it aside and 
turned to the j a.rs of commoner clay. A rich cream slip 

10 ~ Ma1kus, ,\. s. , pp. 1557154. 



she had laid over a bowl of grayish clay. When it 
was quite dry, she drev1 a pattern in black and green, 
~orking without a model, and when sl:1 had circled the 
bowl, the pattern joined perfectly. 

24. 

lrliss Cather in her novel the Song of' the Lark describes 

the pottery fotmd in the ruins of an old pueblo. The Indians lived 

so closely to nature, that they were greatly influP.nced °btJ it in 

all phases of their life. In her book Miss Cather explains how they 

used patterns derived from nature.12 

The religion of the Pueblo Indians is bound up in various 

eere..monials or dancing and singing. The familiar elements and sights 

in nature-the seasons, the planting of corn, and the harvest-form 

the basis of' their religion. ~ Delight Makers contains many de-

tailed accounts of Indian dances, and explanations of their signifi-

cance and meaning to the Indian. The follo~1ing quotation is' a partial 

description of the ayash tyucotz. The Koshore or Delight Makers, who 

are really clowns, open the dance. 

White is the symbolic paint or the Koahare; 
hence all the actors who have performed their several 
parts, including the coarse jesters, make up and repre-
sent the society of the.Delight Makers, whose office it. 
is to open the ayash tyu.cotz. • • • The greatest uproar 
prevails al1 about; the Koshare are outdoing themselves; 
they scatter delirious joy, pleasure, delight, broad-
cast among the people. • • • , 

~he dance is over, and the Koshare depart. 
• • • On the disappearance of the last of their number., 
including the jesters, whoops and shouts fill the air 
again from without, and a second procession similar to 
the former marches into the courtyard. It is composed. 
of different persons similarly costumed, except that their 
paint is bluish instead of white. No clowns accompany 
them. They go through a similar performance, and sing 
the se:me songs; but everything is done with gravity and 

11. Ibid. , . p •. 158 '." . " , . 
12. Cather, Willa., Son!'.! st~~., p. 505. 



even solemnity •••• .A civilized ball is professedly 
for enjoyment; an Indirui dance is a religious act, a 
public duty. 

The society who are noN exercising their 
calisthenics in the court has much similarity to ths 
Koshare, yet their ma.in functions are distinct. They 
are called the· Cuirana. • • • »Thile the Koshare are 
especially charged with the duty ,of furthering the 
ripening of the fruit., the Cuirt',na assist the sprouting 
of the seed.15 · 

An abundance of corn means life·a.nd happiness to the 

Indian, and msny of the ceremonies are built around it. The Corn 

Festival. is one of the most intpor'te"3llt ceremonials of the year for the

Zunians. Indians or various mbes gathered at. Zl.iii for the Corn 

Dance. The pueblo was· gay with the bright-colored blankets of the 

Zunians and their visitors. Everywhere the men, women, and child.ran 

(tere busy vrasbing and drying thsir long black hair in preparation 

for the Corn Festival. Miss Malk.us describes their dress and dance. 

Squash Blossom hurried · dovm to the far end 
of the plaza where, under the ham.pone, the pavilion or 
evergreen·houghs, she took her place among the Maidens 
0£ the Corn, who riould begin to dance earl.¥ in the af-
ternoon. There the helpers 'litere dr:essing the maidens, 
cotibing thei:L· hair, pointing the men.. • • • 

The dancers i,ere ready, and how· the drums 
began to beat. The chorus sang and shook., and to the 
s·ueet, shrill piping of the flutists came eight dancers, 
the Muluktakia.. They passed out into the plaza on a 
path of' golden meal sprinkled before them. Turning 
this way and that, they drop!)ed the roany-ooloredgrains 
of corn •••• The Corn Maidens how ·tossed their long 

·bangs modestly over.their eyes and moved in perfect 
unison out into the dance. Their shiny black heels. 
lifted with one accord •••• The Corn Maidens raised 
their hands in supplication for rain for the ripening 
corn. • • • The· J;Jnerican· nodded down to~1ards the line 
or small, black-soled feet shuffling in unison up and 
down, up and dotm, in the ·aust of the plaza.14 

15. Bandeller, A. F., ~ Delight Makers, pp. lM,156-157, 142-145. 
14. Mal.kus, A. s., !hf. Dra~on ~.Q!. Zuni, pp. 34-5&.
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Late in Movember the Zunians prepared for the Shalako 

ceremonies, the chief festival of the year. Various ceremonies 

were performed by the men in the Kiva before the genernl. celebra-

tion. The Z~ians were different from many of· the other pueblos 

in that they made sand paintings like the Navajos and were unusually 

skillful in sleight-of-hand tricks. 

· Before the a1tar to their gods lay a sand 
painting that resemb1ed an unusually beautiful and 
delicately tinted Persian rug; a thing of subtle pinks 
and fawn-color, intricately figured in sooty black. 

Blue Feather gazed at it with appreciation 
· and interest, for the pueblos of the Rio Gr::inde valley 
had no art like this . .I\. Priest of the Bow, nude ex-
cept for a skin covering and a £oxtail that hung dorm 
behind, danced before the a1tar, his weirdly painted 
body twisting in the fire-light. He waved tNo feathers 
through the air in intricate movements, and stooping 
at the height or his dance, he touched tho heavy jar 
that stood before the altar. After passing the plumes 
above the jar, he l1£ted it, to the amazement and in-
credulity of the boy from Zia, right off the floor with 
th::~ very tips of the feathers. For ithe fraction of a 
moment the heavy pot actually hung suspended in the 
air, and then settled lightly back 1n its place •••• 
Young as he was, Kuma•aa was a juggler .or consummate 
skillt and no,v he proceeded to perform some rare tricks 
of twisting and coiling the rope, ending finally by 
severing the yucca with a knife in mid-air, merely 
by hurling knife and rope at each other.15 

Th'3re is something of the Greek element in the joy and 
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. pleasure the Indians have in the races run at their Corn Festival 

held in June. The other important event is the beautiful Hopi Butter-

fly Dance-a ceremonial of their religion. The Dragon .£lz. J2!: Zuni 

contains a description or both~ 

15. Ibid., 92-95. 



All day long the people -. of Zuni had danced 
in the big plaza-men, women, youths, and children. 
Babies of two and three toddl.ed at the end of the line 
of the Praise Givers, their tinymoecasins following 
the movements of the feet or their elders ••••. · Now 
the races were coming.. They settled on their _ lines 
at either: end of ihe long courses where they were to 
run,-Zuni's goal at one end, that of Hopi at the other. 
;,>'''.• • The runners of Zuni balanced on the goal/. stripped 
except for their paint and their Join coverings. · An
old man went back and forth behind them brushing their 
heels with a feather, to lend wings to. their feet, that 
they might fly swiftly to their goal •.••• 

This was to be one of the two big events·of 
the day. The other a-ould be the Hopi Butterfly Dance, 
when the boys and girls who·earedfor one another might 
openly show their preference and choose· each other. ·• • 

. She saw that their· hair was wound_ proper1y a.round the 
curved hoops, the "squash blossoms", r1hich form the 
headdress of the maidens or Hopi and are so like< g.rent 
dark butterflies that the dance took its name £ram the 
maidens• heads. Kaaineli, all smiles and friendly 
giggles, fastened the turquoise tabli ta, the ,vood.en 
headdress, with its little fluffy plumelets and i·ts 
coral streamers, to Squash Blossom's shining head and. 
stood back to admire. .. • • The youths. and maidens 
\!ho were to dance the Hopi Butterfly stepped from their 
evergreen pavilions and stood facing one another lThi1e 
tlie chorus aang: 

ll!tow for corn blooms we wrestle, 
Now for bean blooms.we wrestle, 

fie are youths 'mid the corn., 
Playing·with Butte:rf~·Maidens." 

The maidens moved forward modest];y,'their 
eyes downcast, feet barely moving in time to the beat 

; of the drums, hands :rigidly holding little sprays of · 
spruce or hemlock. They could 11ot see their partners .. 
• ,,, • She laid.her palm in his-hard grasp and-they 
moved away, her funny little shuffle furnishing a mod-
est ·foil. to his manly prancing. To the ,1hi te visitors 
it -was a gay bit of primitive soft-shoe dancing, but to 
the Zunians it was the prayer an~ the consummation of 
life, the song 0£ the Children of the Sun.l:6 

1.6. Ibid., pp. 204-205, 207, .209;-210, 213. 
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The Indians have many superstitions · and legends. One 

of the most persistent legends is that of the Pecos pueblo concern-

ing a snake kept hidden for one of their mysterious ceremonies. In 

Coronado1 s Children, Mr. Dobie tells of this legend in his chapter 

!!!.~ Sunshine of the~Peoos. 

Somewhere in the mountains about Pecos, ac-
cording to belief among both Indians and Mexicans, a 
fire is kept constantly burning in a cave awaiting the 
return of Montezuma from the south, though a giant 
serpent sometimes devours the pious tenders of the 
~ire •••• According to other Pecosenos, Montezuma 
never left their village at a11.I7 

Miss Cather uses this legend in her book Death Comes For 

~ Archbfshop. . The Bishop I s Indian guide had led him to a cave, 

seeking shelter from a snowstorm. Aft.erwards when the Bishop hears 

additional stories of the snake legend, he realizes that probably 

he has been in this famous, but unknown cave. The following quota-

tion illustrates the Indian's behaviour. 

The air in the cave was glacial, penetrated 
to the very bones, and he detected at once a fetid 
odour, not very strong but highly disagreeable. Some 
t£,enty feet or so above his head the open mouth let 
in grey daylight like a high transom. 

While he stood gazing about, his guide was 
intensely preoccupied in making a careful examination 
of the floor and ·sails. At the foot of the ladder lay 
a heap of half-burned logs. There had been a fire 
there, and it had been extinguished with fresh earth,--
a pile of dust covered what had been the heart of the 

17. Dobie, J. F., P• 250. ~ 
Author•s Note, p. 555: The Pecos Indians kept the sacred fire 
£or Montezillila burning until J.840, \Vhen the remnants of the 
village moved to J emiz. - Bandelier, A. F. ,· n A Visit to the 
Aboriginal Ruins in the Valley of the Pecos, "Papers .Q!~ 
Archaeolodca.l Institute of America, Boston., 18811 p. 112. 

In Willa Cather's recent Death Comes For~ .Archbishop, 
a noble and beautiful novel, use is made of the secret .fire-
chamber. 
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fire. ' Against the cavern wall wa.a a heap of pinon 
faggots, neatly piled. After Ile had made a minute 
examination of the floor, the guide began cautiously 
to move this pile of wood, taking the sticks up one 
by one, and. putting them in another spot. • . • .·~ · 

npadre," said the Indian boy, 8I do not 
know if it was right to bring you here. This place 
is used by my people for ceremonies and ia known only 
to us. When you go out from here., you must forget.n 
" ' The Bishop kept his word, arid never spoke
of Ja.cintots cave to anyone,. but he did not cease from 
wandering about it ..... At home again, in his own 

· house, he still felt a certain curiosity about this 
ceremonial cave., andJac1nto1 s puzzling behaviour. 

, .. It seemed almost to lend colour of probability to some
of those unpleasant stories about the Pecos :religion! 
He was already convinced that neither white men nor 
Mexicans in Santa 1'""e understood any thing about In-: 
dian belief's or the workings of the Indian mind. 18 · 

The religion of the Indians was made.up of the observ~ 

ance of ceremonies. These Indi~ns of the Southwest had their own 

primitive ideas of another world, and peculiar burial customs of 
' . , ...... 

their own. These ideas and customs seem matters o.f superstition 

to us., but they were very real and full of meaning to them~ The 

book Delight Makers relates in detail the burial customs of the 

Querea.; ·

Four days the redman fasts or does penance; 
.four days he mourns, for· that is the time required by 
· the soul to travel from the place where it . has been 
.liberated from the thralls of earthly life to the place 
of etBrnal felicity. At the time of which we a:re
speaking, the body was still cremated, and ilith it 
everything that mgde up the personal effects of the de-
ceased. • • • In this manner ·the deceased .~P.S accom-· ·
panied by his worldly goods, in the sha:pe(?f s~ke and 
steam, through that air in which the soul travelled 
toward Shipapu, in the .far-distant mythical ?forth • 
• • • Therefore the survivors placed on the spot where 
the body had rested for the last time an effigy of 
the deud, a wooden carving, and covered it wi~h a piece 

·- I ·1a. Cather, Willa~ Death Comes~~ Archbishop, pp .. 129-150, 
155~-J.56. 
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of cloth; while by the aide of this effigy they de-
posited food and water, in order that neither cold, 
hunger~ nor thirst might cause the travelling spirit 
to suffer. • • • To protect himself against them a 
small war-club is added to the other necessaries, 
and to render the journey safe beyond a doubt a magic 
circle is dra-.m, encompassing the statuette \vith a 
circle of cruciform marks1 imitating the footprints 
of the shashka, or road-runner. As these crosses 
point in all four directions, it is supposed that 
evil spirits r1ill become bewildered and unable to 

. so. 

pursue the soul in transit. At the end of the fourth 
day, with many prayers and ceremonies, the circle is 
obliterated, and the other objects, including the effigy, 
are ta.ken away by the shamans to be disposed of in a 
manner known to them alone. During the period of 
official mourning the loud wail was carried on inces-
santly, or at least at frequent intervals; fasting 
was practised; the women~wept, sobbed,screamed, and 
yelled.19 . 

Severe punishment and cruelty have always been charac-
. 

..

teristic faults of the Indian. These examples from the books lh!! 

Delight· Makers and ~ Dragon Fly .Q.!:. Zuni . serve to illustrate this 

characteristic. Witchcra£t was always regarded as a serious of-

fense, and no punishment was cruel or ignominious enough to serve 

as chastisement for this crime. Lallo, a young Indian,. has been ac-

cused of bewitching a child of the pueblo. 

"He is hanging over the beam now. They wil1 
end his daylight." 

The newcomer could scarcely repress the 
shudder that shook him at mention of that torture. 
The older men could talk of nothing else. It had been 
some time since such a case of sorcery had fuxnished 
them rood for discussion •••• 

Na'iuchi spoke with £earful authority, for 
he was also a cacique o£ the pueblo. nmien he had 
hung by his thumbs f'or two hours, n he continued, "he 
spoke. The moment he confessed she became better ••• 
But unless she is cured by morning •••• n The un-
spoken threat hinted at more terrible punishment to 
come •••• 

19. Bandelier, A. F., PP• 347-348. 



Dragging the heavy ladder over, she dropped 
it down inside, but Lalio did not look up. His ankles 
and wrists were bound with yucca. His thighs were · 
tied to a stake driven into the ground behind him ••• 

uoh, brother, n . wept Squash Blossom, uwhy

did you tell them you were a sorcerer?tt · 
ttThat' s what they \tanted to hear, n he re-

plied def'iantl.y ~ tt.And what shoul.d I gain by having 
. my fingers brokP...n for life, my sinews twisted until I 
am no good for any ld.nd of work?n20 · 

Say, an important character in ~ Delight lda.kers, h\as 

used black corn and o?il' s feathers, instruments of witchcraft, to _ 

rid herself 0£ a fever. If the, pueblo finds· this out., she will be 

punished· severe1y .. 

"I know nf nothing ev11,n she stammered, 
ffunless it be bad men.u. 

»And.yet you have used ow11s featherstn. 
nnave the Koshare sent you here father?•• 
"No,n was the g1oomy answer; ttbut if the 

old men come to me and say, 'kill the id tch, t I must 
do it. For you know ·I am Maseua., head-war-chief., and 
whatever the principals command I.must do, even if it 
takes the life of my on1y childtn2l 

• • 

Unlike the Pueblo Indians, with their pe~ent homes, 

the Navajos roamed through the country. Their homes were different, 

too. Each 11avajo fam:Uy lived in its own hogan. Although the 

Navajos were nomadi.c, they al:na.ys returned to the Canyon de Chelly 

for shelter. Miss Willa Cather makes this contrast in her book 

Death Comes .E9.!:.~ Al.•chbisho1n 

Though this nomad people were much slower. 
to adopt white man1 s ways than the home-staying In-
dians who dwelt in pueblos, and were much more indif-
ferent to missionaries and the white man's religion, 
Father ~atour felt a superior str~ngth in them. There 

20. Malkua, A. S., ~ Draaon ~st Zuni, PP• 11., 151 16, 20. 
21. Bandelier, A. F., ~ Dellp.;ht Makers, pp. 55 .. 



was purpose and conviction behind their inscrutable 
reserve; something active and quick, something with 
an edge.22 · ·

They were more warlike than the· peace-loving dwellers 

of the pueblos, and lived a. simple life in their huts or 11hogans," 

going~·out·tc:i' fight wars ·to .protect themselves, and returning to 

their work with silver and turquoise. Their women tended to the 

sheep and to their weaving. At certain seasons or the year ~he 

Navajo.bands gathered at the Canyon de Chelly.for their religious 

ceremonies. The Navajos lived in the ttrail of beauty•-hozo,ii-

their prayer which means so much to them. 

'Hozoji, hozo,ji, hozo,ii, hozojit 
1 tDavm Boy, Little Chief, 
Let all be beautiful before me as I wander, 
All beautiful behind me as I wander, 
All beautiful above me us I wander., 
All beautiful below me as I wander. 
Let my eyes see only beauty 
This day as I wander. 
In beauty, 
In beauty, 
In beauty 1 
In beautyt25 

In Laughing Boy we have a description or the modern 
. . 

Navajo at work with his silver, and his fine appreciation of beauty. 

He eased his soul by shaping the half-
stubborn, half-willing metal. It is a matter of 
patience., from the lump or the coins to the bar, from 
the bar to the bracelet. This, the most precious and 
beautiful or metals, is the easiest to work. This is 
a gift from the gods~ Slow, slow, under successive 
light strokes the bar becomes longer, flatter, thinner: 
it is struck and it grows tov;ards its appointed shepe .. 

?2:. tt:-ges ~$5.7"?96.

25., La Farge, Oliver, Laughing Boy, p. 294. 
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I am impatient these days., I get tired of the finish-
ing. One must have one' s ;n,J.nd made up to it from the 
start, from four Mexicans coins to the finely finished 
ornament; one must see it as it riill be, and not stop 
short. of \"That he has seen. • • • ·He was curving the
strip of f.lattened silver. This bracelet is coming 
out just as I thought of it. One mu.st know his design 
before he starts; when this strip was still. four. coins, 
I k..Tl.efl that there would be tracks pain ting one way.
from each end to the center, clouds at each end, and 
that stone where the tracks meet. How do I knov1 it? 
Not all men can; \that is it I have? • • • The tur-
quoise is the important thing in this bracelet. I 
looked at it and saw the sett,ing :for it .. 24 

A splendid account is given,· also, ·or Slim GirJ.' s vvea.v-

ing of her. blankets., and how her thoughts ere inter-twined with her 

threads as she plies them back and forth across her loom. She 

realizes that she has found a. ne·n .. and unexpected pleasure 1n her 

weaving. 25 

Like the Pueblo Indians~ the Navajo punishments are vary 

severe, especially on unfaithfulness.· This illustrHtion. is given 

in Laughinfl. Boy; when Laughing Boy discovers Slim Girl bas not been 

true to. him: 

He notched the fourth arrow meticulously, 
drew to the head, released. The twang of the string 
echoed ·and ree·choed over great spaces. At the sound, 
he became aware of agony pent up behind his mind like 
high waters behind a too-slight dam, about to break 
through and carry a-.,vay. At the same time, with the

·ius:f;ant of releasing th<? string, he saw her open right 
hand pass across the race of the bow, her left arm 
rise. Now she stootl, smiling stiffly, her eyes her 
own again. Her right hand was still in front of the 
bow in a stiff, qua.int gesture.· There was blood on 
the tips of the fingers. The arro~ stood, through 
nearly to the feathers, in her left foreat-in.26. 

24. La Farge, Oliver, pp. 227, 229. 
25 .. Ibid., pp. 121,125, 228. 

-26. Ibid., P• 251. 



Navajos do_ not live in villages, but live unto them- · 

selves in their om hogans. Under ~ ~ tells ho~~ they are under 

n disadvantage in an attack by an enemy, and how they seek the 

Canyon de Chell,l £or refuge. 

From three ways at once th~ dreaded war-
riors of' the south had invaded their country at night; 
and at da.w. in small bands they had sought out ea.ch 
lone hogan, for the Navajos do not live in villages .. 
Every roan for himself they scatter our through the 
cedars, hiding their hogans in little canyons where 
there is water and grass for their herds; and only 
the signal smokes and the tall columns from burning· 
houses gave notice that an enemy approached. 

Whole families had been cut orr and killed 
by the vengeful Apaches in the sight of those who 
fled on before •••• And now, sobbing with terror, 
still looking behind, they pressed on up Tsayee, their 
stronghold. On the flat below Talking Rock., beneath 
the-menacing Spider and the grim-visaged Face-on-the 
rock, they crowed in until no more could find room; 
and there all night while their people made camp the 
war-chiefs sat in counci]..27 . · 

Two contrasting pictures are giV'en by the authors of 

Under !ill! .§1!!!. and Laughing Bo:y:. The former writes an idyllic ac-
..

count of the life of the Navajos in the sumJner. The latter depicts 

tho ugliness and sordidness of the life in a winter hogan in mod-

ern times. However, they both show the rigorous customs observed 

by the Indians. 

But as he lay idly in his doorway watching 
the home-life of the Indiana, it seemed to have more 
nnd more charm. Every morning at dawn the men and 
children ran their races and plunged into the rippling 
brook; and tlien, after breakfast, they returned to 
their endless games-playing at war, shooting at 
marks, racing their horses. 

27. Coolidge, Dane, Under~ Sun,. pp. 83-84. 



In the hogan the word of the mother was .. law, 
the sheep and goats were ·her property; and after eook~ 
ing the meal.a she could retu..~ to we.i:wing blankets. 
while her . slaves carried the vrater r~d wood .. · As £or 
the men, they did not.'ung but engage in warlike sports 
and tend to their horses and cattle. And always there 
\:rere dances &~d invitations to diatan t feasts-and 
then another ra.id or hunt. The children were never 
punished, more than to threaten them with wicker 
owls hung as·bugabooa in the.darlmess of the hogan;· 
and though ·hhey ran about . at will, they still obeyed · 
their parents,. and were half-spoiled by caresses and 
love.28 

They lost·no time over the horses, and 
crawled gladly into the smoky, fetid, warm b.ogan .. 
There were the man, two women., four children between 
eight and fifteen, and bm dogs. The space was a cir-
cle some twelve feet in diameter-the average size; 
with the people, the £ire in the middle, saddles, cook-
ing utensils, a loom and blan."ets, it was well fi11ed • 
• • • • The elder wife served them a pot.of boiled 
mutton and corn, with a chunk of the unusual tough 
wheat bread •••• It was a long time since he had 
been confined in a winter hogan., with its crowded 
things and people and close-packed smells. Their 
house at Los Palos wss always a.i1•ed. • • • He went 
outside only on rising, whe1.1 they all rolled in the 
snow (it had never occurred to him to warn Slim Girl 
of that custom, but she £ollowed suit without a sign). 
• • • Then there· ware the lice. His wife had rid 
him of them, conquering his sincere belief that they 
were a gift from Old Couple i:n the ·world Below to
enable people to sleep. He had rated that as one or 
her minor magics .. 29 

The place of woman in the Navajo hogan is one o:f i~ 

portanee. She owns and tends to the sheep¥ the main source 0£

wealth, and, in fact., rules the hogan. The ·man's place is to pro-

tect the hogan., prepare £or and fight wars. In the previous quota-

28. Coolidge, Dane, Under~ .§!m., pp. 55-54. 
29. La Farge, 011 ver, Laughin~ .f!gz, pp. 195, 195. 
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tion from Under~ Sun, the duties of each in the hogan a~e des-

cribed. In the novel. Windsinger, we find a description of Clear-

Eyed One's care and ability to accumulate ~ore wealth.50 

The Navajos are very superstitious about their hogans. 

If anyone has died in one, the Navajo believes that it is sacred, 

and that he must not enter it. When Slim Girl and Laughing Boy

are seeking shelter., she is disgusted to think that he will not find 

refuge in a deserted hogan. 

·•Ther's a hogan.tt She pushed forward. 
l'lffogay-gahn, bad. Do not stop herettt 
"What do you mean?" 
"Don't you see it is deserted?. Don't you see 

the hole in the north side? Some one has died here. 
Come a1ong.n 

She sighed in anger, gritted her teeth, 
swore under her breath, and turned her horse back. 
Nothing on earth would make a Navajo stop there; he· 
\Vould not even use the dry timbers for firevwod to 
save his life. Well, it was pa.rt o£ th~ rest.51 

The description of' the· burial of Viindsinger' s rather 

illustrates their belief in the custom or burning the hogan of the 

dead.·

At the foot of the cliff they· had burled 
the Man Who Rode a Black Horse, buried him v1i th all 
his silver and coral and turquoise that he might go 
unashamed to his fathers. Smolce rose from the hogan 
which they had fired, obedient to s command given long 
ago to the People, when the wind whispered in the ear 
of one bereaved, saying, 

"Go not back into the hogan. You have had 
sorrot1 there. 1152 · 

50. Gillmor, Frances, pp. 1051 1.05. 
51. La Farge, Oliver, Laughing~ p. 192. 
52. Gillmor, Frances, Windsinger, p. 24$ 
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Detailed accounts are given or the Navajo ceremonials. 

and religious customs in the three books dealing solely with the 

Navajo-Lsughing Boy, Windsinger, and Under the Sun. The use of 

sand painting in their ceremonials is peculiar to the Navajo.. More 

accounts are given in Viindsinger than any or the other novels. On

his death-bed Windsinger hears his son sing the chants he had 

.taught him: 

Now Windsinger stayed out of the hogan while 
a younger voice gave brief commands for the making of 
the sand painting-DBlue, 11 nyellow,n nBlackn. He sat 
silent through the chanting and heard a younger voice 
carrying on from song to song. But he knew again the 
quiteness of the chanted prayers as he had known. it 
singing. Quiteness as the afternoon light slanted 
through the smokehole on the colored sands.55 

As a youth, Windsinger learns the chants and ritual of 

the Navajo ceremonies. An account is given in ~Vindsin1,;er o:t the 

first time he leads a chant for a sick man: 

Now at the great chants he was often with 
the men v,ho were making prayer sticks, learning to 
fashion them·and place them according to the will of 
the gods. He learned designs and colors as the singer 
gave his orders and the bright sands fell. Finally 
under the tutelage of an old man singing in the fire 
light, he began to learn the chanted prayers. With 
eyes half closed and body tense, he sang the songs of 
the Wind Chant in their order. 

The four days passed, and Windsinger, gravely 
exultant, led his first chant. Now indeed he was a 
man, in the presence of gods •••• The song lifted to 
the beat o£ rattles and fell like a sigh into still-
ness. Steadily the voice of the yoimg wind singer 
move into the new song. And the gods were near him .. 

He took from his bag four sacred feathers . 
and pressed thetn with low cries against the feet and 
hands. and head of the sick old man. The fire sank· 
low. In the shadow the beat of rattlBs and the throbbing 
song ,vent on. Darkness and song in the hogan--and the 
presence of the gods. • • • · 

35. Ibid., P• 212. 
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Song after song in their order he lifted, for 
the man who had used as fuel the branches of a wind-
felled tree. Song after song, until body and mind had 
lost all memory and d0sire. In. that hogan he was a 
priest of the wind rite, chanting the songs of the gods.54 

One of the most interesting accounts of Navajo dancing 

is found in Laughing Boy. fie learn here the etiquette of the dance, 

and.especially that governing the relations of partners toward each 

other.55 

The customs developed around the wooing and marriage cere-

monies are primitive and differ wide:cy from those of the white man. 

The interesting desoriptisn of the wooing of the Navajos in Under 

~ §B!l is the most vivid of all the accounts round in the novels 

read in the preparation of this paper. 

In the lead rode an old warrior whom Many 
-Horses greeted warmly, then a man and his wife in gala 
costume; and in the rear a couple of boys drove up a 
band of fifteen ponies, which they staked before the 
door of' the hogan. Then the spacious house was cleared. 
and a long talk began, the purpose of which was not 
far to seek. 

Some one of the many warriors who had been 
smitten with Debeth's charms had sent the old man to ask 
for her hand and to dilatB on his valor arid hardihood. 
The husband and wife were his parents, the band of 
horses was the price offered, and now the bargaining 
was on. . ..

According to custom, four days were allowed 
for the girl to make up her mind; and when she had de-
cided, if she wished to accept the husband, she fed 
his horses and led one to his door. But if, despite 
the pleadings of her parents, she refused to become his 
irl.fe; then quiet~, in the night, the staked horses 
were turned loose ~d all.owed to stray back homa.36 

34 .. Gillmor, Frances, p. 70-71, 90-91. 
55. La Farge, Oliver, Laughing .!!2z, pp. 7-11. 
56. Coolidge, Dane, pp. 48-49. 



The treatment of the marriage customs of the Navajos 

differs in the three novels about the Mavajos. In Windsinger the 

emphasis is upon the marriage meal., in Laughing Boy, a marriage 

without the customary attending relatives is emphasized, and specia1 

,emphasis is given to the mother-in-law taboo in Under ~ ~-

The strongest taboo among the Mavajo people 
is that which rehrtes to the mother-in-law. Rather than 
mBet her on the trail, if by a.coident she should approach, 
the young son-in-law will risk his life climbing the 
cliff a or turn and flee like the wind. The whole fam-
ily, and neighbors and friends, make it th~ir business 
to shout'.·out warnings in case such a meeting is immi-
nent; for, if they meet face to face, they believe the 
mother-in-law will die and the son-in-ln?1 be stricke.n 
blind. Yet, despite this strange .fear, mother and 
daughter may still meet end the husband send presents 
to hia mother-in-law. But the young wife, \Vhen she is 
married, is absolute mistress in her hogan-it and 
the children belong to her.51 · 

Each author writing . sole]¥ of the Navajos gives bis 

version of the marriage ceremony .. ~though married without rela-

tives, Slim Girl and Laughing Boy are married according to the usual 

rituaL, i. e., by eating the marriage meal •. Mr. La Farge writes as 

follows: 

Yell.ow Singer's wife handed a medicine bas-
ket to Slim Girl, which she filled with the com mush 
she bad prepared. The singer p1aced it in the correct 
place on the floor of the house. Laughing Boy entered 
carefully. He was thinking hard about what he was do-
ing; he was putting forth every effort to make it good 
and beautiful. He thought about the gods, about Slim 
Girl, about the future. It was all confused, because 
he was excited., • • • Now Yellow Singer's wife was 

· leading her in. • • ·•
She sat on the rug beside him. Yellow 

'Singer divided the mush in four directions. Now he 
was praying for them. • • • No,v they partook of' the 

57. Ibid., p. 152. 



yellow corn, ceremonially, and now it was Laughing 
Boy• s turn to ma. e a prayer. He sang the prayer to 
House God with solemn emphasis: 

•House made of dat1111ight, · 
House made of evening light, 
House made of .dark cloud, 
House made of he-rain, 
House made of dark mist, 
House made of pollen ••••. 
In beauty it is finished, 
In beauty it is finished. t 
The confident, solemn voice ceased. He 

40. 

looked at Slim Girl. No\-T they were married •·1n a beauti-
ful way.F. It might seem a little furtive, that cere-
mony without relatives, al.most without guests, but now 
the gods had married them.58 · 

A contrasting version is given in Under~ .§.B!!.. Gilpin 

and Debeth are married with the customary ritual., surrounded by 

friends and relatives.59 

The ceremonial. basket was placed before the 
couple, with the closed strand pointing towards the 
east. Then with the pollen of white corn-from which 
woman was formed-Chief Many Horses dreti a line across 
the basket, from the east to the west and back. With 
the pollen of yellow corn-from which man was formed-: 
he drew a line across the basket from south to north 
and back, and a circle around the whole. The porridge 
being now prepared he placed the water jar before 
Debeth, who dipped ·out a gourdful and poured it over 
Bajo Sol's hands ~hile he went through the ceremonia1 
washing. Then he dipped for her and when this cere-
mony was finished the basket was set be£ore them. 

Like an automaton, Gilpin reached out and 
took a pinch of ,the porridge from the exact spot where 
the line to the east began, and put it into his mouth. 
Debeth followed him, dipping and eating as he progressed 
from the south to the west and then to the north; and 
·when the circle was complete they were considered to be
married and everyone called down a blessing. Invoca-
tions were made to Esdzanadle, the Turquoise Goddess, 

38. Laughing l!Qz,. pp. 87-89. 
59. Coolidge, Dane, Under~ Sun, p. 155. 
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whose home is in the western ocean; to the sun and moon, 
the rain and the dawn and all the benei"icent deities. 
Then the basket o:f porddge was passed around like a 
wedding cake and each guest claimed.his share ... 44 

The account of' the marriage meal in'Windsinger is com-

parable to that given in the previous quotation. Its pr.eparation 

by the bride1 s mother is described in detail.40 

By far the most poignant and touching burial scene is 

described in Laughing Ji.2I.. Slim Girl dies .from exposm·e, and is 

buried by her husband, who is al.one. Laughing Boy goes through the 

burial ritual for his ~vife with minute care and with intense pathos. 

For £our days he keeps vigil over her grave and on the fourth day· 

he takes his bath of purification. 

The farthest corn.er or the cliffs made a 
niche about twelve feet square, in which the rocks came 
to the ground sheer, or slightly overhanging, without 
talus. Here he carried her, and set her in the farthest 
recess. He wallted c~reful;I.y, avoiding bushes, observ-
ing all the requirements, in so far as was possible for 
a single individual.~ Ovel" her he put her blankets,: at 
her head., food, by her hands, her weaving tools~ cooking 
implements and.coral and coins. As -he.arranged her, 
he prayed. Then he :"looked· about for £air-sized slabs, 
of which there Were plenv round-about, in the talus. 
He began to bring them, covering her. He had placed 
·the first :few, at her feet, when he straightened up 
and stood still.. He walked to his· own pile of goods and 
looked at it. Returning to her, he found her arm under 
the blankets, and took from it a thin gold bracelet that 
she had bought in California. From his 011m goods he 
set aside the finest saddle-blanket of her weaving:, an 
old trade blanket, a coffee-pot and coffee. Bundling 
all the rest together, he carried it to the grave and 
spread it over her. Slowly he took off his heavy sil-
ver belt, his turquoise and cora1 necklace$ his two 
bracelets, his garnet ring and his turquoise ring, his 
earrings of turquoise matrix, laying each one gentq 
upon the heap. Remembering something, he went to bis 
pony, took off his silver-mounted brid1e., and added it. 

40. Gillmor, Frances, Windsinger, pp. 95-96. 



With difficulty he forced the thin gold circle up over'. 
his right hand, taking some of the skin with it: it was 
but little wider than his wrist., it would not come of£ 
easify. Then he continued covering her •••• 

It was nearly dark when he had laid the last 
stone, and·he began to be aware that he was weary. 
Blowing cigarette smoke four ways, he stood in prayer 
for a minute or two~. He untethered her pony and led it 
into the niche. It stood patiently by the pile while 
he notched his arrow and spoke the requisite words .. 
The string twanged, the shaft struck, the pony leapt 
and fell partly over the tomb. Those clear-cut things 1 
happening rapidly, were out of tempo with everything 
else; they put a period to it. 

Now began the four days of waiting. But 
jus·t; waiting was not enough; there had been no women to 
wail for her, no outcry of bereaved relatives; he 
would make it a vigil, all four days should be one 
pr~yer •••• 

He built his sweat-lodge, and, since it was 
hard to get mud out of the frozen ground, covered it 
with blankets. In the mid-afternoon he put in the hot 
rocks., stripped, and entered. He had made it good and 
hot; he sat in there chanting as long as he could stand 
it, then he burst out, rolled in the snow, and dressed 
hastily. He fe1t infinitely better. He looked at _the 
sun, low in the west; the fourth days were ended •••• 

· As he rode away he repeated,, 'In beauty it is finished, 
in beauty it.is finished, in beauty it is finished. 
Thanks.' ~l · 

The material on the ·Apaches is ·not so extensive in the 

books used for this study as that found on the ?lavajos. 42 They 

are a more warlike tribe than the Navajos, and 1ive in wickyups 

instead of hogans. Almost all the inforJnE!tion -given about them 

is about their methods of' warfare. However~ this brief description 

of an Apache camp is found in the novel In Those Days: 

They first saw the Apache camp from a hill 
top. It · was in a flat green valley walled close d th 
pine and rock, Round yellow-thatched Apache huts, 

.4J.... La Farge, Oliver, Laughing~ PP• 2801 __ 2851 295-~96. 
42. A ne11 · book has been pub!ish~recently oy \Jill Levington Com-

fort, Apache. 
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scattered in three groups, looked like little haystacks. 
:from above and they . could see figures moving and a great 
herd of horses.and mules in the louer valley with mounted 
men on guard.45 · ·. 

Under~ .§!m. draws a contrast between the Navajos and 

the Apaches·in warfare and also in the way they treat their slaves. 

The cruelty of the Apaches is described and emphasized .. 

Knowing the nature of the Apaches he had· 
not thought or yiel.ding to them, .for to do so meant 
torture and slow death; but the Navajos, keeping slaves, 
treated their captives more lqndly and he had decided 
to surrender to their chief ..... · 

And it seemed to him the Apaches were pos-
sessed of a sterner courage than any of the Navajos, 
save Nahtablish. The Navajos were raiders, brave when 
strategy could' not win, but the Apaches ivere terrifying 
in their daring. Whether they charged his stone fort 
or fought the Navajos hand to hand to make their way 
back to their horses they had shown a reckless courage 
in the face of death that only the white man could 
match.44 · 

Mr.,O•Conner in Conciuest points out the dependence,or. 

the Apache warriors on their chief in battle. If he is· killed, the 

spot where he had been killed is shunned by .the others. It is a 

place o:f horror and terror for them. 

"Chance, hellt I knew that Apaches always 
streak when their chief gets killed, 11 was the laconic 
r'!llswer.

iii th Casteneda 1 s aid. Pendleton hung the 
body of the chief to a mesquite tree not far from camp, 
and until the depot was completed and the party had 
moved on there was no more trouble with the Apaches.
The savages avoided the place with superstitious fear: 
the locality where s chief had fallen was for. them · 
taboo.45 

45. Fergusson, Harvey, p. 74. 
44. Coolidge, Dane, Under~ Sun, p. 9. 
45 .. OtCoM,or, Jack, Conauest,:pp~ 18-19. 
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A summa.."'"Y of the characteristics and of the religion of 

the Pima Indians is given in Conquest. In Jard Pendleton's travels 

through .Arlzona, he lived for a while with the Pima Indians and 

lea_"Plled oi their babi ts and customs.

They often brought game and tobacco to the 
peaceful Pimas who had their v:lllages near Arronville. 
As they were both natural. linguists~ they soon picked 

44. 

up enough Pima to hold conversat,ions with the half-naked 
bucks. Hours they spent squatting on the ground in 
the shade of the brush huts, eating, smoking., gossip-
ing. Both or the men were members of' civilized races., 
but they found the life of the Pimaa strange:cy- agree-· 
able. The climate was hot, but as the savages went 
practic~ naked the heat bothered them but little. 
The women did most of the work, incl.uding, indeed, a 
great part of that done in the fields. The bucks kept
the irrigation ditches in order and did the heaviest 
field work, but the ditches had been soundl;y constructed 
in the beginning and aside from cleaning out the collected 
sand nm, and then.they had little to do. Most of the 
time they lay in the sun, gossiped., and made weapons. 
Weapon-making \-Vas a mant s t3sk, as they had a taboo
,vhich held that a. weapon made by a woman would not kill 
an .Apache. 

Their religion consisted mostly of a series 
of taboos, which both Pend.Ie·ton and Casteneda soon 
lea.med and respected. They had a flock of idols which 
represented thriir gods, but the tribe was a slave to 
none of them and would kick them outdoors as quickly 
as they would oust a stray dog. The tribe had become 
Christians over a century before when the Franciscan 
Fathers had been active thereabouts.· But they bad gone 
heathen again.46 . 

Mr. Hilliam O. Stoddard w:rote a novel about the Lipane 

and the white men at the time of' the Alamo called ~ Lost QQ1g_ .Q£. 

~ Montezumas: .! Stoq ,£t~ Alamo, but li~tle local color is 

given about the Indian. The white men and their Lipan guides find 

the sacrificial altar to the Aztec gods; however, the Lipan chief 

feels that they shou1d forget what they have seen: 

46. 01connor, Jack., Conouest, p .. 2l 



He said more, but his entire meaning seemed 
to·be that it was a well-understooddoectrine that any
white adventurer learning the secrets of the Aztec gods 
wss a doomed man. They would surely follow him up and
kill him. It was not so bad for a full-blooded Indian, 
bu.t even a Lipan ~·ould do well to forget anything he had 
heard or seen that belonged to the bloody mysteries of 
the evil "ma.nitousn of the old race. It was evidently 
a deep~ rooted superstition, and Red Wolf was quite 
ready to accept it £ully .47 · 

A few of the novelists have written on the social re-

lationship between the Indian and the Americans. However, Mr. La 

Farge is the only · one who has dwelt on this aspect of the Indian .. 

material to any extent,.-· La.ughing Boy is the only novel which sh:ows 

only the harmful effect of the American influence on the Indians. 

Although Mr. La Farge says in his Introductory Note that ho has not 

written his book as an indictment of the Americans' treatment of 

the Indians, this·attitude, nevertheless, is decidedly manifest .. 

In this quotation from Laughing Boy we see Laughing Boy's dim 

realization or the harm resulting from .American contacts and es-

pecial.:cy from whiskey. 

He saw a very clear picture of Yellow Singer 
and his wife as he had first met them, sober, and reach-
ing for the bottle; ~he saw the other scarecrow Indiana 

45

he had met in this American1 s country. He looked at 
them, and behind them saw incoherentl.3'" the great, ominous 
cloud·of the tmeric~ system, something for wbich·he 
had no·name or description'" 

That was snot.her thing about which Slim Girl 
had bee.n right, that drink. She knew how to tame it .. 
She had the secret of how to prevent American knmvledge
from doing harm; she made it serve a good purpose ..... 

Yellow Singer and all his kind were bad. 
They were like an offensive smell. But a. smell came from 
a carcass~ Those people were the way they were because 
of the Americans. The town 0£ Los Palos in the drench-
ing sunlight, quiet, dead-looking beside its irrigated 
fields. ffl.iat was it? Something in the air, something 

47. Stoddard, fdlliam O.; ~ Lost~ of .the Montezumas: ! Story 
· J2!. ~ Alamo, p. 217 .• 
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that perverted the world. Where they were iraS no place 
for Earth People. They had done something to Slim Girl, 
one could see that, but she seemed to have risen above 
it,. But .they were bad for her, too. It was beyond 
him.48 

Laughing Boy is talking to Slim Girl. about the American 

S-i'Stem. He is trying to understand the Americans and their methods. 

He knows that they do some good, but, it seems to him, more harm. 

than penefit comes from them. 

'! do not understand them, those people •. 
They.stop us from raiding the ·stone House People and 
the Mexicans, which is a pity; but they stop theUtes 
and the Comanches from· raiding us. They ·brought· in 
money and silver,, and those goods for. our clothes·. 
They pring up water out of the ground· for us. We are 
better off_than before they came. 

· 'But yet it does not matte1 whether they 
do good things or bad things or stupid things, I think. 
1fuen one or t!Jlo come among us, they are not bad. If 
they are, sometimes we kill th~m, as we did Yellow · 
Beard at Kien Dotklish. But a lot of them and we 
cannot live together, I think. They do good things, and 
then they do something-like taking a child away to school 
£or five years. Around Lukachukai there are many men 
who went to school; they wear their hair short; they
all. hate.Americans. I.understand that no-w. There is 
no reason in what they do, they are blind, but in the 
end they will destroy everything that is different from 
them, or else what is different must destroy them. If 
you destroyed everything in me that is different from 
them, there would only be a: quarter of a man left, I 
think. Look at wha:t they tried to Jo to you. And yet 
they were not deliberately trying. · 

Windainger and ~ Dragon Fly of Zuni show in the main 

the friend:cy and beneficial.side of the Americans toward the In-

dians. In the second pook the Americans help with medicai aid, 

and in the selling of the Zurn.ans' pottery. This quotation from 

48. La Farge, Oliver, Laughing_~ pp. 222-225. 
49. Ibid., PP• 269-270 . 
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~ Dragon ~ ~ ~ illustrates the Zunians' attitude toward the 

Amarieana: 

"Good fortune will come to you today, ntV'
little -anwowa, n said the Old One. "Much has been said 
about the white mant s treatment of his red brother, 
but when he is a friend, he is indeed a friend.. You 
will·find that a white friend will do you great aervice.n 

"Viells it is £itting,.n mused \Yithered Plum, 
nth.at some return should be given them. They come to 
our ceremonies to learn of Zufti and Aooms.n 

•'! t is true tha. t they have none of their own 
in which to take part,n said Squash Blossom·naive~, 
ttbut they a.re not so old a people as we. They ·have much 
yet to learn.n50 

Mr. Coolidge has written in detail about the reservation. . 

system and the treatment of the Indiana there. First he gives the 

appeal of Old Humpback~ trying to persuade the Navajos to come to 

the :reservation. Then he relates the pitiful experience the 

simple Navajos have had at Hi1a1te. The Paradise that Old Humpback 

pictured for them is in great contrast to their own bitter experi-

enee. 

. It was to punish them for fighting, for 
mald.ng war on all their neighbors and raiding against 
the Pueblos and Mexicans, that the Navajos bad been de-
ported to Hwalte •••• And now# after t~o years of 
homesickness and misery, 0£ short rations and bitter 
cold, their yotmg men had proved that the Big Chief 
was right. They had brought on this battle at the
fort •••• 

The chiefs· departed. sorrov,f~ and to1d 
the news to the people and the women began to wail .. 
Then winter set in with its freezing cold and v-7ith their· 
axes and mattocks the me.n went to the distant sand-hills 
and dug out the mesquite stumps for wood. They loaded 
them on their backs and toiled back to th.~ir hogans, 
where their families sat huddled by the fire-places; 
and the women, having no wool to weave ~nto blankets, 

50. Mal.kus, Alida, P• 32·. 
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spent their days in apathetic idlesness. There was 
nothing for them to do but to grind and cook the corn and 

. prepare the monotonous meals, and once more the white 
man's diseases crept among.them like cbinday devils, 
taking their toll from many hogans. 

All winter there was wailing and blackening 
o£ faces to resist the devils of death, and as spring 
came on the people's courage was broken-they refused 
to ,vork in the £ields. ffl1Y plant again when in three 
successive summers they had seen their cr-0ps swept away? 
Why not eat the oorn that had been given them £or seed 
and get the best of -the worms and drouth? But at last 
with great pains Red Shirt over-persuaded them and they 
planted the fields of corn. But ha.rdJ¥ was it up when 
a blaek frost mowed it down and the Navajos ·r;ould plal'lt 

51 no more. . . 

Mr. Fergusson writes of another aspect of the Indian-

.American relationship. Throughout the period· of the conquest ·of. the 

west, the Indiana tried_to drive back the ever increasing Americans, 

but without success. The author compares the attitudes of the 

Eastern-and Western peoples toward the Indians, and intimate$ the 

ruin of the Indian world by American diseases and drink. 

All at once Indians struck ranches, mines 
and wagon trains. Those· were the days of surprises and 
outrages that filled the papers, of lurid stories 
.vri tten by reporters who followed Crook and Custer, of 
Indian controversy between Easterners who loved Indians 
because they had been wronged, and Westerners who hated 
Indians because they had killed wives and children and 
burned crops and houses. 

In those days a wor1d was being destroyed--
on old and savege world, rich in Gods and rituals, a 
world of cruel happy children living in a fairyland of 
imagined monsters ••••. A wild beautiful world was 
being destroyed with engines and guns, with germs and 
poisons •••• · 

Indians were out of luck these days. It 
was hard to realize that just a few years ago they had 
ovm.ed the country, all but a few settlements and guarded 
roads. Smart men then believed ·they would never let the 

L railroad through. Daniel. Webster wanted to give them

the Yiest and get out and baclt in the sixties the Secre-
tary of War recommended withdrawing all troops. All 

51. Under !hfl ~, pp. 267-269. 
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at· once they had gone t9 pieces. • . • • . People never ,~ · 
n'ould know what Indians had been llke" • • • He 
remembered the swoop and yel1 of painted warriors. 
• ~ • ·But. he no longer hated the Indians. The Indians 
he hated all werg

9
dead and what remained were a fe~ 

drunken beggars ..... ; . · . 

· Conquest describes · the dovmf'all of the Apache Indians 

by the whit€: man. Compare the Apaches, downtrodd_en by the Ameri-

cans as desc;ibed here, with those Indian warriors written. about · 

in the first pages of this chapter,- Mr. O•Oonnor shows the ener~ 

vating in£luence of the reseryation system on the Indians. In the 

end, he shows the complete defeat of the.last. Apache warrior and 

his loss of spirit as he is ta.ken to Florida against bis will .. 

. The year marked, too, the beginning of the 
end of the Apache troubles. They were to continue for 
years, it is true, but the Apaches were_ diminishing in 
numbers and growing more cautious. Never a prolific 
race, th-...°Y were being killed more' rapidly than they could 
propagate. Through a long p1'"ocess of obscure and name-· 
less skirmishes with white soldiers and pioneers their 
ranks were so decimated that their utt-sr conquest was 
but a matter or years. 

And in addition the various tribes were se-
. duced and emasculated by the reservation system. They 
round it easier to·· be fed by the government than to 
rustle for themsel.ves. They liked the taste· of Ame1•ican 
liquor snd American : canned goods. ¥H1ereas raiding and 
murder hnd one been the means of livelihood for the nation1 
they now became the pastimes of idle and hot-blooded 
young bucks. As the old warriors remained behind on the 
reservations to grow fat and lazy, the bands o:f young 
bucks suffered from lack or J A"ldership and lost heavily. 
• • • • ·where once the veey name of the nation had bean 
a threat and a terror to all but the most stout-hearted 
and the Apache country had been an unexplored no--man's 
land, Pend·let,on' s ranch, the largest in the territory, 
cut ddep i:nto it, and traders went clear through it and 
only occasionally »ere murdered •••• 

Man-yah stood before them: the wolf before 
the sheep •• -•• The sams glittering black eyes, the 

52. Fergusson, Harvey, J.B.. Those Dayo. pp. 96-97, 191. 



same round f1at face~ the same cruei slit of a mouth. 
But he was thin and the hair that fell to his shoulders 
from under his dirty turban was streaked with gray ••• 

nyou don't want to go back there. There 
aren't any more Apaches in the White Mountains. We1 ve 
sent them all to Florida and they'll play hell walking 
back." 

so. 

The old ,\pache tvas stunned. The glitter went 
out of his eyes and he :Looked dull and beaten. 

ttMo more Apaches in the \lhite Mountains? 
•••• No more Apaches in tho White Mountains. • • n

He turned and went back into the car, his 
chains clanldng behind him, his shoulders sagging. 55 

In considering the time,covered by the nov~..lists, we 

find books dealing with the prehistoric Indian, as, for example, 

Bandelier's Delight Makers down to th0 present day Indian as illus-

trated in La Farge's Laughing Boy. We have seen how the religion 

of the Indian is based on what he knows of nature. Even though the 

Indian accepts the new religion brought to him, he retains elements 

of his old religion, which is, after all, a universal trait of' 

men. As nature is the main influence in his reJ.igion, so it is 

in every phase or his life. His life is molded by it, and., unlike 

the white man, he makes no effort to change any pa.1 .. t of it. Ile 

works diligentJ.¥ on his silver and his weavi11g, but has no desire 

to carry his creative ta1ents any farther. Miss Cather draws this 

excellent contTast between the attitude of the white man and the 

Indian toward nature. 

When they left the rock or tree or sand 
dune that had sheltered them for the night, the Navajo 
was careful to obliterate every trace of their tem-
porary occupation. He buried the embers of the fire 
and the remnants of food,- unpiled any stones he had 
piled together, filled up the holes he had scooped in 

55. O'Connor, Jack, Concuest, 149-150, 288-290. 
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the amid. Since this was exactly Jacinto's procedure, 
Father Latour judged that, just as it wa.s the white ma.n1 s 
way to assert himselt in any.landscape, to change it, 
make it over a little (at least to leave some mark or 
memorial of his sojourn), it was the Indian's way to 
pass and leave no trace, like fish through the water, 
or birds through the air .. 

It was the Indian manner to vanish into the 
landscape, not to stand out against it. The Hopi vil.-
lages. that were set upon rock mesas, were made to look 
like _the rock on· ~vhich they sat, were imperceptible 
at a distance.· The Navajo hogans, among the sand and 
willows, were made of sand and willows.. None of the 
pueblos would at that time admit glass windows into 
their dwellings. The refl.eotion of the sun on the glaz-
ing was to them ugly and unnatural-even dangerous • 

. Moreover, these Indians disliked novelty and change. 
They erune and went by the old paths worn into the rock 
by the feet of their fathers, used the old natural stair-
way of stone to climb to their mesa towns, carried water 
from the old springs, even a£ter white men.had dug wells. 

In the working of silver or drilling of tur-
quoise the Indians hnd exhaustless patience; upon their 
blankets and belts and ceremonia1 robes they lavished 
their skill and pnil;l.s. But their conception of decoration 
did not. extend to the landscape. They seemed to have 
none of the European's desire to *'master" nature, to 
arrange and re-create. They spent their ingenuity in 
the other direction; in accommodating themselves. This 
was not so much. from indolence., the Bishop thought I as 
.from an inherited caution and re$pect. It.was as if 
the great country were asleep, · and they wished to ctuvry 
on their lives without a.\vakening it; as if the spirits 
of earth·andair and w~ter were things not to antagonize 
and arouse. When they hunted, it v1as with the same dis-
cretion; an Indian hunt was never a slaughter. They
ravaged neither the-rivers nor. the forest, and if they 
irrigated,' they took as little water as would serve 
their needs. The land ~d all that it bore they treated 
with consideration; not attempting to improve it., they 
never desecrated it.54 

In conclusion,. it is worth· pointing out that Miss Cather, 

again, has written the most artistic ... account of the Indians. Cer-

tain tribes, namely, the Pueblo and the Navajo, have proved to be 

54. Cather, \Ulla, Death Comes !9!:.~ .Archbishop, pp.. 255-256. 



more attractive to the novelists than any .of the other tribes. On

the Navajos., in fact, Mr. La Farge and Miss Gillmor have written 

their books f!'.ntirely, but their treatment of the material. varies 

considerab:cy-. The accounts £ound in Conouest and In Those Da:.ys 

are similar in relating the dmm.fall of the Indians. Mr. Bande-

. lier's novel is unusua1 in that .he pictures the p111im.itive Pueblo_, 

Indians as he imagined them to have lived. 

52. 

For the purpose of this study, the material available 

on the Indian has been much more extensive than that on the Span-

iard and the Mexican or the .American. The novelists apparently have 

· found the picturesque side of the Indian the most useable and at-
' ' 

tractive. They have been interested "in the use or the Indians' 

·tribal. customsi their religious ceremonies, their dwellings, and 

their crafts. They. have sho~m that the culture of the Indian 

has been developed from his reactions to his environment, and have 

made clear the infl.uence of the American on him. Apparently the 

Mexicans have had little effect on the race, or, at any rate, the 

effee.t they have had has been little dwelt upon by the writers. 

In brief, many sides or the mat~rial on the Indian have been handled 

adequately, yot the:r:·e is still opportunity for further development 

in this field by other novelists. 



· · · Chapter III 

THE SETTLERS FROM THE lJNITFJl STATES 

The Americans have invaded the Southwest in great ntun-

bers, leaving their imprint wherever they have .stopped. There have 

been all kinds of types contributing to the development of the· 

countcy •. The pioneer, the tre.ders, the cowboy, and the outlaw have 

all ha..d t.heir share. The white man brought barbed wire with his 

cattle, then the railroad, ei..nd finally the automobile, which revo-

lutionized the country. The· white man has brought progress and 

growth,. but he also.brought guns and crime. Many of the tmserupu-

lous adventurers and outlaws presented a real problem. _Although 

the Indian and the country had to be conquered, the outlaw., too, 

had to be quelled and driven .from the countcy' .. 

The pioneer or the ranch man settled on the great TeY...as 

ranches, built crude homes, an~ bred cattle.. Wind. gives an excel-

lent description of the typical ranch house out on the plains and 

of the drudgery and monotony of<the life there. 

As they entered the-house, Letty looked 
about her at the rude interior. Truly·it was like a 
place where, two men kept bach alonel There was no 
paper on the walls, not even canvas to keep out the rlnd 
and sand, so that a coat of sand lay over everything 
with an impartial yellow grayness. The front room had 
in it a ramshackle bed-pessimistic,- discouraged look:-
ing--half a dozen chairs with rawhide bottoms, across 
one.or which la.y the Navajo blanket that probably served 
as a spread f'or the bed, a plain pine tab1e, and a. 
box partly protruding from under the bed irhich might 
con·tain the wardrobe for the room1 s owner, save for the 
coat and hat hung on the door. The walls were relieved 
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from their bareness only by a .vol.f skin and a. couple of . 
skuµk skins stretched out for display, and a couple of 
crossed rifles, while several goat skins and a \rl.ld-cat 
skin were on the floor-umbistakably a masculine dwell-
ing t 

Letty is brought to her new home by her husband, which 
. . 

is_ hardly a hous·e, but ·she tries. to~ make a few improvements. 

She gazed at the hou·se, which, had a bald and 
naked look, with its shutterless_windows1 .its unpainted 
walls set up on a few rocks, just a box-house, with no 
clap-boards. Set up in makeshift· fashion with a rook 
at each corner, and an ·occasional one along the walls, 
it looked as if it might blow aw~y in a strong wind, to 
go bouncing across the plains like a leaf. No trees 
about it, no flowers, no grass\ This was to be her 
homet • • • ·

But she found in a box under the bed, a 
stack of old newspapers and she decided to use them as 
a substitute. She made paste ~f flour and water,. and 
one day when Lige came home, he found the lower part 
of the walls 0£ the front xoom covered--rather m:ievenly, 
it is true--with newspapers. 

"I 1eft tht1 tall =ceaching for you to do, n
she told him. • • • · 

When he had finished the papering job, he 
rearranged the decorations o~ the wall--the skins, the 
polished longhorns, the crossed rifles. On the floor, 
which she had scrubbed vehementl;y, she placed again the .. 
goat skins, the wolf ~kin. She ,covered the b~d with . 
the Navajo blanket. · She contrived a dressing table from 
an old goods box,.over which ehe draped the skirt of 
a white muslin dress o.f hers, and placed on it her simple 

. toilet· articles. Lige beamed wi-th admiration of' the 
·result of her efforts.l 

Another type of pioneer is desc:ribed in· Conquest-. Jard 

Pend,leton is a mmi from the Sou~h who comes to the West to try his 

fortune, ·a.and finally settles in ".Arizona. He is not at all admirable 

except that he is a hard worker. He realizes the value o.f the 

natural resources of. the country andhelps to develop ~em. By 

1872 a t..liriving tmm was built where Pend,,=.. ton· had started his home.

l. Scarborough., Dorotlzy-, ~ Hind, pp. 99, 182, 190-191. 
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Though it was ugly and cruel nnd ci-ude in 
most respacts.,_the to0,n was a real oasis in the terri-
tory •• : • .• Leather-brmm farmers and their vtive~., fight-
ing barren and eactus-ridded quarter-sections on the edge 
of the desert, looked forward to the time when they could 
move to to ... 11n and send their children to school. To 
the Pimas end the Maricopas., already robbed of most of 
their land and herded onto reservations, the town was 
delight and mystery and 'iionde:r.-the_ place where all 
good things came from: whiskey, red calico, bright beads, 
a:.~d cartridges. • • • · 

Pendleton owned the Pend1eton Tradin?. Com-
pany, . which occupied the only two-story brick btrl.1din~ 
in town, the flour mill, a livery stable, and a..saloo;. 
He also o-.med sixty percent of the stock in the Pendle-
ton City Canal and Irrigation Company, . which had a tarted 
with bis original canalas·a nucleus and now furnished 
,mter to most of thB farms in the Valley. And in ad-
dition to, his commercial enterprises, the deeds for a 
thousand acres of fat Valley lands lay in his safe .• 2 

One of the most colorful ru1d ·interesting types of the 

newcomers was the trader. He led a varied, exciting life, carrying 

his goods acroaa the country to Mew Me~"ico and Santa Fe. The white

man trnded his goods with the Indians 1 !.texican.s, and Spaniards •. 

Both the honest and dishonest tr-n.ders are described. 1Colonel 1

William Bent was a famous old trader vii th, a £am.ous trading post. 

His integrity and ltls lif'e at .:t,Jie post is fu.ld ·ill 1 ~ Walls. 

Many traders engaged in · 1llici "&' traffic-.:...a thing William Bent · would 

not to1erate. This quotation illustrates the methods used by the 

unlicensed trader-

Chaves was up to the old, old game of the 
unlicensed trader.· The Indinns had the robes and the 
ponies. It was the_ trader's object to get these away 
from them as quick:cy as possible. Wliiskey--dµ.uted 
for economy and poisoned to give it a strong taste--
was the one sure means of accomplishing his purpose. 

2. O'Connor,. Jack, Conquest, pp. 147-148. 



Cyrus Edwards found Chaves and a Mexican 
helper inside the ten:t and treating the Indians freely 
to potent aguardiente.. Again and again the cup was 
:filled and passed around, until the group had all had 
enough to dull their wits and rouse their appetite for 
more. Then Chaves said he would trade. 

They brought their robes, their ponies, their 
-weapons, their clothes., their women and children even. 
And with each cup the trader served less whiskey and 
more water •••.•.. The trade was ever more rapid. The
exchange? One pint of poison for one prime tanned buf-
falo robe, the labor of a woman for many a back-breaking 
day.5 · 

The author of Caravans ~ Santa h writes a picturesque 

aecount of the Mexicans buying from the white traders when they ar-

rive. It is particularl.¥ interesting because the author shows the 

commodities that especially attract the Mexicans. · 

The dust of-the caravan came rolling along 
to the accompaniment of shouts of greeting, of long 
whistles; On it came in the late afternoon sun, like a 
special c1oud of gold; and now from the cloud emerged 
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the first wagon, lumbering and swaying behind three teams 
of great white oxen that to Consuelo's ravished gaze 
seemed to snort blood and to be harnessed with gilded 
lcathor. Strange, clear-cut voices rang out among the 
familiar gritos of the arrieros •••• On came the 
carros and the laden mules, helter skelter, right down 
·the street ••• ~ 

There in.a large bodega. the cara.vaners had 
set out their goods. • • • The traders were spreading 
out their·merchandise on the 1ong low tables that served 
for counters. Several of them were disposing of their 
goods outside, from the wagons, which were surrounded 
by Pueblo Indians from Tesuque, above Santa Fe, from 
Taos, and from the pueblos down upon the Rio G~ande. 
Silver e.."'tchanged hands rapidly withil1 the bodega, while 
outside £urs and supple deer hides were bartered for the 
manufactured articles coveted by the Indians. 

· He (Bragdon) had earrings, rope, paint, cheap 
knives and good knives, liquor> and sugar. He had in-
creased the amount of his whiskey by diluting a gallon 
at least one half, and obtaining for the diluted pints 
a buffalo hide ea.ch, or the equivalent in the nearer pelts·· 
of the Rockies •••• 

A line of nakeen trousers was interesting the 

5. Vestal, Stanley, ·~ Walls• p. 265. 
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young men of the town. They sold out rapidly, and the 
majority were donned at once. Bragdon1 s shoes did not 
meet with approval, however, and Luis scornfully laid 
doYi'll the pair he had been considering when he had dis-
covered that they were neither rights nor 1e£ts, but 
straight lasts. to be worn on either foot. 

"Whatt These are not de modo. Does he think
we kno., nothing here?• Bragdon was ·mi.icii' taken abaolc1 
but later v1as able to convince other purchasers of the 
advantages of the good old-fashioned shoe tha.t would go

on either foot..; • • • And then came Bragdon•s prize. 
He opened a case in which were numerous · small boxes.
Opening one, he extracted a sliver of wood tipped with 
a yellow and blue substance. Calling attention to what 
ha was about to do, he struck the small stick upon a . 

· wall and immediately it.flamed, burning like a tiny 
taper with a full flame, and emitting a sulphurous 

·odor ..... 
The packages went like tortillas, and Brag...: 

don had at 1ength to admit that there were no more. 
Don Anabel was him.self enormously interested, and . 
pleased, too, with this nerr fancy, though it was his 
opinion that the things were not in the least prac~cal 
and would never be of much real use or value.4 

The sturdy, ·rugged Texan cowboys are written. about in 

Lorenzo ~ Magnificent. They. were stern and forceful melh Don 

Lorenzo has made the country safe from Indians., and then the Ameri-

cans came.. He realizes that ·the Texan :is more fearless than the other 

•Gringos11 • He struggles against the Texans,but finally has to ad-

mit that he is defeated. 
8 Those are not Indians, hombre, they are the 

first of many Gringos who will come crowding in upon 
us. We did not think, amigo mio, wpen we joined with 
the soldiers and chased the last Apaches into Mexico; 
we did not stop to consider.that, when this country waa 
made safe, the Gringos would come in and take it. These 
men we aea here are the first of many thousands who will 
come with thei~ cows to our plains •••• • 

The times had changed and where·, before they

had warred with Indians they now had the Americanos. to 

4 •. Malkus., Alida Sims, Caravans !2, Santa Fe, pp. 115-116, 138-141. 
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contend with. All his life he had known Americans--
the courteous officers from.the forts, who went out under 
his guidance against the Apaches; the prospectors., who 
would dare the devil. himself if you showed . them a piece · 
or gold; the traders and Jewish merchants along ·the river-
.but none of them were Texans. They were a race by them-
selves, Americans but not Americans,· and they too had 
be€Il bred to war. 

As he and his family had fought the Navajos 
for generations so.the Texanos had bsttledagainst the 
Comanches and Lipans, and all. the northern Indians as 
well. They .had battled until the Comanches and ·Lipans 
were all dead, or driven, a mere remnant, out of their 
country; and now these same Texans had moved into his 
country and were tar...ing . it for their own. • • • .And he
and his father had talked it over for days and agreed that 
the Texans were fighters. 

They alone had defeated the Merl.cans under 
the Dictator, Santa Anna, and set up a republic of their 
own; and at the Alamo at San Antonia a hundred and fifty 
Texans had fought until the last one was killed. They
had resisted a whole army and, though conquered in the 
end, they had piled up the dead in the ·windows. They 
fought Vlith the knife, as his Oit'U people fought, and 
knife-fighters are· always dangerous. 

Here, written with iron on the bides of 
cattle, was the story and record of his defeat; for where 
formerly his family rubic had been on the side or every 
steer as they stood, fat and f'u11-fed by his lake, now 
after six months not a Cross L remained, except the 
Wt:!ifS and_strays of bis·herd. The Texans had come in 
from the east like grasshoppers, mowing the grass down 
with herd after herd; and in one short summer they had· 
swept everything before them, taking all the watered land 
except his. And now, as if' in mockery, their longhorned 
cattle crowded his lake shore while his own cows were 
nowhere to be seen. They were gone, stolen away under 
his very nose, taken so far that he could never find 
them; and al1 without a blow or the crack or a rifle in 
defense, though he was ready to fight to the death. , He 
had been tricked at every turn, outguessed and out-
witted by the Texans he had thought so simple; and 
everywhere he went, among the Texans or his own people, 
he would meet the laugh of scorn.5 

5. Coolidge, Dane., Lorenzo~ Magnificent, pp. 48 1 80-811 151. 
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There were too many pseudo-cowboys who were in reality 

outlaws. These men were daring, resourceful fellows who were neces-

sar~ quick on the trigger •. Tombstone and Billz ~ Kid both dealt 

with the famous outlaws of the Southwest. Tombstone,, Arizona, an 

important mining town in the 701 a and 80• s, was a favorl te spot for 

the men who.plundered the caravans and stagecoaches of other men. 

They were all skilful gamblers and gunmen. B~ the Kid is the 

most notorious and famous o.r all the bandits of· t,he Southwest. 

These quotations show the characteristics of the man. that have made 

him Im.own even today: · 

Billy the Kid was the Southwest's most famous 
desperado and its 1ast great outlaw. He died when he 
was twenty-one years old and was credited with·having 
killed twenty-one men-a man for every year of.his life • 

. Few careers in pioneer annals have been more. colourfu1; 
certain of his exploits rank among.the classic adventures 
of' the west •••• His life closed the past; his death 
opened the present. His destructive and seemingly futile 
career served a constructive purpose: it drove home the 
lesson that New Mexico1 s prosper! ty could be built o~ 

. upon a basis of stability and peace •••• 
That a boy in a brief life-span of twenty-

one years should have attained his sinister preeminence 
on a lawless and turbulent .frontier would seem proof of 
a unique · and extraordinary personal! ty. He vias born 
for his career. The mental and physical equipment that 
gave his genius for depopulation effectiveness and back-
ground and enabled him to survive in a tumultuous time of 
plots and murders was a birthright rather than an ac-
complishment. He had the desperado complex which., ·to 
endure for any appreciable time in his environment, 
combined necessarily a peculiarly intricate and enigmatic 
psychology. vii th a dextrous trigger-finger •. " • • 

With this tragic record in mind, one might 
be pardoned for visualizing Billy the Kid as an inhuman 
monster revelling in blood~ But this conception 11ould 
do him injustice. He r1as a boy of bright, alert mind" 
generous, not unkindly, of quick sympathies. The stead-
fast loyalty of his friendships was proverbial. Among 
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bis friends he was scrupulously honest •••• He was 
cheerful, hopeful, talkative, given to laughter •. He 
was not addicted to swagger or braggadocio. He was 
quiet, unassuming,.courteous. He was a great favorite 
with women, and in his attitude toward them he lived up 
to the best traditions of the fron~ier. 

But hidden away somewhere among these 
pleasant human qualities.was a hiatus in his character-
a sub-zero vacuum-devoid of all human emotions.· He 
was upon occasion the personification of merciless,. ·re-
morseless deadliness. He piaced no value on human life, 
least of all his own. He killed a man as nonchalantly 
as he smoked a cigarette. Murder did not appeal to B~ 
the Kid as tragedy; it was mere~ a physical. process of. 
pressing a trigger. • • • He fought fair and shot it 
out face to face if the occasion demanded, but under other 
circumstances he did not scruple at assassination •••• 

Ilia courage was beyond question. It was a 
static courage that remained the same under all circum-
stances, at noon or at three o'clock in the morning.·~. • 
But no ta1e has come down th.at Billy the Kid ever showed 
the nyellow streak.• 

But courage alone would not have stamped him 
as extraordinary in the Southwest where courage is a 
tradition •. The quality that distinguished his courage 
.from that o.f other br~ve men lay in a·nerveless imper-
turbability. Nothing excited him. He had nerve but 
no nerves •••• 

The secret of Billy. the Kid's greatness as a 
desperado--and by connoisseurs in such matters he was 
rated as an approach to the ideal desperado type--lay 
in a marvelous coordination between mind and body. He 
not only had the will but the skill to kill •••• 
While certain other men were a fair match for him in 
target practice, no man in the Southwest, it is said, 
could equal him in the·lightning-like quiclmess with 
which he could draw a six-shooter from its holstei and 
with the same movement fire with deadly accuracy. 

Mr. Burns is evidently a fatalist and enjoys pointing 

out the times when fate played a part in the life of this young

bandit. The following quotation tells of the death of Bi~ the 

Kid when he becomes the victim of Fate. 

6. Burns, Walter Noble, Billy~ Kid, PP• 54-59. 
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_ On this night of nights, Fate, it might seem, 
was setting tthe stage~ There was. no need for the Kid to 
come in from the sheep camp. But he had come. There 
was no,1 no need for him to go for the meat. But he 
went. • • • He did not see the two deputies sitting in 
the heavy shadows of the porch. With quick, easy stride, 
still thinking of his supper, he walked straight toward 
them, his soul off.watch •••• 

The Kid backed into the doorway of Maxwell's 
room. There he paused for an instant, ha.lf-hidden by 
the thick a.aobe wall, his gun still at aim. 

"Quien es?tt he called a third time. 
Then p.e turned and stepped into the black 

darkness of the chamber; into security, as he fancied; 
into a death trap,. in. reality. In the darkness, Death
crouched., waiting, ready •••• 

Dropping over sideways from the chair toward 
the floor 1n a triclcy', dodging movement, Garrett an-
swered the question with a shot. A fl.are of lurid flame 
lighted up the darkness for an instant, the room shook 
with a sudden crashing explosion, and Billy the Kid fell 
dead with a bullet through· his heart. 7 · 

In Tombstone, Mr. Burns tells bis readers about many of 

the iil~resting characters around the· large mining town of .Tombstone, 

Arizona. The most unusual and striking of the out1awa were Curly 

Bill, n.his end being as enigmatic as his b~ginning11 , 8 and Russian 

Bill who "displayed an ~zing .familiarity--for an outla\v-with 

history, literature, and science.n9 

Wyatt Earp was the man of law who "cleaned uptt Tombstone 

and was a person of strength and resourcefulness. He and his four 

brothers represented the law abiding faction of Tombstone and won 

the respect or the town because of their courage and fearlessness. 

flyatt Earp' s best friend was Doc Holliday, ttthe fighting ace of the 

Earp faction and considered by_connoisseurs in deadliness the coldest-

7. Ibid., PP• 280-281.; 285-284 •.. 
8. Burns, Walter Noble, Tombstone, pp. 74. 
9. Ibid., P• 147. 
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blooded killer in Tombstone.nlO Mr. Burns writes·or their friend-

abip-ffBetween Wyatt Earp and Doc Holliday, as cold, deadly men, 

perhaps, as the frontier knew, existed a friendship classic in its 

loyal-cy.n·ll ·Wyatt Earp is described thus: 

With the turbulent conditions Wyatt Earp
found in Tombstone, he had been familiar all his life •. 
He ,vas a natural. master of such conditions. Probably no 
man of.his day in the West was more logically fitted to 
become the man of Tombstone~ s hour. Brains, courage~ and 
dominant qualities as a leader carried him quickly to 
the top; a myriad enemies pulled him down. He rose to 
pov1er in romance and £ell from power in tragedy, and the 
story· of his rise and· fall is one 0£ the most dramatic · 
in the history of the frontier.12 · · · 

This quotation illustrates the statement of TfYatt Earp 

that nhe :;vas a natural. master of such conditions.n \Vyatt Earp waa

alone on one side of the street, protecting a prisoner from an angry, 

eager·~·'mo b of men. 

One foot advanced, his shotgun held tensely 
across his breast ready for instant action, Wyatt Earp 
stood,. one man against five hundred: Grimly alone~ 
Hopel.essly isolated,for the moment from all the rest 
of the world. No help to fall back on, no chance to run, 
no she1ter1 no plac~ of refuge. Just a man out there in 
the middle of the street, all by himself with onl,y .his 
mm courage to save him. Before him a mob thirsting for 
blood, closing in for the kill, its victim almost within 
reach. The front line, stretching across the street from 
wall to wall, bristled with six-shooters and rifles, ever:; 
£ace twisted and flaming with passion. One solitary man 
blocked the road to vengeance •••• 

"Kill me.u His voice had a conversational. 
steadiness. "I'm ready. Ought to be easy; there are 
enough of you. But I'll do a little killing myself. You 
can get me; but I'll take a £e·~v of you to hell with me. 11 

10. Ibid., p. 47 
ll. Ibid., p. 51 
12. Ibid., p. 47 
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The drama had reached a crisis. Here was 
a proposition. . They could take it or 1eave it. . He was 
ready to die. I.f they were, too, all right. Yes, they 
could kill him. One shot would do the business. They 
couldn't miss him. But he would take some of them to 
the grave with him.. • • • 

Silence fell. For a space the mob stood 
motionless, hesitating, undecided, weighing the odds. 
Then abruptly the tension snapped. Some men in front, 
·1ooking a-Utt.le sheepish, drew back into the crowd. 
Others followed. The .front line gre,v ragged; it was 
brealdng·up.15 

One of Curly Bill's most famous and ruthless exploits 

·was his at~ck on a Mexican caravan going through Skeleton Canyon. 

A month later _Jim Hughes and his fellmv outlaws made a similar at-

tack in this same place. The following quotation illustrates the 

cruelty and the barbarity of these Western bandits. 

Down through Skeleton Canon over the Pelon-
cillo Mountains came the Mexican smuggler tra.in, mu1e 
bells jingling in th~ morning sunlight. A half mile 
from the mouth of the canon and an equal distance·below 
Devil1 t Kitchen, the sct.~e of Cur~ Bill's murderous ex-
ploit of a month before, the fifte-en Mexicans halted 
for lunch. While their coffee simmered on a little camp 
fire and they sat eating on the grass, the canon wall 
above them flamed with cra$hing rifles. Three Mexicans 
fell dea.d. Panic seized the others. They sprang on their 
ponies. Down the canon they gal1oped in the midst of a 
mad ·welter of pack mules stampeding with wildly jangling 
bells. Three .mo:t·e Mexicans were killed, it is said, be-
fore the smugglers went racing out of the mouth of the 
canon and escaped across the Sen Simon Valley. 

The Mexicans routed, Jim Hughes and his men 
mounted their ponies and went he1ter-skelter in pursuit 
of the pa.ck mules to kill them and save the treasure. 
• • • .. Lumbering under their heavy loads of silver 
money and gold bullion, the animals, one by one, were 
soon overtaken and shot •••• 

The treasure was llf'ted by the outlaws.within 
the next few days, it ia supposed, and under the guidmlce 

15. Ibid., P• 71-72. 
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of Zwing Hunt and Billy Grounds hauled in a four-horse 
wagon, driven by a Mexican, to the Davis Mountain Canon 
and reburied in a pit already half filled with robber 
loot brought by. Zwing Hunt and Billy Grounds out or Mex-
ico.14 · · 

Mr. Dobie refers to this massacre in his book Coronndots 
I 

Children. He also tells about a series 0£ stage holdups that Mr. 

Burns presents more in detail in his book. The following quotation 

is part of Mr. Dobie' s account: 

?lhile the negroes were he.ying and the lieu-
tenant was commanding> .four American outlaws. came into 
the country from the west. Their names were Zwing Hunt, 
Jim Hughes, Red Curly (called Sandy King), and Doc Neal. 
Hughes wns the leader. Some of them had been mixed up 
in the Lincoln County War, wherein Billy the Kid won his 
fame. Following John Ringo, the gang had raided cattle 
off the Sonora ranches. They had all heiped materially 
in giving Tombstone the reputation of being the rowdiest 
and ro~ghest mining town in the West •••• 

In the spring ~r 1881 the gang made three 
separate robberies--apparently not from need of money but 
for the love of tho game. The boldest of these acta was 
holding up the train near Tombstone. In this holdup they 
ldlled a mail clerk, blew open the express safe, and got 
off with a sum or gold so vast that the express company 
would not admit the _amount. 

Next, in.the Chiricahua Mountains., east of 
Tombstone, the outlaws killed a mnn and his son for nothing 
more than a wagon and two horses.15 

14. Ibid.,- 285-285. 
15. Dobie~ J. Frank, Coronado's Children, 192, 196. 

See also Author's Mote, P• 551: "Should anyone wish to lmow more 
about lim Hughes, Red Curly (Sandy King), Zwing Hunt, and Rus-
sian Bill, he can do no better than read three books that have 
recentfy been published around the outlaws of the Southwest: 
Helldorado, by Vlilliam ?JI. Breakenridge; Tombstone's Yesterday, 
by Lorenzo D. Walters, ond Tombstone, by Walter Noble Burns. 
Mr. Burns devotes a whole chapter to the Skeleton Canyon 
treasure, as Bill Cole~s phantom is called in Arizona." 
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With the prospector in the mining districts, these di£-

£a-rent 'eypes of wbi te men influenced the Southwest in various ways. 

Of course., there was the usua1 evid~ce of American energy and in-

genuity .. The-American ·opened and developed mines; he cut down trees 

and started the saw mill; the Texan bred his fine cattle -and brought · 

them into Bet-1 Mexico; but· the greatest change from the old Spanish 

way or life came with the barbed wire. It made _for a permanent dwell-

ing and did away with the open range-the basis of the life of the 

Mexican and the Indian. They were pushed back i'*arther and farther. 

The barbed id.re was a neceaai ty and in the end proved beneficial, aa 

it helped to clear ~e titles of property and the OP.inership of cattle. 

This quotation from Lorenzo ~ Magnificent. shows how the barbed 

~re pushed the Texans from their native state: . 

Texas cattle went dorm until the market was 
glutted and, to fill to the brim the cup of woe of Tey.a.a 
cattlemen, barwire fences began to spring up everywhere. 
Texas lands were choap, but rail fences were dear, used 

· only for corrals and hay-fields; but 11ith the advent of 
the railroads the first vdre had come in,. and after that 
more ,,ire. 

It came in by the train-load and, as the range 
became more over-stocked, every cattleman in self-defense 
began to £ence in his·scripped land, enclosing pastures 
hundreds of miles in extent •. Then the range wars £ol-- · 
lowed, who1e communities rising up in arms to defend or 
tear down the fences; until at last, in api te of every-
thing, the barbed~-~ire conquered and the days of free 
grass were over. ; ' The Te:>:as legislature made it a · 
penitentiary offense to eut another man's·wire,-and, 
aeeing'the handwriting on the wall., the free-grass men 
moved ,:est, driving their cattle they .kne-.v not wherel-6 

1.6. Coolidge, Dane, p. 102. 
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The breeding of cattle was a fundamenta1 means or live-

lihood and of great importance for the Texans. It brought great 

prosperity to ·them when the railroad came and opened the markets. 

for them. The significance of this change from the covered wagon to

. the railroad is illustrated by this passage in ~ Saga of Billy ~ 

A net1 day was about to dawn. The first 
glimmer of change was beginning to show on the dark 
horizon. The year of 1867 was big with fate in the hist-
tory of the West. The day of tbs covered wagon and the 
oJ.d immigrant trails was drawing to a close. The day ·. 
0£ the railroad was at hand. With the completion of 
the Union Pacific, a.. through transportation line joined 
the two oceans. The Kansas-Pacific was pushing rapi~ 
westward. New York and San Francisco suddenly became 
neighbors •. The rich markets or the East were ·at last 
open to the prairie. 

MarketL The magic of markets transformed 
the whole ca-t,tle situation of Texas overnight. Pros-
peri ty swept over the ranges in an avalanche. Tragedy 
·~hanged into bonanza. ]':rom ca.tUe poor, the state be-
came cattle rich. The dollar cow of yesterday was the 
t1.1enty-dollar cow or today. ·• • • Soon the longhorns by 
hundreds of thousands were pouring toward the railroads 
acrosa Red River, the Indian Nations, the Staked Plains, 
Iio Man's Land, over. trails a thousand and two thousand
miles long from every part of Texas-the Gulf Coast, 
the Rio Grande, the Nueces, the Frio, the Colorado, the 
Brazos.17 · 

John Chisum, a frontiersman who gained immense pros-

perity in New Mexico, lived in a typical. ranch house and was ''King 

of the Pecos Valley. 0 The following descripticn of John Ghisum's 

wealth in cattle makes us realize the size of the cattle business 

that prosperous men of that time handled. 

17. Burns, Walter Roble, p. 7. 
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John-Chisum failed to sense the imminent great 
change that was to turn the Texas cattle ranges into 
gold mines. Feit men did. The new prosper! ty stormed . 
up out or a blue sky almost without sign or portent to 
herald its approach. • • • The coming of ti.,e railroads· 

· that had boomed the price of cattle in Texas boomed it 
likewise in New Mexico.• • • • 

But Chisum at last had found his markets. 
He rose to his new opportunities in a big way. His . busi-
ness developed to gigantic proportions as the years went 
by. He made his market radius as wide as the map of the 
S"outhwest and took in Colorado and Kansas for good meas-
ure. Within tv10 years, at the height of his prosperity, 
he drove five thousand cattle to Tucson, six.thousand 
to the San Carlos Apache reservation in .Arizona, four_ 
thousand to the Gila River, and six thousand to Dodge 
City. Never a season passed that he did not have three 
or four herds on the move to different markets at the 
same time. Despi·te his wholesale operations, and despite 
-wholesale thefts, his cattle increased in numbers annually. 
Fifteen thousand calves were born un.der his brand in 
1876 and fresh importations from Texas were constantly 
coming in ...... 

Chisum abandoned Bosque Grande as his head-
quarters in 1875, and moving do·m the Pecos forty miles, 
established South Spring Ranch, which remained his home 
to the end of his life. Where the South Spr:Ing River 
gushes £rom the earth in a never-failing giant spring of 
CI--ys-tal water, he built a home fit for a catt1e king and 
mr1cle it one of the sho·w places o:r the Southwest. · Cot-
tonwood trees brought from Las Vegas by mule pack-train 
he planted about his dwelling and in two v1inding rows that 
formed.a noble avenue a quarter of a mil.e long leading 
from rood to residence. • • • He_ brought fruit trees 
from Arkansas ru.1d set out a vast acreage in orchards of 
apple, pear, peach, and plum. He imported roses from· 

.Texas to make a hedge about the house, and scarlet tana-
gers and .bob-white quail from Tennessee-birds unkno·m1 

. in Hew Mexico-aud set them at liberv in the oasis of 
beauty he had created. 

Here, ,7ith l"oyal hand,· Chismn dispe11.sed fron-
tier hospitality. His great, rambling., one-story adobe 
house, with verandas at £ront and rear, stood on the 
highway bet~veen Texas and 1Tew Mexico, and the stranger 
was as free as the invited guest to bed and board £or as 
long as be wanted to stay, and no money or questions 
asked.18 

18. Ibid., P• _8-10. 
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Cattle brought prosperity to Arizona as well as to Texas 

and New Mexico. Jard PBndleton, he~o or Conguost, .found great 

wealth in his herds during the 601 s and 70•s. 

On the great ranch which he started on his
Spanish grant five thousand calves were now born each · 
year, and the drive which his small army of tough Texas 
co~boys made to the rail-head at Dodge City, Kansas, 
in the fall was -t,he talk of the territory. 

11hen he had started his ranch in '65 after 
he had cleaned the Apaches of£ it, he had moved most of 
his long-horned cattle from the Valley. But as they 
were better as food rustlers and fighters than they were 
as beef animals, he soon began to butcher his native 
bulls. and replace.them with Here£ords, big, full of beef, 
and as ponderous as locomotives. Even now., after only· 
seven yaars1 most of his cattle had.lost their wiriness~ 
their longness of horn, and showed the red-and-white 
Herefore markings and the capacity of the breed for 
carrying beef.19 

As already suggested, with the coming or the railroad., 

a new era opened. New markets ~vere created, and new industries were 

made possible. Ml Those~, which really gives an impression of 

change, we find the most effective account of tha cha11gc the railroad 

brought. The author gave a picture of the n1mgon days" and then of 

the days·or t11e railroad. Mr. Fergusson describes the effect the 

railroad had on the.Indians, and the progress and influence it had. 

Indians sat back on the hills and saw the. 
first trains run. • • • Indi8.i."'1S charged the iron horse 
waving blankets to scare it, yelling their war yells -and 
the iron horse plowed right through them., never shying, 
spouting rifle fire. 

Then Indians got viise. Turkey Leg's Chey-
ennes bent up the rails, piled ties and rocks in the 
road, sat do~n and waited. A mixed freight hit the trap, 
threw the fireman into his O\m woodburning fire box, 

19. 01Connor, Jack, Connuest, p. 149. 
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killed the crew, raided the box cars, f"ound wet goods ' 
and dry goods; got Indian crazy drunk, dressed up in . 
ladies bonnets·and shawls, tied bolts of cloth to ponies• 
tails and ran races with a hundred yards of calico stream-· 
ing in the wind. They set the , train on .fire and danced 
a scalp dance round a flame that lit the sky_. So Indians 
danced at their own funeral. 

The railroads had to sell the land along·the 
tracks and they began to comb the world for sett1ers. 
The Santa Fe sent to Europe and got fifteen thousand 
Mennonit,3s to come ta Kansas. • .. • • So the Santa Fe 
crept across the prairie. Then Leadville boomed and 
trains began running packed both ways taking in the 
flush and bringing out the broke ....... 

The Santa Fe and the Denver.and Rio Grande 
fought for tho Royal Gorge to the West and Raton Pass
to the South. They shipped in bad men from Dodge with 
rifles, and riva1 graders slugged it out on the right 
of way. 

The Santa Fe won Raton Pass. Slow and late 
it crawled do~n the Rio Grande. 

It followed the trai1 the Indiens made, the 
trail con~uistadores in iron armor had followed, and 
after them the mountain men--the trail the wagons and 
coaches had widened 'into a road. 

Rails crBpt down the Rio Gra11de, prodded 
sleepy •dobe to:ms into sudden frantic life. The stage 
from Los Vegas to Albuquerque mcde its last trip. 
Uncle Dick Wooton closed his toll road. The great 
Murpey wagons dropped their tongues on the ground for-
ever. • • • Once. moI"'e the good old days were gone .20 

.Another industry stimulated by the arrival 0£ the rail-

roads was the· lumber business. In Uet, Mexico and J,rizone trees 

were cut extravagant]¥. The supply seemed endless and little 

thought wao given to the future. The follo~1.ng account relates the 

feeling of the hero in the novel l!l Those Days as he watches the . 

trees go: 

His men were cutting timber far up on the 
mountain-side now. Standing beside t,he mill he had seen 

20. Fergusson, Harvey, In Those Days, pp. 151-;·155-5. 
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the great green tops sway to the whang of axes, heard the 
crashing fall of a hundred feet o:f timber, the roar of 
1ongs skidding to the canyon bottom, the shouts of team-
sters hauling them to . the saw. 

The canyon all a.round the mill was a stripped 
and ravished thing. In the spring it had been. the 
prettiest s'tP..nd of y01low pine he ever saw with near~ 
every tree a hundred feet high or better and the grotmd 
brown and slippery with needles centuries deep. He had 
always liked pine timber best of all--fragrant time-defying 
forest uhere storm turned into music and sunlight splin-
tered into living patterns. It shocked him a little to 
see this one reduced to stumps and smoking piles of top-
brush and the ground torn to dust by heavy-loaded wheels. 
But if he hadn 1 s done it someone else -would have. He 
had been lucky to get there first. Likely as not it would 
have been burned if' it hadn't been cut. There ,vere 
£orest fires all over the mountains ever since the rail~ 
ronds came. Some said the Utes set them to spite the 
whites but the camp fires of prospectors and settlers 
were probably OS much to blame as anything else. Men 
were overrunning the country, eating it up. But you 
couldn't stop progress and after all it was a big country 
and there seemed to be more than enough of everything· 
for everybody.21 

In Arizona~ Jard Pendleton gets contracts for railroad 

ties, but does not hesitate to take lumber from the unsuspecting 

government. The method used by this man is described in the f o1-

loning account. 

In the meantime he began to get ready for 
the production of ties. His own great ranch contained 
·thousonds of acres of yellow pine, but he was far too
shrewd to cut it when the public domain lay all around 
him ready to be looted. Better grab the nation1 s timber 
l7hile the government' s clutch on it was a till w·ee.k and 
save his for the lean duys that were sure to follow when 
the howl was raised. 

He bought a shipload of sawmill machinery in 
. Mew York., landed it at Yuma during high water on the 
Colorado., and hauled it overland to the places where it 
was to be installed. He hired Mexicans and Pimas and 
put them to r;ork under his ovm cmvpunchers, extending his 

21. Ibid., PP• 189-190. 
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ranch roads to the timberlands and grading the road to 
Pendfleton City. He made a flying trip to_ the Ee.st and 
returned Itith Missouri lrlllles and Swede lumberjacks. 

By the time of the next spring floods he had 
a million ties roaring do~m the Sal. t, riding the muddy
\7atera into the Gila, where they \7ere snaked out and piled 
up to await the coming of the railroad.22 

The last change which emne to -the count,ry is suggested by 

the phrase the "Gas .Agen, used by Mr. Fergusson, the only author ·t;o 

emphasize this phase. The hero o£ 1B.. Those D8ys is stunned b-.t this 

new age. The sawmill has gone, and mining has collapsed. He ia 

not ab1e to uccustora himself to the change# and feels that, he can 

not cope with the automobile ai"ld its age. 

He had learned to love the crack of a whip, 
the shouted curse of teamsters, the heavy rumble·of roll-
ing ~.agons. Ile l1ad welcomed the voice of' the locomotive 
as the should of a triumph he shared. But the putter 
and screech or the fliver never ceased to torture his 
ear. It xas the voice of' a life he could not live. It 
made him. realize thut, he was old. • • • 

A "hole generation had grown up and moved 
in to which the building of tho rsilroad w~s a remote 
historical event. lu1d to him it ;1as the last imporum.t 
thing that .happened. It seemed so recent and yet it 
belonged to such a. cliffercnt day. Things he had '!s~ed a 
lltile while ago we~e already stu.ff for a museum.,!,,," · 

The coming of the white man bad en effect on the people 

who were alread3 in the South\rest as_ well as on the country. In the 

novels read for this study there are many more instances given 0£ 

the white matl 1 s influence on the Indian thfill on the Me,:icans. Both 

the good and the bad influence of tho Amer•icans are brought out by 

the novelists. In Chapter II of this study on the Indians both 

22. o•Connor, Jack1 Conouest, pp. 22JA222. 
25. Fergusson, Harvey, IE. Those D8ys, pp. 250-231. 
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sides are ill.ustrated from quotations taken from the novels studied. 

The results of. the reservation system on the Indian is also dis-

cussed. The r.texicans and Spanish, also, felt the harmful effects 

or the associations with the .Americans, and particularly from their 

methods of business. This phase of the American influence on the 

peoples or the Southwest will be discussed more in detail in the 

next chapter. 

Only two books ref"erred to in this chapter relate stories 

of progress. Conquest shows the change made by Americuns in the 

natural environment. It shor,s how a crude, unlettered man gains 

respectability end wealth by developing the land and the natural 

resources in Arizona. The other novel, In Those Days, follows the 

history of the country from the times of the earliest settlers down 

to the present day. It, too, shows how the Americans have changed . 

the country--somctimes for good, sometimes for bad. 

Many _strong and distinguished men helped to make the 

country a region of interest to the novelists, as, for exa.mple, 

the notorious outlaw, Billy the.Kid, the famous Kit Carson, and tho 

well-known trader, rlilliam Bent. Yet despite the cowboys, ranchers, 

and traders and all that these men did to the region> the Southwest 

has never become wholly theirs. One thil1ks of it still as the 

land belonging to the Mexican and Indian. People spenk of it as the 

Spanish Southwest, or the S0utht1est of the Indian. It is not al to-

· ge thcr sentimental to contend.that the settlers from the United 

States have n~er completely entered into the spirit of the South-
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west, have never altogether fathomed its sign~fieanee or ceased to 

regard it as strange and peculiar, not as a. homelP.nd. Thls argu-

ment, in fact, is admirably presQntod in a poem by Robert L. Roe, 

recently .. published in~.~ Singing Country: 

These are the Indian lands,- ascetic and chaste and 
barren, 

k7aiting fo±.i the corn-chant and the rain-bringer's 
song 

·And the healthy and vital dances~grotesque, aphro.;.. 
disiac, phallic--

to become fscu.~d. 
You cannot successfully worship this crude god or 

the Indian lands 
With turbine pumps and.mechanical motions 

. He asks more. • .. • . 
Meamvhile sits tvi th his hands clasped while the In-

dian molds red clay pots, 
weaves blankets and baskets, 

.. pounds silver. 
***·******This is still Indien cotmtry, cragged and ja€med 

and red and mighty. 
It was never good for nnything but to grow a little 

corn, 
Enough to keop ~m Indian happy-· -.Apache, Navajo, 

Yavapni,. Hopio 
It will never get i.nto your heo.rJc or your blood, 

White Man .. 
It tvill never nom"ish you with i·ts silence of great 

mounta.ins · 
Sitting all r1ro1.md, immutable, stern,, aboriginal,. 

crude. 
knovdng they will conquer, 
will last. ,; • • 

You cDn conquer the Amerind but you cannot conquer the 
land .. 

It belongs to him. 
It fights for him. 
It's all his. 
He knows it. 
Indian country.;.... 
sinefcy- Indian fingers 
clasp in a deathgriE 
nothing can loosen •.. 4 

24~ Across~ Southwest~ Bus, The Literary Digest, May 16, 1951 
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Chapter IV 

SPANIARDS AND MEXICANS 

The Spaniards were the earliest European settlers in the 

Soutlnvest. They ea.me over with their own customs, and quite natural47' 

attempted to continue the stundard of life maintained in the mother 

country. Ev,en when they had beeome Mexicans, aa they were ultimately 

called., and citizens of the new world, they still clung to Spanish 

standards, and in a measure to the Spanish philosophy 0£ life. Among 

the Mexican were several classes o.f men differing widely in cultural 

attainments and in the amount of Spanish blood in their veins. The 

nove1s considered in this study, however, center attention almost 

exelusi"tlely on one class: the high-cast Mexican of almost pure Spanish 

blood. This fact should be kept clearly in mind, as one reads the 

term Mexican here, a term suggesting to many minds a peon type, largely 

Indian in blood. 

Moat of the aristocratic Mexican families dwelt on vast 

landed estates. They built spacious adobe houses, had many servants, 

and lived a life of comparative ease. SUch a fami~ is the chief '-
interest in 1 for example, Lorenzo ~ Magnificent.. There were treated, 

in several of the works, however• aristocratic citizens or the towns 

and cities, rich and usually lend O\m.ers, sucll a.a .. are described in 

Deat,h Comes m ~ Archbishon, la. Those ~ end Cara.vans £!:, Santa 

~. Then. finally we find accounts of aristocratic families on the 

decline, and the decadent families on the amall ranches as illustrated 

in Blood g!, ~ Concuerors. 



Just prior to the advent 0£.the railroads, the Mexican 

families lived about as they had f_or two hundred years past •. The 

progressive movements of the East had not touched the Southwest« 

Mr. Fergusson writes of the influence or the railroads: 

So it happened that in the seventies, when 
New York was gro·dng into a 11:1etropolls, and the factory 
system was fastening itself upon Ne11 England,· and the
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. middle west was getting fat and popu1ous and tame, life in 
the Southwest remained mu.ch as it had been a century be-
fore. 

Laws and governments were powerless there to 
change ways of life;J as they have always been, but two 
parallel bars of steel reaching across the prairies brought 
change with them, and it was great and sudden. The rail-
road reached the Rio Grande Valley early in the eighties, 
and it smashed the colorful barbaric pattern of the old 
life as the ruthless fist 0£ an infidel might smash a 
stained glass \Vindotv. The metropolis of the northern valley 
in those days was a sleepy little adobe town of a few 
hundred people, reclining about its dusty plaza near the 
river. The railroad, scorning to notice it., passed a mile 
a,vay. Forthwith a nevi town began growing up between the 
old one and the railroad. And this new town ,,as such a 
town as had never before been seen in all the Southwest. 
It was built of wood and only half painted. It was ug'.cy', 
noisy and raw.. It was populated largely by real estate 
agents, lawyers, politicians snd bar-keepers. It cared 
littl.e for joy, leisure, beauty or tradition. Its God was
money a.nd its occupation was busineas.l 

Mr. Fergusson describes the lives of the Mexican dons be-

fore the Americans had had much influence on them. He lets us see 

how they had carried over the old Spa.nis.h manner of living into their 

life in the Southwest. He points out that although they observed 

· the Spanish ceremonies, they had lost all contact with Spain. They 

were concerned only with the Indians. 

l. Fergusson, Harvey, Blood of the Conquerors, pp. 20-21. 



There was (writes Mr. Fergusson) a pleasant 
social life among the aristocrats of dances and visits. 
Marriages, funerals and christenings were occasions of 
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great ceremony and social importance. Indeed everything 
done by the Dons was characterized by much f'ormali ty and 
ceremony, the custom of which had been brought over from 
Spain. But they were no longer really in touch with Spanish 
civilization. They haver went back to the mother country. 
They had no books save the Bible and a few other religious 
wo?ks, and many o.f·them never learned to read these. 
Their lives were made up of fighting, with the Indians and 
also among themse1vea. for there were many feuds; or hunt-
ing and primitive trade; and of venery upon a generous 
and patriarchal scale. They were Spanish gentlemen P9" ·
descent; all for honour and tradition and sentiment;·but 
by circumstances they were barbarian 1ords, and their 
lives were full of' lust and blood.2-

The home of a prosperous Mexican rancher is described in 

Lorenzo~ Magnificent. The many--roomed.· house built around the

courtyard is a typical Mexican house. We learn of the occupations 

or the women of the household as they work in the courtyard. 

These were doors of hewn pine logs, hauled 
dmm from the mountains near by and strapped together with
broad bands of' iron. Enormous hinges~ set in oak" upheld 
them from the sides and the outside was studded with , 
spikes; while· in the. inside two stout timbers hung ready · 
at hand to bar the huge puerta against assault. Monk 
glimpsed guns and men in the guard-room as he passed 
through into the courtyard. 

Here·within the un.pierced walls which shut 
them off from the outside wor1d the women lived a.secluded 
life of their om. Dark faces peered out curiously from 
the doors or cell-like rooms that lined the four sides of 
the patio and by the well in the center an Indian woman 
stood straight and slim with an olla of water on her head. 
Pigs and goats wandered about, chickens darted to·and 
fro> watching the doorways for something to eat; and 
under the arcade that shaded the western wall Navajo squaws 
were weaving blankets at their looms. There was a smell 
of washed wool, of stored corn and panache sugar• and the 
fragrance of roasting coffee,. and they they stepped into 
the long, cool dining-room.3 

2. Ibid., PP• 17-18 .. 
5. Coolidge, Dane, Lorenzo the Magnificent, pp. 5-4. 



Another type of Mex:l.can rancher is described by Mr .. Fergusson. 

The· ho.me of Archulera is like many· small ranch houses owned by Mexi-

cans. ~chulera is described by the author as being a remnant .0£ an 

old aristocratic family long deprived of their former possessions, 

nnd a man who has deteriorated from the position his ancestors for-

merl.y enjoyed. 

Archulera's place was typical of the little 
Mexican ranches tha.:t', dot the Southwest wherever there is 
water enough to irrigate a few acres. The brown block of 
adobe house stood on an arid, rocky hillside, and looked 
like a part of it, save .for the white door, and a few bright 

. scarl.et strings or chile hung over the rafter ends to dry. 
Dom in the arroy_o •vas the little fenced patch where corn 
and chile and beans were raised, and behind the house was 
a round goat corre.1 of \vattled brush. The skyward rocky 
waste of the.mountain lifted behind the house, and the 
empty reach of the~ lay before-an immense and arid 
loneliness, now softened and beautified by many shadows. 

He was descended,_ like Ramon, from one of the 
old families whieh had received occasional inf'usions or · 
native blood. There .was probably more Indian in him than 
in the young man1. but the· chief difference between the 
two was due to the fact that the Arohuleras had lost most 

·or.their wealth a couple 0£ generations before, so that 
the o1d man had come domi-in the socia1 scale to·the con-
dition of an ordinary goat-herding pela.do •. There are many 
such £a.llen aristocrats among the New Mexican peasantry. 
Most of them, like Arehulera, e.re distinguished by their . 
remarkably choice.and fluent use of the Spanish language, 
and'by the formal, eighteenth-century perfection of' their· 
manners, which contrast strangely ·nth the barbaric way 
of their lives. 4 · ·

The aristocratic Mexican f'amilies found in the towns are 

.described by three of the authors. In her ·book Caravans J?2. Santa Fe, 

tiss Malkus gives a general impression of luxury, a profusion of old 

silver., old paintings• and the sight or beau titul flowe1'" gardens sur-

4. Fergusson,. Harvey,. Blood ..e£. ~ Conauerors, pp. 43, 45. · 
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rounded by high walls. She describes the early days_ of the nineteenth 

century during the time of the traders at old Santa Fe. 

There were no sidewalks and the walls of the 
houses rose st.'r:aight from the road. There were occasional. 
glim.pses into green patios, and fragrant sprays of deep 
pink tamarack drooped occasionally over the walls, waving 
their plumes .against a very blue sky. When it wishes, the 
res_erve of Old Spain was well houses behind those shuttered 
windows and crooked little doors. Yet when so disposed 
it could overflow merrily into the street1 or peer intimately 
from windows through which a hand could thrust to pluck at 
one•s cloak as he passed, to pick one•s pocket., or to drop 
a note within the hand.5 

Mr. Fergusson uses this material. in his novel In Those Days. 

However, Miss Cather writes .of it more vividly still in her account 

of the beautiful old possessions o£ the Olivarest family. She shows 

the pleasure and enjoyment Father Latour and Father Vai11ant derive 

from visiting this home of culture and refinement. 

The _Senora Olivares had made a pleasant place 
of the rambling adobe building, with its great courtyard 
and gateway, carved joists and beams, fine herring-bone 
ceilings and snug fire-places •••• 

Certainly it was a great piece of luck for 
Father Latour and Father Vaillant, who lived so much among 
peons and Indiana and rough frontiersmen, to be ab1e to 
converse in their own tongue now and then with_a cultivated 
woman; to sit by that.hospitable fireside~ in rooms enriched 
by old mirrors and engravings and upholstered chairs, where 
the windows had clean curtains, and the sideboard and cup-
boards were stocked with plate and Belgian glass.6. . . 

The home of another type of Mexican family is described in 

.!hf!. Blood ~ the Conquerors. The Delcasars family was one of those 

families who had lost much of.their money~ but still held their posi-

tion. Mr. Fergusson describes the old~ run-down house o£ the De1-

caaars family, and their feeling for it. 

5. Malkus., Alida, Caravans to Santa Fe, p. 145. 
6. Cather, Willa, Death Comes-!2.£ the Archbishop, pp. 176-177. 



.It was a long~ low adobe id th a paintless and 
. Ticket," wooden verandah along its . .front; and with deep-
set, iron-barred. windows 1oold.ng upon the square about 
which 01d Town was built. De1casars bad lived in this house
for over a century.. Once it has been the best in-town. 
Now it ,:~as an antiquity pointed out to tourists. Most of. 
the Mexicans who had money bad moved away from Old Tor.n and 
built modern brick houses in New Town. But this was an 
expensive proceeding. The old adobe houses which they le.ft
brought them little. The De1casars had never been able 
to afford this removal. They were deepl:y attached to the 
old house and also deep]¥ ashamed· of it.7 

Outstanding characteristics of the Mexicans are their love 

of 11lXtl:cy" and love of pleasure. They enjoyed their gay dances, or 

bailes as they called them. .· Many guests came to their homes and were 

treated with great hospitality. Even strangers were shown the same 

graciousness as their friends were. Mias Cather characterizes the 

Mexican hospi tallty' in these words: "The Senora reoei ved him ivi th that 

quiet but unabashed hospitality which is a common grace in Mexican 

households.n8 

In the novel Lorenzo ~ Magnificent Don Lorenzo welcomes

the cowboy, Ike Monk,. a stranger who has stopped at the Mexican's 

house. Don Lorenzo explains the meaning of' the name he has given 

his home. When the cowboy admires a Mavaj o blanket, he is immediate-

ly presented the blanket as·a gift, according to Mexican custom. 

nEvery man who comes here is my guest. Thi&
is your house, my friend, as long aa you are in it, and
all that I have is youra.n ••• 

. nr l:iave lived here for twenty years and no 
one has paid me yet. That is, with one exception-and he
is the only man that I ever turned away from my door. It 
is the custom of ra:/' people and all are welcome to Su 
Ca.ea, which is the name I give my poor home. It means 

. 7. Fergusson, Harvey, Blood .2f.~ Conquerors, pp. 58-59. 
a. Cather, lVilla, Death Comes E2£, ~ Archbishop, pp. 154-155. 
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in Spanish: 'Your house.,n 
DeVega turned to the woman and spoke rapidly 

in liavajo, then picked up the blanket and handed it to . 
him. 

ffThis is a present from mo,n he said. 
noh, no, not•t protested Monk. "I don't want 

you to give it to met Just ask her what it is and Itll 
pay for it." ••• 

"Please don't mention it, my friend.," broke 
in Don-Lorenzo with a smile, "it is a custom of the country, 
with us. I am ve-ry glad you wer~ able to find something 
which pleased you in this poor place of mine.n9 

Mr. ,Fergusson makes use of this same custom in hia novel. 

Blood ,2!.~ Conquerors. Before the ·favo men are able to transact 

their.business they must exchange gifts. 
•

. "Ha 1 you like the saddle t n Ramon exclaimed in 
well-stimulated delight. He rose, swif~ undid the 
cinches, and dropped saddle and blanket at the feet of 
his host. "It is yourst" he announced.

"A thousand thanks,n Alfego replied. "Come; 
I wish to show you some Navajo blankets I bought the 
other day··" • • • . At la.st when he hsd seen them all, 
Ramon permitted himself to pick up and examine the one he 
considered the best with a restrained murmur or admira-
tion. 

ffYott like itt" exclaimed Alfego with delight. 
"It ia yourst 0 · .

Mutual good feeling having thus been signalized 
in the traditional Mexican manner by an exchange 0£ gifts, 
Alf'ego now showed·his guest all over his establishment.lo 

Robert Jayson, the hero of In Those Dayst is the invited 

guest of the Aragon .family. He enjoys their warm hospitality, and 

joins in with their after-supper games. Here again we see the 

friendliness of the Mexicans., nnd"' eJ.so., their love of pleasure. 

Never had he been greeted with such kindly 
perfect courtesy. nMy ~ouse is yours,n the Don told.him 

9. Coolidge, Dane, Lorenzo~ Magnificent, pp. 2-5, 9. 
10. Fergusson, Harvey, Blood of the Conquerors, pp. 158-159. 
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and bowed and pressed.his hand with a.manner that was per-
fectly formal. and yet seemed warm and spontaneous as a 
kiss. • • • The Dona spoke no English but her beaming
piacid smile was worth more than words. 

Neither of them had ever looked at him before 
but now that chance had brought him inside their house 
he aas that sacred thing, a guest •••• 

.After supper all played merry childish games--
drop the handkerchief and blind me.n'o buff and anothgr one 
strange to him in which each tried to bite a bullet off a 
p1·ecarious pyr~mid of flour without mussing up his face. 
Dignified.Don Aragon played a surprising graceful part in an· this and.glowed and beamed with unctuous family feel-
ing.ll . 

Just as the Mexicans put their whole hearts into their 

hospitality, so they threw themselves with equal spontaneity into 

their dances and run. Mr. Coolidge writes more often., and gives more 

detailed accounts, of .the dances., or bailes, than any of the other 

authors. He describes the preparations made for the baile, and the 

various dances as the Mexicans dance them. He explains> £or example, · 

the danza, danced in imitation of_the dove. Then he describes the 

jarabe tapa·tio: 

As the orcheatra_atruck up the.stirring music 
of the jarabe, each dancer seized bis partner and joined 
the rout. Standing face to face, they beat time to the 
music, and the ladies led off the dance. Holding her l"'ebozo 
now above her and now before her like a veil,, each girl 
danced and swayed be.fore her partner until, as a tribute 
to her charms, he succumbed and threw dom his hat. Then, 
pacing about its broad brim with dainty feet, the girl 
simulated coquetries of a dove; putting off the time when 
she must snatch it up from the ground and put it on her 
partner•s head.12 . , 

A · country baile is described in Blood .Qf. .~ Conquerors. 

The author relates the·manner of dancing and points out the interest-

11. Fergusson, Harvey, Ia Those Days, pp. 55-57. 
12. Coolidge, Dane, Lorenzo ~ Magnificent, p. 71 
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ing fnet that part of the dances were those introduced by the court]¥ 

Spaniards. 

Each number was preceded by a march, several. 
times around the room, \Vhich was sedate and formal. in the 
extreme. The favourite dance was a £ast, hopping waltz, 
in which the swain seized his partner firmly in both hands 
under the arms and put her through a vigorour test of wind 
and agility. The floor was rough and sanded, and the 
rasping of feet almost drowned the music. There were long 
Virginia. reels, led with peremptory dash by a master or -
ceremonies, full of grace and importance. Swarthy faces 
were bedewed with sweat and dark eyes glowed with excitement, 
but there \·ms never the slightest relaxation of the for-
malism of the affair. For this dance in an earthen hovel 
on a plank floor was the degenerate but lineal descendant 
of the splendid and formal balls which the Dons bad held 
in the old days, when New Spain belonged to· its proud ~nd 
wealthy conquerors; it ·was the wistful and grotesque rem-
nant of a dying order.15 

Miss Malkus writes an aocolll!t of a baile given in Santa Fe. 

Although the assemblage is more heterogeneous than that found at the 

country baile, the dance had more aspects of formality. Everyone 

eame to the dances, from the r~chest and proudest Mexicans of Spanish 

b1ood, down to the trappers and poor peons. This account is given 

in Caravans to Santa Fe .14 

Interspersed through the novels, characteristics of the 

Mexicans are shomi incidentally. Mexicans have· always been known 

as a race that is not very thrifty. There is; however, one character· 

in Miss Cather's Death Comes For the ltrchbishop, a parsimonious 

Mexican priest, who has the mcommon trait or thrift in such a marked 

degree that his fellows Ufind it very amusing; his people loved to 

tell how he never bought anything, but picked up old brooms after 

. 15. Fergusson, Harvey, Blood or the Conquerors, p. 186. 
14. Malkus, Alida., Caravans .:!i.Q. Santa F..!3., pp. 122-125 .. 



housewives had thrown them. awa:y, and that he wore Padre ft~artinezt s 

garments after the Pad.re would have them no longer, though they 

were so much too big for him.n15 
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Another well-knolm trait or the fJiexieans is. their love for 

wines. \lben, for example, the Olivares family is about to entertain 

guests, the first thought of the servant Pablo is to bri..l'lg out the 
ti

wines. Apropos of this. episode Miss Cather comments in parentheses: 

The Mexicans are very fond of sparkling wines. 
Only a f'ew yea.rs before this, an American trtlder \Vho had 
got into sericus political trouble with the Mexican mili-
tary authorities in San ta Fe, regai..ried their confldence 
and friendship by presenting them with a large wagon 
shipment of champagne-three thousand., throe hundred and 
ninety-two bottles, indeedtl6 

Much more important, as Mr. Fergusson makes clear, is the 

Mexican's deep attachment to thH soil. "Devotion to one particular 

bit of soil," w-.rites Mr. Fergusson in recounting the adventures 0£ 

one of his heroes, "is a ttexican characteristic, and in Ramon it was 

highly developed because he had.spent so much of his life close to 

the earth. Every summer of his boyhood he· had been sent to one of 

the sheep ranches v1hich belonged to 'the various branches of his 

numerous family.nl7 

- The Catholic religion is shomi by the novelists as being · 

an active force in the lives of the Mexicans. The priests, good of 

15. Cather, Willa, Dea.th Comes For ~ Archbishon, p. 162. 
16. Ibid., PP• 195-196. 
17. Fergusson, Harvey, Blood of~ Conouerors, pp. ll, 200. 
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_evil, have always been considered authorities by the Mexicans. The 

Mexicans are, in fact, devoutly attached to Catholicism. In all 

the novels studied, only one reference is made to a Mexican con-

verted to the Protestant religion, name]¥, that £ound in Blood .s?!.. 
!!m, Conouerors.18 An interesting outgrowth· of the Mexican-Catholic 

church is the order of the penitentes, holding to old Indian and 

Mexican tra.di tion blended with a f'ew others from Christianity. This 

semi-pagan belief, with its attendant ceremonies, in which brutality 

and barbarous fanaticism often play a part, o££ers som~ of the most 

striking materia1 used by the novelists. Many of them have in some 

measure empl.oyed it in their fiction., Mr. Fergusson, for example, 

in Blood 2f.~ Conquerors. The following account is a brief history 

and description of the order as Ramon Delcasar tells it to the 

American girl, Julia Roth. 

"Well, I've seen lots of penitents processions, 
but the best one I ever saw was a long time ago, when I 
was a little kid. There are not ao many of them now, and 
they don• t do aa much as they used to. The church is down 
on them, you know., and they're afraid. Ten years ago if 
you tried to look at them, they would shoot at you, but
now tourists take pictures of them." ••• 

ttHow did it get started?" 
n1 don•t know exact13r,n Ramon admitted. ttMy

grandfather told me that they brought it over from Spain 
centuries ago., and the Indians here had a sorl or whipping 
£raterni ty, and the tr.o got mixed up, I guess. The church 
used to tolerate it; it was a regular religious festival. 
But now it's outlawed. They still have a lot of political 
power. T.hey all vote the same way. One man that was 
elected to Congress--they say that the penitente stripes 
on his back carried him there." ••• 

18. Ibid., P• 225. 



nwen, I was on1y about ten years old, and I 
was riding home from one of our ranches with rq father. 
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We were coming through Tijeras canyon. It vvas March, and 
there was snow on the ground in patches, and the mountains 
were cold· and bare, and I remember I thought I was going 
to freeze. Every l1 ttle while we would get of£ and set 
.fire to a tumble-weed by the road,- and warm our hands and 
then go on again •••• 

· nAnywa.y,. ·pretty soon I heard a lot of-· men
singing, all together, in deep voices, and the noise echoed 
around the canyon and sounded awful. solemn. And I could 
hear, too, the slap of the big wide whips coming down on 
the bare backs~ wet with b1ood, like slapping a man with a 
wet toivel, only 1ouder. I didn't know what it was, but
my father did, and he called to me a.nd we spurred our 
horses· right up the mountain, and bid in a clump or cedar 
there. Then they came around a bend in the road, and I 
began to cry because they were all covered with blood, and 
one of them fell down.n ... ~ 

nwell, in front there was mt cnrreta ~ muerto. 
That means a wagon of death. I, don•t think you would ever 
see one any more. It was just an ordinary wagon drawn by 
six men, naked to the waist and bleeding, with other men 
walking beside them and beating them with blacksnake whips, 
just like they were mules. In the wagon they had a big bed 
0£ stones, covered with cactus, and a man sitting in the 
cactus, who was supposed to represent death. And then they
had a Virgin Mary, t~o. Four peniten tes just like the 
others, with nothing ·on but bloody pants and black bandages 
around their eyes, carried the image on a litter raised up 
over the~r heads,· anq they bad swords fastened to their 
elbows and stuck between their ribs so that if they let 
do,m.., the swords would stick into their hearts and kill 
them. And behind that crone the Cristo-the man that re-
presented Jesus., you know, dragging a big cross. Behind 
him came twenty or.thirty more penitentes, the most I ever 
saw at once, some of them whipping themselves vdth,broad
whips made out of amole. One was too weak to whip himself, 
so two others;walked behind him and whipped him. ·Pretty 
soon he fell down and they walked over him and stepped on 
his stomach. • • • n · 

ttBut did they crucify the man, the wha.tever-
you-call-him?l'l Gordon demanded. 

"The Cristo. Sure. They crucify one every 
year. They used to nail bim. · Now they generally do it 
with ropes, but that's bad enough~ because it makes him 
swell up and turn blue •••• Sometimes he diea~nl.9 

19. Ibid., PP• 55-58. 
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Later on in the book, Ramon decides to join the penitentes., 

to gain political control. Mr. Fergusson relates the norrible details 

of the initiation into the nenitentia1 order. It is a barbarous, · 

ghastly ordeal to endure, but to gain power and wealth Ramon is willing 

to join. 

Ramon went to the Morada, the chapter house 
of the penitentes, alone and late at night, for al1 of the 
whippings and initiations or the order, except those of 
Holy Week, are carried on in the utmost secrecy •••• 

Now he spoke a rigamarole in Spanish which 
had been taught b1m by rote. 

naod knocks at his·mission'a door for His 
clemency~ n he called. . 

From within came a deep-voiced chorus, the 
first sound he had heard from the house, seeming we~ 
to be the voice of the house itself. 

npenance, penance, which seeks salvationt~ it 
chanted. 

11Saint Peter will open to me the gate, bathing 
me with tho light, in the name of Mary, with the seal of 
Jesus," Ramon went on, repeating as he had learned. "I 
ask this confraternity who gives this house light? 0

ttJesua,n. answered.the chorus within. 
"ffilo fills it with joy?" 
"Mary.n 
ff\Vho· pre~erves it with faith?" 
"Joseph." . · 
The door opened and Ramon entered the chapel 

room of the Morada.. • • • 
Still in complete silence Ramon was-forced to 

his knees by two of the men, who quickly stripped him to 
the waist. Beside him stood a tall powerfully-buiJ.t Mexican 
with his right arm bared. In his hand he held a triangular 
bit of white quartz, cleverly chipped to a cutting edge. 
This man was the sang.redor, whose duty it was to place the 
sea1 of the order upon the penitent's back. His office · 
required no little skill., for he had to make three cuts the 
whole length of the back and three the width., tearing 
·through the skin so as to leave a permanent scar, but not 
deep enough to injure the muscle •• '•. 

He :f'elt the hand of the sa.ngredor upon his neck, 
and gritted his teeth. The man's grip was heavy, hot and 



firm. A flash or pain shot up and do\m his back with 
lightning speed., as though a red hot poker had been 
laid upon it. Again and again and agsint Six times 
1n twice as many seconds the deft flint ripped his 
sldn, and he fell forward upon his hands, faint and 
sick, . as he felt his own bl.ood welling upon his back 
tµid trickling in warm rivul~ts between his ribs. 

. But this was not:au. To qualify, he knew, 
he must call f'or the lash of his own free will. 

"For the love of God,n he uttered painfully, 
as he had been taught., 11 the three meditations of the 
passion of our Lord." 

·an his town back a long black snake whip 
came dom~ wielded with merciless force. But he felt 
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the i\Jll agony of the first blow only. The second seemed 
faint, and.the.third sent him plun~;ng downward through 
a red mist into black nothingness.~ 

A few days later, Ramon is recuperating from his period 

of·· penance. In the following . account we learn how the AJe.xicans 

·treat the wounds they have had inflicted upon themselves. 

Guiterrez, a young sheep-herder,. held the
position or coadjutor of· the local. perltente chapter, and 
one of his duties as such was to take the .penitent to 
his house and care for him after the initiation. He 
had washed Ramon's vrounds in a tea.made by boiling 
Romero weed. This was a remedy which the penitentes 
had used £or centuries, and its efficacy was proven by 
the fact that Ramon's cuts.had begun to heal at once, 
and that he·ha.d had very little.fever.21 

Miss Mallrus uses the material about the peni tentes ohcy' 

slight~, and her account is not nearly so gruesome as that of Mr. 
Fergusson. She describes a procession, andgivas a brief expla.na-

tion·of the history: 

"Look\. u pointed Juan. ttt1stent It. is the 
pi to ( the £lute) ~ 1!

On the cold clear air a thin, sweet~ flute-
like piping arose to·them. A little man down in the 

20. Ibid • ., pp. 165, 165-9 • 
. 21. Ibid.• P• 170. 
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· valley emerged from the house, carrying a book1 .vhich 
he held open before him, and £rom which he read aloud 
as he walked along. He was followed by one who pl.ayed 
the nute, and beliind him came a small procession, not 
more than .five or six men, ·.vho wo:re masks, b.lt who were 
bar~ to the waist, wearing nothing but white trunks. 
The men were striking themselves rhythmically across 
their backs with great whips. which were wetted from 
time to time in a bucket o£ brine carried alongside by 
another man. In a moment blood began to now down their 
backs and the cotton trunks turned red •••• 

< The procession was winding along a roelq 
thorn-strewn trail..beneath them., quite ne~r, and follow-
ing those that smote themselves with the thorny whips · 
came another, bearing upon his back a heavy wooden 
cross •••• 

9! t \Vas very old, this custom, n Juan con-
tinued. "It came with the first Spaniards; sometimes an 
Indian had been Pe.nitente, but rarely. Lond ago the 
Pecos Indians1 of the ruined pueblo one passed on the 
Trail to Sante Fe,--did he remember?;_ had made sacri-
fices, it was said. But they were Aztecan; they worshiped 
differently .22 . . ·' 

Miss Cather uses this material incidentally in Death 

Comes !:2£~ ArchbishoR• The. Bishop considers the feasibili'ty of 

tryihg to stop this heathenish order, but on all sides he is dis-

suaded. Senora Carson, wife o:£ Kit Carson, tells Father Latour 

her opinion of the question: 

"I often say to my husband, I hope· you wµl · 
not try to do the.ti, It would only set the people against 
you. The old people ha.ve need of their old customs; and 
the young ones will go with the times.n25 

Many 0£ the country Mexicans .in Death Comes l.2!:.~ !!.gh-

bisbop had lost almost all conception of the religion.their fore-

fathers had handed down to them. Father Vaillant tells how he £eels 

towards these 111ost Mexicans11 and expresses. a wish to help them:· 

22. Malkus,. Al.ida• Cara:gans .:t2_ Santa Fe, pp. 275,- 275. 
23. ·Cather, Willa• Death Comes For the Archbishop, p. 156. 
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. ttTo hunt for lost Catholics, J'-eant Utter~ 
lost Catholics, down in your new territory, towards 
Tuscon. There are hundreds of poor families down there 
who have never seen a priest. I want to go from house 
to house this time, to every little settlement. They 
are full of devotion and faith, and it has nothing to 
feed upon but the most mistaken superstitions. They 
remember their prayers all wrong. They cannot read, and 
since there is no one to instruct them, hmv can they 
get right? They are like seeds, full of germination 
but with no moisture. A mere contact is enough to make 
them a living part of the Church. The more I work vd th 
the Mexicans, the more I believe it was people like 
them our Saviour bore in mind \Vhen He said., Unless n 
become !!_! ll ttle children.. He was thinking of people 
who are not clever in the things of this sorld~ whose 
minds are not upon gain and worldly advancement., These 
poor Christians are not thrifty like our country people 
at home; they have no veneration for property, no. sense 
of materia1 values.n24 

In B1ood or ~ Conquerors, Mr. Fergusson describes the 

Mexican death customs. The wealthy uncle of Ramon Delcasar dies, 

and Ramon is forced to observe the strick Mexican ceremonies. 

The day after the news or his uncle's murder 
reached him, Ramon lay on his bed in his darkened room 
fully dressed in a new suit of black. • • • But it was.
a Mexican custom, old nnd· revered, £or the fnmily of 
one recently dead to lie upon its beds in the dark and 
so to receive the condolences of friends and the con-
solations of religion. To disregard this custom would 
have been most un,1ise for am ambitious young man, and 
besides, Ramon•s mother clung tenaciously to the tra-
ditional Mexican ways, and she ~ould not have tolerated 
any breach or them. At this moment she and her two 
daughters were likewise lying in their rooms, clad in 
net, black silk and surrounded by other sorrowing fe-
males.25 · . · 

The priest comes to Ramon, and from his attempts-to per-

suade the nephew to pay his uncle's way out of purgatory, we learn 

the Mexican conception of Hell. 

24. Ibid., P• 206. 
25. Fergusson, Harvey, Blood .2!.~ Conquerors, p. 95 .. 



· "It is unthinkable of course that his soul 
should go to hell-hell, where a thousand.demons torture 
the soul for an eternity. Hell is for those who commit 
the worst or sins, sins they dare not lay before God 
for his forgiveness, secret and terrible sins-sins 
like murder. But few of us go through life untouched 
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by sin. The soul. must be purii'ied before it C&"l enter 
the presence ~r its maker •••• Doubtless the soul of 
your uncle is in purgatory, end to you is given the 
sweet power to speed that soul on its upward.way •••• " 

Tho strong, cold grip of the priest held 
Ramon with ·increasing power. The monotonous, hypnotic 
voice went on and on, becoming ever more eloquent and 
confident; Father Lugaria was a man of imagination, and 
the special home of his imagination was hell. . For thirty · 
years he had held despotic sway over the poor Mexicans 
who made up most of his flock, and had gathered much 
money for the Church, by painting word-pictures of hel1.26 

From the preceding quotation we see the hold the 1mscrupu-

lous Mexican priests had over the people. Two contrasting types of

Catholic priests are portrayed in Death Comes E2.£. the .Archbishop. 

The kindly" sympathetic, and·devout French priests are contrasted 

with the selfish; evil priests as illustrated by Padre Martinez 

at Taos. The Padre violates many of the vows that he took when he 

became a priest, but he has. complete control over· his people. Father 

Latour is shocked at the conditions he finds at Padre Martinez's. 

To tbis eloquence the Bishop returned blandly 
that he bad not come to deprive the people of their re-

. ligion, but that he would be compelled to deprive some 
0£ the priests of their parishes if they did not change 
their way of life. 

Father Martinez filled his glass and replied 
with perfect good humour. "You cannot deprive me of 
mine, Bishop. Try itt I will organize my own church.
You can have your French priest at Taos, and I will 
have the peopletn27 

26. Ibid., PP• 100-101. 
27. Cather, i'filla, Death Comes .EQ£. the .P.rchbishop, p. 148. 



In the nove1 Remember the Alamo, the-priest tried to get 

the spacious home of the Worth famiJ.¥ for the Church. He attempts 

: to draw the Senora florth away. from her family during the time of 

the trouble between Mexico and the United States. Her husband and 

• sons a.re a\vay at war, and the priest lays his plans. 

Then like a £lash a new thought invaded his 
mind-If the Senor Doctor disappeared forever, wey not 
induce the Senora a11d her daughters to go into a re-

- ligious house~ There was a great deal of money. The 
church could use it nell •••• 

She understood the underlying motive which 
prompted the prisst to urge upon. the Senora the removal 
of herself' and her daughters to the conven·t. His offer 
to take charge of the \forth residencia and est~te was 
in her conviction a pronosal to rob them of all right 

~a -in it.-
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The author of the novel Remember ~ Alamo shows the 

antagonism the Catholic priest fe1t to·ward the J..mericana in San 

Antonio, and their realization that the Americans would lessen their 

power. 

For the priesthood foresaw that the triumph 
of the American element meant the triumph of freed.om 
of conscience, and the abolition of their own despotism. 
To them the struggle was one involving all the privileges 
of their order; and they urged on the £ight with pas-
sionatf:1 denunciations of the foe, and with magnificent 
promises of spirltual favors and blessings. In the 
.fortress, the plaza, the houses, the churches, the 
streets, their fiery words kept society in a ferment.29 

During the early decade of the nineteenth century, the 

Mexicans and Spanish, as well as the Indians., suffered at the hands 

of the Americans. They were almost all ruined financially by the 

Americans. They could not adjust themselves to the American• s way

28. Barr, Amelia. E., Remember~ Alamo, pp. 126, 147. 
29. Ibid, P• 142. 
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of business, and gradually lost their vast possessions, including 

both their homes and their land., as we see in this quotation from the 

novel !!!. Those Days.

Almost all of the old Mexican families had 
lost their money and land, had fallen to pieces just as 
their great homes had done--those huge sprawling homesteads 
with walls four feet thick, built around two and some-
times three courtyards, covering often an acre of ground. 
There had been one of them every few miles along the 
valley from Taos to El Paso. 1/ith their wide l.ands about 
them, their great store-rooms full of meat and grain, 
their troops of servants and their prolific women, they. 
had seemed as safe and permanent as anything man could 
build. But the railroad wiped them out. The Mexicans, 
were no good at business and couldn '· t make money enough 
to keep them up. The hands of slaves had bui1t them 
and kept them intact by incessant plastering. Whep. they 
\Vere desertf)d their mighty walls melted in the rain like 
sugar.50 

One or the greatest changes tha Americans made in the 

lives of the Mexicans resulted from the disregarding of the ear~ 

Spanish land grants. Lorenzo Bernal de Vaga, for example, is prac-

ticaJ.4r ruined by the Texans in New Mexico. Moreover, the Texans 

ignored bis Spanish land grants and those of the other Mexicans. l!r. 

Coolidge tells of the difficulties Mexicans experienced in keeping 

their grants, and of the Texans gaining possession of them from the 

original owners. 

Yet so short had been the time since the In-
dians bad been expell.ed that the Mexican sheepmen had not 
moved out onto the plains, and now they were so occupied 
in defending their ancient holdings that their onl:y 
thought was to stand off the Texans. Living on for gen-
erations in a land of custom and traditions, they had ac-

50. Fergusson., Harvey, 1!! Those Days, P• 240. 
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quired no legal title to· their lands; many did not even 
realize that their old government had been superseded and 
the land ·1a.ws of the .Americans were supreme. Mo one had 
ever disputed the title to their land~ nor to the water-
holes where they summer-herded their sheep; and with the 
inrush of the Texans the v1hole country was taken up be-
fore they even thought of the Land Office. 

Along the ·river and on the old grants, both 
Spanish and Mexican, they could show a title of sorts; 
but even there the old records had to be verified in di~ 
taut lands, for they dated back to the Conquest. Emperors 
and viceroys with a prodiga1 hand.had gi'1en away land by 
the league. The leagues east and west from the Rio Grande 
River-forty 1ea.gues, measured on horseback and guessed 
at--so read and ao laid these gifts to royal favorites, 
and to the colonists who settled the unknown wastes. Old 
land marks were forgotten, rivers had changed and trees 
had £alien since the grants had been measured .and parceled 

· out; and the rpugh hands of the Texans brushed all hearsay 
evidence aside as they clamored for the deeds to the land,.Sl.. 

I 

In Caravans~ Santa ~e, Miss Malkus tells how the Mexi-

can~ attempted to keep back the traders who were ~ringing on their 

rights, but their efforts were wasted. The Americans continued to 

come, and at last tlie Me,cicans were forced to trade with them .. 

Don Anabe1 himself had from the first resented 
these .intruders bitter:cy,,. To him the white men :from 
a.cross the plains were still. colonists of the·hereditarl~ 
hated English. They were thrown into the carce1,. hindered 
in every way, yet still they cam.et And in the end Don 
Anabel traded with them, as every one else did. It was
to his advantage a 32 . 

The aceguias of irrigation canals were very precious to 

the Mexicans and Indians, who . had strict rules in regard to the _use 

of them. James Bragdon, an ll!lscrupulous character in Caravans~ 

Santa Fa, selfishly disregarded these rules and increased the hatred 

toward Americans. 

31. Coolidge, Dane, Lorenzo~ Magnificent, p. 105-164. 
52. Malkus., Alida, Caravans .!g. Santa Fe, p. 157. 
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The ne.."'Ct day he was watering his new posses-
sions, having shut down the headga.te below in the nsakey,n 
and the muddy water had already run over his field when an 
irate Mexican followed by two others came posthaste 
through the fields, gesticulating and threatening. Brag-
don realized that he was in trouble and made no objection 
when they opened the ditch belot1 him and went off ~tter-
ing to shut the water of£ from his ditch above. 

Ceran St. Vrain endeavored to explain to the 
Yankee that afternoon., that the rules of irrigating in 
that country were sacred and that only the master of the· 
aceauias could say when to open the gates and when not, 
and where the water was to be distributed.· He warned him 
not to use vrater until. permitted. "But his crops he :had 
bought in the land need it., 0 protested the man, indignantly. 
That. might be, St. Vrain conceded, but they knew best what
could be used, and it was possible that Bragdon' s · place 
had no right to that water.32 

Thus the Americans are shown as having ruined the happy 

land the Mexicans had built for the~selves in a New Spain. The 

future for these light-hearted people, as it is depicted by the 

novelists, is not a very happy one. The Mexicans have been a viva-

cious race, highly emotional. and pleasure-lorlng, but·many of their 

pleasures have been taken from them. They have been demonstrative 

and liked the spectacular in whatever they did, either in their 

church or their bai1es--s fact which Miss Cather points out in 

Dea·hh Comes lg.r. ~ Archbishop, in \Vhich the qua1ities of the people 

and of the country are discussed- with great sympathy. 

Here, these demonstrations seemed a part or 
. the high colour that was in the landscape and gardens, 
in the flaming cactus and the gaudily decorated altars,--
in the agonized Christs and dolorous Virgina and the 
very human figures of the saints. He had already learned 
that with this people religion was neceasari:cy- theatri-
cai.55 . . 

52. Ibid., PP• 161-162 •. 
53. Cather,. Willa, Death Cornes !Ql:.~ Archbishon, p. 142. 
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What other race but the descendants of the Spanish would 

indulge in the fanaticism of the penitentes? One almost £eels \7hen 

one reads of it, aa·1r a part of the spirit of the Middle Ages had 

revived and found a new place again. One turns away from a con-

sideration of the Mexicans with a. feeling of sympathy for these gay

children of Old Spain who have been deprived of their homes and happy 

round of pleasure. 



Chapter V 

HISTORICAL MATERIAL 

96 •. 

The historical matter treated in these novels is, curious 

as,,it may sef'.Jn., slight~ A few historical novels have been written, 

as,. for example, Remember the Alamo and The Lost Q.914 .Q!. ~ Monte-

zuma.a: A Story of~ Alamo. A history of the lawless e1ement in 

the earl.¥ towns is admirably treated by Mr~ Walter N •· Burns in his 

two books to y,hich I have already made reference-The Sage of Billy 

~ Kid and Tombstone. The progress and changes brought by the 

· barbed wire and railroad have been illustrated from the novels Q.Qn.-

auest and In Those Days. The two novels show how it was possible 

for men who came to the early pioneer towns to gain position and 

respectability by the time they were old men. 

The interesting historical material relating to the mas-

sacre of the-Texans at the Alamo has received less ~tten~ion during 

the twentieth century than one should expect. Mn!. Amelia Barr 

has ittitten the book Remember~ Alamo, and Mr. w. O. Stoddard

uses the battle as a basis for part of his novel ~ Lost Q.914 or 

~ Montezumas: ! Stoey .Q!. ~ Alamo. These novels are not new, 

however~ and their material is not handled 1n the ne·w manner. Both 

novelists paint Sam Houston as a meteoric hero, Mrs. Barr using 

him as a principal in her story .. 

Mrs. Barr selects San Antonio far the setting 0£ her story, 
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and gives a brief eceount of the histo:ry or its struggles before. the 

was o£ the Almao. 

In £not, no city on the J\mcrican continent 
bas sueb. a bloo~ record aa San An ton1o. From its set-
tlement by the ~arµke monks of. 1692, to its £~1. eap-
tu....~ by the Americans in 1836, 1 t wae well named utbe

.. city or the swordu. The Comncho tmd the· r1bi te man 
fought around 1 ts wnlla their for~ y~rs• battle for 
supremacy. . .rro~ 1810 to l8<il,._ its streets were eonstm:ttly 
·bloody with the fi5ht bgt~e~ the royalists .and repub-
lleru1a., a.nd the eity and tho citadel passed .from one 
parey · to the other continu~lly. !.nd when it es~ to 
tho queotion of freedom end l~ricnn d~'\tlon, San 
Antonio ~,as, as it had ever been, the great Tenn ,bat-
tle.f1eld.l . · 

In the. book .Remember .ths..,µ,AAO., Sm:ita Anna is tnl important 

minor character wl10 1a painted so a heartless scoundrel. by tho 4luthor. 

Throughout tne book appearz the fr~~lo~~ apir.1t of the. ~eri-

cnna uho v,1.ll not tolerate oppreasio~ .from. the Mexican dictator. 

The author shows the result wben Sant.~ Anna' a ~ct to p1:9ven.~ Amari-

.cans from c~~B artJlS ia rend. 

"J±nthe Plnsa I em, the mllit.111ry band approach-
ing., nceompsnied by half a dozen officers r..nd a f'e'R 
soldiers. The noise stopped suddenly, ~.ncl Cap~~in ttor-
ollo proclaimed as a bando (edict) at tho highest authority 
un order for all Amcrlceins to surrender their ams of 
evor:, ·description 'to the offieials·and at·tha plncasnoti-
fiod.tt .... 

0The Americans had evidently been expecting 
this useless bombast, nnd are the WOl'da ware llell uttered. 
they answered th.om nth a yoll of de.flan.co. • • ,, I can
tell you this• Maria: ell the millions 1..'l llexiao can not 
take their rifles from t.he ten thousand Americans: in Te:ms, 
able to carry them.•£ 

l. Barr, Amelia E., Rr::membor .t:he J'\lamo,. P• 228. 
2. Ibid.• PP• 79-80 .. 
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Mrs., Barr continues her story by describing the taking 

of the Alamo by the Americans. With little preparation and equip-

ment, but with· great determinati~n, they win the Mexican strong-

hold. Dr. Worth, the hero of Mrs;.: Barr's novel, relates the hap-

penings of. the ,var to his wife. 

ltUnder the Mexican republican !'lag of eight-
een · twenty-four; but indeed, Maria, I do not· think \Ye

had one in the camp. We were destitute of all the trap-
pings of war--we had no uniforms, no music, no flags, no 
positive military discipline. But we had one heart and 
mind, and one object in view; and this four days' fight 
has shown ·what men can do, who are moved by a single, 
grand idea.n5 

Colonel James Bowie and the other men who died so bravely 

at the Alamo, are pictured by Mrs. Barr as talking over the battle 

that was to come with Santa Anna. Bowie makes this rousing speech 

to the men: 

And the calm, gentlemanly Bowie was suddenl¥ 
transformed into a £lashing, vehement, furious avenger. 
He laid his lmife and pistols on the tE!,ble., his steel-
b1ue ayes scintillated as if they were lightning; his 
handsome.mouth, his long, white hands, his whole person 
radiated wrath and expressed the utmost lengths or invin-
cible courage and insatiable hatred •••• 

uwe have.none of us lived very·well,n said 
Bowie, "but we can die well. I say as an American, that 
Texas is ours by right of natural locality, and by right 
of treaty; and, as I live, I will do my best to make it 
American by right of. conquest\ Comrades, I do not want 
a prettier quarrel to die in "-and looking lvi th a brave., 
unflinching gaze around the grim fortress--"! do not want 
a better monument than the ilamotn4 . 

The march of Santa Anna and his army into San Antonio 

is described.. In typical. Mexican fashion, they enter with oaten ta-

tion and_ di_splay of gay colors. 

5. Ibid.• p. 200 
4. Ibid.1 p. 288-289. 
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Santa Anna and his staff-officers were in 
front. They passed too rapidly for ·individual. notice, 
but it was a grand moving picture of handsome men in 
scarlet and gold--of graceful mangas and waving plumes, 
and bright-colored velvet capes; of high-mettled horses, 
and richly-adorned Mexican saddles, aqueras·or blaek·fur• 

· and silver stirrups; of thousands of common soldiers, in 
a fine uniform o:f red and blue; with antique brazen · 
helmets gleaming in the sun, and long lances., adorned 
with tri-colored streamers. They went past like a 'Vivid, 
wonderful.dream-like the vision of an army of mediaeval 
knights.5' · . . 

Mrs. Barr next writes of the battle at the Alamo. The 

horrors of the treatment the Americans receive from the merciless 

Me:rd.cans are described. A witness to the fall of the Alamo re-

lates the cruelty of Santa. J...,na to,va.rd the last few helpless sur~ 

vivors. 

ff0astrillon could not kill these heroes. 
He asked their lives of Santa Anna, v,ho stood with a 
scowling, sa.vege face in this last citadel of his foes.· 
For ans-.ver, he turned to the men around him, and said,. 
with a malignant emphasis; •Firet' It was .the 1aat 
volley. Of the defenders of the Alamo, not one is 
left.tt6 · 

" -

The author gives another account near the end of Remem-

~ ~ Alamo showing how relen~less and inhuman the Mexicans 

were towards their prisoners 0£ war. They apparently had no sense. 

of honor in warfare~ 

nEntirely encircled by them, yet still fight-
ing and pressing onward, we defended ourselves until 
our ammunition gave out. Then we accepted the terms 0£
capitulation offered by Urrea, and were marched ~ck to 
Goliad as prisoners of war. Santa .Anna ordered us all 
to be shot.n 

s•. Ibid., p. 501. 
6. Ibid., p. 527~3~8. 



flBu.t you were prisoners of war? 8

"Urrea laughed at the articles, and said 
his only intention in them was to prevent the loss of 

. Mexican blood·. • • · • 
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•an the.eighth day after the surrender, a 
love]3 Sunday morning., we were marched out of the fort 
on the pretense of sending us to Louisiana, according 
to the articles 0£ surrender, and we were in high spirits 
at the prospect. 

. "But I noticed that we were surrounded by 
a double row of soldiers, and that made ma auspicious. 
In a few moments, Fannin was marched into the centre, 
and told to sit down on a low stool. He fel.t that his 
hour had come ••• ~ The Mexican col.one.l raised his 
sword, the drums beat, and the slaughter began. Fifty 
men at a time were shot; and those whom the guns missed 
or crippled, were dispatched with the bayonet orlance.n7 

The Texans· today still cel.ebrate San Jacinto day to com-

memorate the gaining of their independence. Dr. Worth recounts 

to his fa.mi~ and friends after the battle the challenge Sherman 

gave the men, and their response at this encounter. 

"And when Sherman shouted the battle-cry: 
'Remember the Alamo1 Goliad and tho Alamol 1 it ,1as 
taken up by the whole seven hundred, and such a shout· 
of vengeance mortal ears never heard before. The.air 
was full of it, and it appeared to be echoed and re-
peated by innumerable .,voices. 

nwith this shout on our lips, we advanced 
to.within sixty paces or the Mexican lines, and then 
a storm of bullets went flying over our heads. One 
ball, however, shattered Houston's ankle, and another 
struck his horse in the breast. But both man and horse· 
were of .. the .finest metal, and they pressed on regardless 
or their wounds. We did not answer the volley until we
poured our lend into their very bosom$. No t~me for 
reloading then. We clubbed our rifl.es till. they broke, 
fiung them away and fired our pistols in the eyes of 
the enemy; then, nothing else remaining, took our 
bowie-knives £rom our be1 ts and cut our way through 
the wal.1s of living £lesh.n8 

7. Ibid., PP• 545-546. a. Ibid., pp. 575-sis. 
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After Tm:as gained her independence, Americmis poured into 

the atate. firs. Barr writ.ea of the increase 1n the numbers or the 

Americana, snd of the cbnnge they brought. 

Americans were coming by hundreds and by 
thousands; and those. Mexicano who could not malte up tbeil" 
mlnda to become Texans, and to assimilate nth :the ne1, 

. elements sure to predominate, were quietly br-e~ld.ng up_ 
their hoooa and transferring th9ir interests across the 
F..io G1"ande. · '

They w~r~ not missed, even for a dey~ Soma 
!mer.1c3D. was ready to step into their place_~ and the push-
ing, progressive spirit or tha raee ~as soon evident in 
the hearty ,1ay with which they sat to work, not only to.
repair what \1ar had destroyed, but to inaugarate those 
rnov~ments livbi.ch are slways among their first necessities. 
Ministers, pey.sicians1 teachers, mechanics or all kinds, 
were soon tit work; cuurehes \Vere built, Bibles were pub-
licly sold• or given away; schools ivere ad1rertiaed; th,o 
city was ehsnging ita tone aa aasi.13 aa a woman changes 
tho .faohion of her ·dress._ Santa At1na b~d said truly 
~.nough to Houston1 that the Texans had no flag to fight 
under; but the young Ropubllc very soon flung her ensign 
out among those of the gray nations of the world •. It 
floated. abo--ve tho tiiiiCe glorious Alamo; a bright· blue stand-
ard# nth one white sta.r in the cen.tre.9 

In The Lost r,gld · or· tne. Montezum..•un A StQ!V. of the Alamo, ~........... . ....... ' ... _..:.... ................... )-

fall of' the Ala.mo 1a not nearly so · detailed as Mrs. Barr• a. In 

this paosage he tells of the impending disaster about to £all on 

the Texans. On all sides ~here were trouble and dangers brewing .. 

He hardly lt1u1v,, at that tn0ment, bow dark a
cloud seee1ed to be hanging over Texas in those closing 
dsys of the winter of 1855-1836. All things bad been 
going m-ong. There were quarrels among tho leaders, and 
even Houston had lost, apparent'.q, n great deal of bis 
populatl ty. . 

9. Ibid.• pp •. 408-409. . . 
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It seemed to be of little use. The Indians 
were busy on the borders. Reports of the feeling in the 
Congress or the Uni~ed States were discouraging. All the 
while, moreover., every arrival from the south of the Rio 
Grande told me of the extensive preparations which the 
Mexican president 1i'l8S maldng for an invasion. He was said 
to have gathered a force that would ~rove overwhelming, 
and he declared de.a th to all rebels. 0 

Besides the material on military and politica1 affairs, 

several of the novels contain chapters detling with social end reli-

gious history. Much about the manners and customs of early times may 

be learned from the novelists. Miss Cather, for example, t~lls us 

about the modes of. travel in the unsettled Southwest of pioneer days, 

the way meals were served, the rela~ion of servants and master, 

their fashion of dress, and their marriage ceremonies. Mr. Bandelier1 

laying his story farther in the past, pictures the eveey day life of 

the Pueblo Indians; their methods . of building their ho11ses, their 

communication with distant tribes, their method of governing them-

selves, their war customs, and their burial customs. Mr. La Farge., 

perhaps~ better than any of the group, leaves a aeries of convincing 

accounts of every day life among the Indians. Ho describes their 

holiday sports, the etiquette observed.at their.dances, their crafts 

of·weaving and silver making, the diet of the Navajos, and the con-

ventions adhered to in the.life or the hogahn. 

In the \-1ork of other novelists, . one learns a.bout the li£e 

among the aristocratic Spanish settlers, the Americans in the new~ 

founded towns, the Texas ranchers, the traders with their caravans, 

10. Stoddard, W. O. ~ 1ll.2. ~- QQ.l<! .Q!~ Montezumas: !. Story ,g! 
· · the Alamo, P• 220. 
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and the Mexicans on their large ranches. Miss Malkus pic-

tures the mode of life of the Spanish settlers in Santa. Fe1 their dances, 
. -

their dinners, and their bickerings with the traders. Mr. Coolidge 

describes the life·or the Mexican ranchers,.their generous spirit or 
hospital! ty, their care-free existence., and their gay bailes and 

fiestas. 

0£ still greater interest, possibly, is the inf-0rmation on 

the religious ideas and ideals of the time and on religious history. 

The material. £ound is varied in theme and treats of widely separated 

periods of time. The degrees of influence or the various sects are 

shown inciden~ by the authors. 

There are four different kinds of religion deseribed in 

these novels of the Southwest. ·The Catholic church with its elaborate 

ritual has made the strongest appeal to the people whci live _in this

vivid country •. The Spanish brought over their Catholic religion, and 

. converted a number_ of_ Indians~ .. Two types of Catholic priests ~re 

depicted in the novels·. In Death Comes E.Q.£. ~ Archbishop, Miss 

Cather drav1s a contrast between: the devout French priests and the 

unscrupulous Mexican priests. However, not all of the Mexican priests 

are portrayed as being evil. Miss Cather describes the priests or 
the outlying districts as kindly and religious men. 

An interesting ou·cgrowth of the Catholic church is the 

- order of the penitentes; a. complete and detailed account of this or-

der is found in~ Blood .Q.f. ~ Conquerors. 
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The Protestant f'aith has exerted very little inf1uence 

on these peo_ple. The only book which mentions to any extent a con-

flict ·between the Catholics and Protestants ls the"book written by-.

Mrs. Barr. She does show the hatred the Catholic priests feel ·for 

the.heretics, and their constant and energetic attempt-to keep the 

MeJtj.cans from their inf1uence. 

The old pagan beliefs have proved dear to the Indian's 

heart and he has been loath to relinquish them entirely. The various 

Indian tribes built up mythologies of' their own, believing in per--

sonifications of natural phenomena--just as other primitive peoples 

have done who have llved so close to nature. _They had dances to 

cel.ebra.te the various seasons of the year. Corn was the center or 
many or their beliefs, as it was their principal means of livelihood. 

Because of their love for ritual and pageantry, the Catholic church 

has had the greatest attraction for the Indian. However, as I pointed 

out in Chapter III, even though the Indian accepts the Catholic re-

ligion, he has a tendency to retain elements of his old religion and 

intermingle the two. 

If the novelists have not made full use of tho political 

and military happenings that have marked the history of' the Southwest, 

thay at least have shotm the possibility of them as fictional epi-

sodes, as well as left a rather full record or the socia1 and relig-

.. iotts background. They hav-e described the Indian and Mexican customs 

in detail especially. The religious ideas 0£ the Indians have proved 

to be the most interesting to the novelists, al though even this material. 
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has not been treated exhaustive~. It may be, as a result of the 
\ 

new interest in the Southwest, more books dealing with this almost 

neglected material will be written. 
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COMCLUSIONS 

From the pr.eceding chapters it is clear that to the numer-

ous writers of fiction the material. offered by life and nature in the 

Southwest bas proved highly attractive. They have ranged over the 

whole area, picturing the landscape, recording the strong impressions 

the desert and mountain and plain have made upon them, recounting the 

experiences of the various:people who have made this region their 

home. 

The novelists have been neglectful of no particular perio~ 

of the region ts history.. They have pictured life among the aborigines, 
' '

and they have, also, described the Southwest as it is today. . Mr·.

Bandeller, perhaps, 'bas done the most distinguished work in the older 

period. Ria Delight Makers (1890) represents scenes from the life of 

the.: primitive .Pueblos as he imagined they existed in pre-historic days, 

and although the events are imaginary, the book is based on careful 

study of all the archaeological data available. Miss Cather, too, 

has written of the ruins left by the primitive Pueblos in Song J?!. 

the Lark (1915) and ~ Professor's House (1925). A later period, 

which might for the sake of convenience be called the middle period1 

is the theme of ten books, the settings for which range from those 

of the early days of the nineteenth century to those of the close 

of the century. Death Comes !2!:, ~ Archbishop (1928) is about the 

earlier part or the century. Remember~ Alamo (1909) and The Lost 
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of. _the century, as the fall of the Alamo, around which the two 

stories center., occurred in 1855. Under~ §lm. (1926}, Concuest 

(1950), ·~· Walls (1929) Caravans ,iq Santa ~ (1928) and Lorenzo 

. ~ Magnificent (1924) represent the middle years of the century. 
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Tombstone (1927) and--~ Saga £!: Bipy ~ ~ (1925) cover the last 

period of the century in the neighties n. Finally there are several 

novels dealing w1th the twentieth century-The Blood .2£, ~ .Q.cm.-

guerors (1921), Lau2'hinP,' Boy (1929), Windainger (1950), and ~ 

Dragon Fly~ Zimi (1928). In. Those ~ (1929) covers a length of time 

from the 11days of the wagonn to the "gas agett. 

Not on~ is there a wide range in the periods of time re-

presented, but also in the choice of subject matter stressed. On the 

whole, the Indians have proved to be the most attractive kind of 

material the region has afforded. Three of the books are on the llava-

jos, four on the Pueblos,. and in almost all of the others the Indians 

enter. The Indian as a primitive savage,. the Indian as a foe of the 

white man~ the Indian as a victim of the later .American settlers, 

the IndiBn as a picturesque and pathetic reminder of older civiliza-

tions-al:l th.,se enter strongly into the fiction. There are the 
'-, :··y

. .
bold, :ru.t~8-SB outlaws, the vigorous, ambitious rangers, the haughty . 

Spanish landed gentry, the low~ Mexican of mixed Spanish descent, 

the American soldiers# the travelers and adventurers in the region. 

And besides the material provided by the human beings 0£ the South-

west, there is, as ~lready mentioned~ the striking spectacle of 
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novelists, and which is reflected in scene after scene in the fic-

tion. 
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Turning from the material and fiction-to the authors them-

selves., one discovers several enlightening facts. In the first place, 

it is apparent that the widespread interest in the Southwest is of 

comparative1y recent date. Except £or Mr. Bsndelier and several other 

authors not treated in this s~ey, the novel.ists YtTiting on the 

region belong to -recent times and even to the twentieth century. The · 

earlier writers did not handle their material so effectively as the 

modern.writers, and wrote their books in a stilted manner. However, 

Mr. Bandelier• s book stands out from the rest or the novels as be-. 

ing an authentic storehouse or Indian legends and information fiction-

ized. The twentieth century author b.aa been more impressed by the

grandeur and the exotic quality of much of the life of the Southwest. 

Al.though there are points of similarity between a few of the writers, 

the fiction of recent date is not of -even quality.· Laughing J!gz and 

Windsinger, for example, have appeared within the last year or two• 

and yet hotv different they are in .fundamental worth. Laughing Boy 

is definitely superior in the purity and suitability of its prose and 

in. the dramatic arrangement of material. There is a quiet tragedy 

in Windsinger's never-ending quest for the song of the gods.- The 

book is not so virile, however> as Laug;hing Bo:y, and lacks its sim-

plicity and reality. Windsinger never fully materializes as a living· 

character, bttt always remains a strange and shadowy figure. Mr .. La 
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Farge makes effective use of short, terse sentences in relating the

conversation and thoughts of his characters. Both novelists are mas-

ters o£ their field, but Mr.- La Farge handles bis narrative with

greater artistry than does Miss Gillmor. 

A consideration 0£ the writers about the Southwest as a 

group shows that they constitute no . school. They have in connnon on~ 

an interest.in the region and a feeling for its beauty and significance. 

A few words about several. of them aee11:1 appropriate here •. Included 

among those of importance who have given the la1"gest amount of informa-

tion concerning the Southwest are Mr. Coo;lldga and Mr. Fergusson. 

They have written extensive1y .of the types of peoples, the Indian, 

the Spanish and the American, of . their contacts v11 th each other and 

with the natural forces. Those who have furnished the most detailed 

account of historica1 background are Mr. Bandeller, Miss Cather, Mr. 

Vestal, Miss Malkus, and Mr. Fergusson. The religious history~ ac-

counts of changes in customs and manner of living brought by- the 

settlers, their struggles, and the development o.f the country are 

related by these authors. Thos.e who excel in the artistry or the pre-

sentation of their material are Miss Cather and Mr. La Farge. They 

· both \Vrite with great mastery of their subject. Miss Cather writes 

··wi:th more ability than any of the others, and revea1s the genuine 

fascination that the land has for her. She handles her material with 

sympathy-and understanding, and, above all others, catches the real 

spirit of this exotic country and its people. It may be said that 

her books contain many instances of npurple patchesn that attract 



· the attention 0£ her readers. The highest mark in this phase of 

American literature has been reached by Mias Cather • 

. -:-· 
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